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~OREWORD -—

The Americas is often thought of as a homogeneous continent largely because
most of its component countries speak Spanish and most of its people are
Catholics. In fact, the region exhibits a mosaic of many different hues.

There is a great deal of heterogeneity,politically,historically,culturally,
economically and socially -- distinctionswhich determine particular national
realities. Brazil, for instance,with its enormous size and population is
Portuguese-speakingand differs in many other ways from even its contiguous
neighbors in the southern cone as well as those in the north and west. And
Cuba, for the past 26 years since 1959, has been a communist State. Its past
links it ethnically and culturally to its neighbors on the mainland and in

?
Central America; but its recent past and present are unique to the region.

The;=differences have, of course, influenced UNICEF’s cooperationwith
Americas in style, in emphasis, in content, in volume as well as in the
of activity.

A b;ief’historysuch as this of UNICEF in The Americas, will inevitably

The
pace

tend
to blur these distinctionsand stress the homogeneity. Brevity may be the
soul of wit but it also oversimplifiesreality. This historical sketch
should, therefore,be read as a chronologicalaccount of facts and events
which offer the general reader a quick sketch of the problems of children and
mothers in The Americas since about 1947 and of UNICEF’s efforts to advocate
their cause, influencegovernment policies and assist them to deliver services
-- initiallymostly health and nutrition services but later expanded to
include other aspects of child survival and development. It also offers a
collection of materials and bibliographicsource references which may
stimulate other historians,preferably of the region, to make more detailed
stories.

It is a rich story.

Reading about efforts to eradicate malaria by attacking
anophelesmosquito, yaws by mass campaigns to reach and
the then new “wonder drug” penicillin, and tuberculosis
importantnot only for its historical value but perhaps
malaria is resurgent, there are extant pockets of yaws,
still proving intransigent.

the vector, the
inject suffererswith
with BCG, make it
even more so because
and tuberculosisis

Immunizationoutreach continues to be narrow in The Americas. Recently some
Governmentshave adopted a campaign strategy to lift these rates from 20 and
40 per cent to 80 and 90 mainly by mobilizing mass media, church officials,
even policemen to spread the word and serve as extension services to the
health ministries’ immunizationcapability. The intention is to
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accelerate the process, clear the backlog and, through the resulting increased
“conscientization”,stimulate the demand among parents for access to
vaccinationfacilities in the communitiesso that new babies are vaccinated
early.

The story of acceleratedefforts to eradicate the child-killerdiseases of the
Fifties, Sixties and Seventies offers many insights on Do’s and Don’t’s as
well as on human and institutionalresources and obstacles for planners and
those carrying out the plans of the Eighties for the Expanded Programme of
Immunization. It points also to the continuing need for health education and
training of health workers and communications.

One important insight which comes through continuously is that UNICEF’S
contributionof resources of money and people to programmed in The Americas
was minute in “size” relative to the need addressed, as well as to the effort
the countries themselvesput into children’s programmed. Whenever it did
bring about a change for the better, it was because it was applied sensitively
and served as a spur to the nation’s own efforts.

Many fine people contributeda great deal to the welfare of children in The
Americas since the 1945 war. A few of them are named in the text. Hany
remain anonymous. To all of them this brief “preliminary”history is offered
in tribute.

V. Tarzie Vittachi

Deputy Executive Director
for External,Relations,
UNICEF



PREFACE

The year 1948 was the beginning for UNICEF in The Americas, a region where
“Hemispheresolidarity is rooted in the fact that The Americas constitute a
basic geographical and historical community, above and beyond any political.
boundaries, cultural influences,or restrictions imposed by creed or
race.”l A region made up of individual countries each with an intense
national pride, countrieswith long historical backgrounds, varied cultural
heritages, differences in their political systems and a dualism in the
structure of their societies. There were, as in other regions of the world,
extremes within countries -- the wealthy landowning classes and the poor
masses, the highly educated and the illiterate. Fortunately there were, in
Government as well as in the private sector, many dedicated and talented
persons with whom UNICEF came into contact.

Throughout the next three decades there was emphasis around the region on
industrialgrowth and economic development,periods when the GNP growth rate
was high and such achievementbecame the major and ultimate goal of national
and internationalefforts. Sub-regional groupings were formed to facilitate
common aims in economic development and trade, Expanded communicationsand
migratory populationmovements brought to different sectors of the population,
glimpses of other conditions and lifestyles,whetting appetites for change and
raising hopes of improved conditions, They were decades during which there
were Governments overthrown by revolutions and by ‘coups’,and when major
changes in the political systems of some countries were realized.

It was in this setting that UNICEF began operations and amidst these changes
and influences that it grew.

The history of economic development and political change in The Americas is
well documented. This monograph is intended only to give an overview of the
evolution and growth of UNICEF activities in The Americas, of UNICEF reaction
to some of the main streams of development in the region. While this
monograph covers the three decades of the period between 1948 and 1979, many
of the activities described in the early decade are also mentioned as they
evolved in the later decades.

It is an overview presenting trends and highlights as UNICEF staff sought to
understand the changing situations affecting the lives of children around the
region, to develop activities relevant to those situations, and as they worked
with those involved in the policies and programmed of the Governments to
improve the social environment for their children. Through the insights it
offers it is hoped that interestmight be stimulated to review other materials
on specific elements of a country’s programme including UNICEF activities.
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From the most efficient and timely delivery of milk, emergency supplies and
equipment, and rather a financing arm for the programmed of other United
Nations’ organizations,to an agency with recognized competence in relation to
a singular cli6ntele and a respected partner in the developmentprocess ---
such has been the evolution of UNICEF in The Americas over three decades.

By the mid-1970s the UNICEF assignment in The Americas had developed into what
could best be described as a conscience for the rights of children and their
welfare, a constantwatchdog over these rights and actions, a catalyst in
actions aimed at ensuring the availabilityof the means to obtain these basic
rights. UNICEF became also an organizationready and able to, as necessary,
collaboratewith Governments in providing the means for the growth and
preparationof the children of The Americas in order that these young people
would contribute to progress in their societies.

+ + t +

Through three decades UNICEF has learned a great deal about the situation of
children in the countries of The Americas, has seen changes in these
situations,has adapted its approaches, It has spoken in political neutrality
of ideas to meet the needs of future generations,and has continued to evolve
its programmed and activities in response to the changing conditions and the
hopes of the peoples. These hopes reflected rising social expectations
throughout the region.

As conditions changed in the countries so too did the experiencesof the
people. Improved and expanded communications-- surface travel, radio and
ultimately television -- -heightenedexpectationsso that what had been no more
than a distant hope for a family or a community emerged as definitive
expectations.

However, the evidences of ‘development’in the region were not always
sufficient to respond positively to the growing demands for social
improvements. In fact development in The Americas, because of technology and
education imported from other regions, has been a rapid process often
involvingpatterns adopted more as alien copies than as solutions emerging
from an endogenouspersonality. It has not been a steady balanced process;
hence the situationsexisting such as those clearly mirrored in the lives of
the poorest, marginal population groups.

Industrial growth, with the mirage of employment,brought migration and urban
growth. Each expansion of services still left so many unattended demands that
there was the constant challenge for Governmentsand collaborating
organizationsto find more effectivemeans to meet the basic social needs. It
was fortunate then that the developmentprocess described above, was also one
in which there has been a readiness to seek adaptations to the local situation
and to change. When speaking of this developmentprocess, a director of the
Jnter-AmericanDevelopmentBank and a regional director of UNICEF each found a
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quotation from the Spanish poet Antonio Ffachadoaptly descriptive. It was,
“Caminanteno hay camino, el camino se hate al andar” (the traveller has no
path; he makes his path as he goes). It is perhaps this feature which has
contributedmost to the region’s survival, as it has, under the burden of
pressures and demands on its social and economic systems.

The words of Xachado might also be applied to UNICEF. Over the years the
lives and work of many individualshave fashioned a path for the organization
in The Americas, They too might join today in pointing with pride to the many
signpostswhich have marked the progress of a journey not concluded:

. The contributionmade to society by any of the children who
received direct assistance

. The mothers, who not only were given help to treat their sick
children, but were also helped to an understandingof the
cause and effect

. The villagerswho were encouraged to participate in a project,
who received some training and who found that they were able
to make a positive contributionto development

. The young people who not only became aware of social problems
affecting their families and communitiesbut discovered
practicalways to help solve them

. The professionalwhose outlook was changed as he/she became
more involved in the programmed

. The administratorswho saw the benefits of an inter-sectoral
approach in which families and communitiesare reached by
converging services

. The planners who found the essential balance between social
and economic components for their national developmentplans

. The officials and politicianswho had to make the decisions on
policy and on the implementationof plans and programmed

. The man in the street whose opinions were changed and who
spoke out in support of these politicians and their approach

+ + + +
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Looking back, several things appear to have influencedand helped to make
possible UNICEF’S contributionto the well-being of the region’s children over
three decades: Events, opportunities,individual visions, the dedication of
countlessworkers in the programmed, and even the actors in this drama - the
children themselves - all conditionedthat contribution.

While across the region considerable informationof a general or sectoral
nature could be found, there had been few attempts to relate any of this to a
focus on the child. Country studies on the situation of children, and youth,
which responded to this need, proved most valuable as basic references to
students, researchers,and authoritieswith responsibilityfor plans and
programmed. As a subject of conference and seminar discussions,the material
was more widely disseminatedand had some effect on public opinion. Equally,
studies were an essential tool in any UNICEF considerationof its activities
in a particular country.

Activities in the region began, in coordinationwith a few United Nations and
Inter-Americanorganizations,with exploratoryvisits and consultationsin the
countries. Through the years, coordinationcontinued although patterns and
partners changed to meet current situations -- expanding greatly with regional
and sub-regionalorganizations. Regional programmed enabled great flexibility
and attention to many matters which might otherwise have never received
funding or adequate UNICEF support. They were invaluable in: promoting an
understandingof different approaches; trying out new ideas and refining them
for wider application;providing opportunitiesfor greater emphasis on a
particular area of activities;enabling interchangeof techniciansbetween
countries; simplifyingadministration;and in support for training at regional
institutionsin both their regular and specially tailored courses.

Further, the posture of children’s advocate guided the operations in The
Americas. Not just a ‘buzz-word’,it was a practice followed by UNICEF staff
in the region. Over the years the content of the message was enriched and
adapted to local,experiencesand needs and addressed to ever widening networks
of supporters in Government, the academics and among the general public.
Equally importantly,substantivecontactswere made and working relationships
developedwith those from various disciplines and sectors, in public and
private life, throughoutthe countries and organizationsoperating in the
region. Those contributedboth to the quality of UNICEF activities and to its
image in the region.

Besides these, the ease of travel to Central America in the 1950’s contributed
to establishinga wealth of informal contacts between governmentalofficials,
concerned individuals,staff members and visitors, and to most useful
discussion and exchange of experiences. These would later help in the
determinationof policies and programmed appropriateto meet the needs and
address the conditions and aspirationsof the children and parents in the
region, Among the visits made were those by the Programme Committee of the
UNICEF Executive Board and later by the Board. Also, with the promotion of
tourism came a successionof visitors having some connection to the
organizationor one of the National Committees for UNICEF, a trend which later
spread throughout the region.
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The year 1946, The United Nations Relief and RehabilitationAdministration
(UNRRA) is being liquidated. A body for the “benefit of children and
adolescentsand for child health purposes general.ly”2is thought necessary
to serve those countries receiving assistance from UNRRA.

So it was thus that the residual assets of UNRRA gives life Co UNICEF (the
United Nations Children’s Emergency Fund*) in December of that year,
Immediatelyan urgent problem: the continuationof a supplementaryfeeding
programme in war-devastedEurope. By 1956 this programme was reaching 6
million children through some 50,000 distributioncentres in a dozen countries.

UNICEF, also authorized to receive voluntary contributionsfrom Governments
and individuals,quickly set about its first task in The Americas - to obtain
government contributionsfor its work. UNRRA had received most of its support
from three countries (the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada which
together provided some 94 per cent of its operating costs), but also secured
substantialcontributionsfrom many other countries. Among these, 19
countries in The Americas which provided a total of $60 million during the
three years of UNRRA’S operations - the largest amount, $40 million, came from
Brazil.3

Maurice Pate, the first Executive Director of UNICEF, had worked in relief
operations in Europe both during the First World War and following the Second
World War, He had also directed the Prisoners of War Relief Section of the
American Red Cross which involved large supply operations. In Flay/June1946,
he accompaniesformer United States President Herbert Hoover on a tour of The
Americas. Made at Che request of United States President Harry Truman, its
purpose is to discuss the problem of world famine and possibilitiesof
countries both conserving the use of foods and increasingexports as measures
to relieve the food shortage in Europe until the next year’s world crops.
Pate, whose greatest concern had always been the welfare of children, is also
able to use this opportunity to enquire about the health of children and to
observe the living conditionsof the poor.

Early 1947. The Executive Director holds severalmeetings with the five Latin
American members of the UNICEF Executive Board (Annex I) to discuss
fund-raisingmethods in The Americas: such contributions-- as well as those
from outside the region -- might encourage action by the United States
Congress then in the process of consideringsupport of UNICEF. In mid-1947
Drs. Domingo Ramos (Universityof Havana and founder of the Finley Institute)
and Howard Kershner (US businessman involved in internationalchild feeding
programmed in Europe) make a preliminary tour to introduceUNICEF aims and
purposes to persons in Governments and agencies. Later that year fund-raising
missions Eravel to each of the countries.
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Interest in UNICEF exrmessed

At the same time the members of the Board from The Americas point to the needs
of some countries in the region for technical assistance. It is recognized,
however, that UNICEF’S role in that context would be limited as there would be
other sources for such assistancewithin the United Nations’ family. As for
material aid, the Chairman of the Board points out that once enough funds had
been raised and UNICEF was in operation, emergency needs outside Europe could
be considered.4

November 1947. The Inter-AmericanConference on Social Security, meeting in
Rio de Janeiro, passes a resolution urging Governments in the region to give
full support to agencies in the United Nations, especially UNICEF,
Fund-raisingnegotiationsare by now underway with each of the Latin American
Governments. UNICEF, with sufficientresources in hand was moving from
planning and organizationto actual operations in Europe.

January 1948. The ninth Pan-AmericanChild Congress being held in Caracas,
Venezuela and attended by, among others, Katherine Lenroot*, passes a
resolutions asking the Executive Board of UNICEF to take into consideration
the needs of children in The Americas. The resolution is brought to the
attention of the Executive Board by the American InternationalInstitute for
the Protection of Childhood (which later became the Inter-AmericanChildren’s
Institute) and is considered at the Executive Board’s Harch 1948 session. The
Board requests the Executive Director “to consult with the appropriate
internationalorganizationsof The Americas concerning the needs of the
children of the western hemisphere and the possibilitiesof furthering their
health and welfare through the cooperationof the Fund.”

Focus: The situation of the children

Consultationsare initiatedwith the American InternationalInstitute for the
Protection of Childhood, the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau (PASB),World Health
Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and, in
the latter half of 1948, exploratory activities set in motion.

* Katherine Lenroot was Chief of the United States Children’s Bureau, United
States Representativeto the UNICEF Executive Board, Vice-Chairmanof the
American InternationalInstitute for the Protection of Childhood and had been
involved in Inter-Americanchild welfare concerns for a number of years.
While in Caracas she discussedwith officials of the American International
Institute for the Protection of Childhood possible collaborationbetween
UNICEF and the Institute.
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Chief among these is the delegation of Dr. R. Passmore of Edinburgh
University,as UNICEF representativeto a Conference on Nutritional Problems
in Latin America, sponsored by FAO, in Montevideo in July 1948. Passmore, a
lecturer in the departmentsof Public Health and Social Medicine, has wide
experience in practical nutrition problems in developing countries. Following
the conference,he visits five Latin American countries, on the invitationof
their Governments, to formulate recommendationsto UNICEF.

Passmore’s report6 illustratesthe difficultiesthat confront UNICEF in
determining the points at which UNICEF assistance,necessarily very limited,
could best be made available in this region of 153 million population,of whom
40 per cent are under 15 years of age. He notes that statisticalrecords are
misleading. Collected on a scale greater than the limited medical and
technical staff can supply, they are largely based on informationprovided by
untrained persons. He observes also, that it has been possible for most of
the countries to implementonly on a small scale their generally advanced and
elaborate social and sanitary legislation. The result, uneven distributionof
the existing child health institutionsand organizationsand extreme variation
in their efficiency and effectiveness. Children’s services are generally
limited and their administrationerratic. Where comparativelyeffective
services exist, they reach only small numbers of children,mainly in urban
areas. These factors made accurate judgement of the state of children’s
health very difficult. High rates of illegitimacy(higher than 50 per cent of
total births, according to some official records) were an importantfactor in
child health and welfare.

Passmore estimates that between one half and one third of the children die
before reaching their fifth birthday. Of those who survive, the majority
exist at levels far below normal physiologicaldevelopment and in sub-normal
health. Recorded birth rates vary between 33 and 50 per thousand population
and infant mortality rates between 100 and 200 per thousand live births.
Mortality below four years of age accounts for as many as 43 per cent of total
deaths in some areas. Hajor causes of infant mortality appeared to be
pneumonia, congenitaldebility, diarrhoea and enteritis, convulsions,and
premature births. Major causes of child morbidity: intestinalparasites,
tuberculosisand insect-bornediseases (malaria and typhus). Add to the cause
of mortality, tuberculosis-- accounting in some statistics for as many as 10
per cent of total deaths. Manifestationsof congenital syphilis are common in
some areas.

Poverty, rather than shortage of food supplies was often the reason children
were underfed. Frank starvation in children was not common but Passmore
considers that a grave shortage of milk is perhaps the most important factor
adverse to child health.
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First assistance decided

November 1948. The Brazilian representativeon the Board, Hr. R. Campos,
arranges an informalmeeting of representativesof Latin American delegations
to the United Nations with UNICEF Board Chairman Ludwik Rajchman and the
Executive Director, Maurice Pate, From suggestionsmade at that meeting Pate
sends a letter7 to the Chief of each delegation outlining briefly the types
of services which might be offered in accordancewith the Fund’s usual
procedures -- supplementaryfeeding programmed, anti-tuberculosisvaccination
c~paigns, anti-syphiliscampaigns,malaria and insect control to reduce
infant mortality, development of milk dehydrationplants and scholarships in
social pediatrics.

March 1949. The Executive Board makes a first block allocation to programmed
in The Americas on the basis of requests from the Governments concerned and on
the advice of the agencieswith which UNICEF was consulting. Following this
block allocation of funds, UNICEF and the consulting agencies considers what
could be the most appropriateuse for these funds. From Passmore’s and other
reports, two things are very clearly indicated:many urgent needs and a
generally acute shortage of trained personnel.

To further add to potential constraintsUNICEF’s own life expectancy is in
question -- thus the obvious desire to avoid spreading UNICEF’s very limited
funds too thinly. Consequently,it is agreed that the funds should be used
for prograrmneswhich would develop rapidly, yield immediatebenefits, and
which would not need highly trained personnel.

Those being the priorities it seems appropriate then to exploit the most
readily available technical advice and assistance in certain fields. Dr.
Passmore is eminently qualified to advise Governments as to the nutritional
aspects of child health. The Institute of Nutrition for Central America and
Panama (INCAP) is established that year, with Dr. Nevin Scrimshaw appointed as
its director. Dr. Johannes Helm of the Joint Enterprise, a
UNICEF/ScandinavianRed Cross Societies’ anti-tuberculosisoperation, is
available to visit several countries and help them plan and prepare for BCG
vaccinationprogrammed. The WHO/UNICEF Joint Committee on Health Policy

(JCHP), at its session in April 1949,8 in accordancewith the findings of
the WHO Expert Committee on Maternal and Child Health, recommends UNICEF
assistance to the developmentof programmed in this field, and later in’the
year UNICEF sends Dr. Leo Eloesser to visit The Americas as a consultant.
Eloesser had previouslyworked for UNRRA and for UNICEF in China helping
develop training courses for village health workers. Because of the
relationshipof insect control to the reduction in infant mortality, UNICEF is
ready to assist such programmed. Besides, the countries of the Americas have
a severe problem in insect-bornediseases, particularlymalaria, and PASB has
consultants available in this field.
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November 1949. Visits had been made to 20 countries in the region9 by
several consultantsfrom UNICEF, WHO, PASR and the Joint Enterprise. The
programmed are a result of these months of consultationsand country visits
and of the intensivework by both consultantsand government staff. And the
UNICEF ExecutiveDirector presents to the Board for approval the first
prograiunesfor The Americas. Other programmed are approved in 1950. (Annex
11)

Thus, within two years of the Board having first considered the needs of
children in The Americas, block allocationstotalling $3.8 million have been
made, programmed to utilize these funds in 18 countries (Annex III) have been
approved and UNICEF-assistedactivities to benefit children in The Americas
are under way. These programmed,each of which received only a relatively
small amount of assistance,are in nutritipn,dis~ase control and basic health
(page 18).
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THE ORGANIZATION.—

Having determined programme thrusts the task now was that of developing an
organizationalframework to administer the programmed. But first how to
designate the area of operations.

When cooperationof the Fund with countries of the western hemispherewas
decided UNICEF adopted the title Latin American Region for use in all its
documentation. Geographicallythe area involved was to include the States and
non-self governing territoriesin South America, the Central Ame”ricanisthmus,
Mexico and the Caribbean.

At the Harch 1955 meeting of the UNICEF Executive Board the representative
from Uruguay, Rodriguez-Fabregat,protested that that UNICEF was listing
Caribbean countries under the heading “Latin America.” He pointed out that
Latin America consisted of a group of independentStates among which it was
not customary to include the Caribbean territories. In deference to this
concern and to avoid any confusion in the future, the title was changed to
“The Americas Region” and has thus been maintained in all UNICEF documentation
and correspondence.

Administrativestructure and staffing

Initial operationsbeing principally in supplies delivery, with few missions
needed, and with a concern to keep administrativeoverheads as low as
possible, UNICEF felt that operations could for the most part be handled by
correspondentsin the countries,with support from headquarters. Future
resident staff in the region was nevertheless foreseen.

1950. By that year’s budget period the inadequacyof the above arrangement
was acknowledged. A regional office and some five missions to countrieswith
large assisted programmedwas then provided for. The first staff assigned
included several from countries of the region, staff who regrettablyonly
stayed for a short time. For a few countries, with a smaller jointly assisted
health programme, agreementswere made with the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
(PASB) to designate one of their staff to represent both organizations.

By 1951 there were UNICEF offices in five countries:Brazil, Chile, Ecuador,
Guatemala and Peru. The office in Guatemala was designated as an Area Office
and that in Peru a Regional Office, Each of these had responsibilitiesfor
more than one country, a pattern which was to evolve for the region.

1952. The first Regional Director, Robert L. Davee (Annex IV) assumed his
post in Lima. At that time, it is interestingto note, of his four senior
staff three were women: Gertrude Lutz, Alice Shaffer and Cordelia Trimble
heading the offices in Brazil.,Guatemala and Ecuador respectively.

With staff assigned in the region they were able to travel, making periodic
visits to most countries during which they sought further informationon the
situation of mothers and children and on possibilitiesfor collaboratingwith
the Governments. Staff attentionwas first directed to organizing delivery of
UNICEF assistance for the already selected programmed and to the required
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follow-up. This provided opportunitiesfor firsthand observationof local
conditions,a valuable complement to better understandingthe means to support
the welfare of mothers and children. Thus, gradually, direct channels of
informationwere developed replacing that from the special missions which, in
the first months, had been the prime source of informationon problems
affecting children and on potential programmed for UNICEF support.

1957. And there were now five main field offices; in Bogota, Guatemala City,
Lima, Mexico City and Rio de Janeiro (Annex V). The regional office had by
this time been moved to New York and the pattern of offices covering a group
of countries developed. This structure of area offices has been maintained
and in 1978, to facilitate contacts with the increasednumber of independent
countries in the Caribbean, a sixth was added in Kingston, Jamaica.

While the basic structure of area offices remains there have been adjustments
in jurisdictionand countries served to reflect changes in the volume and
types of UNICEF activities and requirements, With continued difficulties in
communicationswith some of the countries these offices serve and the constant
need for extended field trips by the staff, area offices introduceda variety
of measures to alleviate their situation. Arrangementswere made with United
Nations DevelopmentProgramme offices to provide the basic facilities of a
local communicationspoint and for shared secretarialservices. In a few
cases where contact with the UNICEF-assistedprogrammed entailed long internal
travel, sub-officeswere opened.

Missing in New York—.

The move, in late 1956, of the Regional Office to New York was an experiment
in locating a regional director and his staff at UNICEF headquarters. Rather
than operating through a headquartersliaison officer it enabled direct
contact between the regional office staff and those of all headquarters
divisions. While the regional,director was still able to spend as much time
as before visiting each of the area offices he was also now available in New
York for negotiationson regional concerns and to participate in headquarters
deliberations. The New York location thus facilitatedpotentially valuable
contacts with others in the United Nations’ system, such as the Bureau of
Social Affairs and the United Nations DevelopmentProgramme (UNDP). Proximity
to Washington, home of the Organizationof the American States (OAS), the
Inter-AmericanDevelopmentBank (IDB) and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau
(PASB) meant also that those regional contacts could more easily be nurtured.

But there was one requirementwhich New York could not satisfy: that essential
yet intangibleresource which comes from the culture and lifestyle and found
only through living and working in a country.

1964. The regional office would be transferredonce a suitable location was
found. Several locationswere considered taking into account such factors as
major concentrationsof UNICEF-assistedprogrammed and facilities for
communicationswith area offices. Eventually Chile, the location of the
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Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) as well as the regional offices
of the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) and the United Nations
Educational,Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),was selected. In
1966 the transfer to Santiago, Chile was made. The office was originally to
be located in the new United Nations Building under constructionby the
Government of Chile
requirementswithin
premises UNICEF was
instance of such an

Creating the team

The United Nations’

and the United Nations t; house ECLA. However-increasing
ECLA made this infeasible, After a period in other
able to purchase its own office building -- the first
investmentby UNICEF,

practice of a multinational secretariatwas also UNICEF’S
goal in selecting staff. Among those it hoped to attract more of the many
talented people of The Americas.

Many professionals-preferredservice in other United Nations’ organizations
requiring staff within their fields of technical competence, Others found
salary levels and overseas assignmentsunattractiveor did not have a second
language. As noted previously, some of the first staff assigned in the region
were nationals of The Americas. Over the years it has been possible to
increase their number, many continuing in service and some later assuming
assignments in other regions.

To attract junior professionalsUNICEF introduceda category of ‘National
Professional’for recruitment in countrieswhere area offices were located.
This was mutually satisfactory,giving the individual a chance to gain
experience in service without having to resettle his family and allowing the
organizationto observe the individual.’spotential for an international
assignment. National Professionalswere also an asset to the organizationas
they were able to share with their colleagues the background of their own
culture and an intimate knowledge of the local situation, conditions and its
history. UNDP offices found this successful experience attractive enough to
apply it in their own organization. National officers undertook
responsibilitiesand travel similar to those of the area office international
staff. Later, other local staff were also chargedwith travel assignments and
have made most useful.contributionsto the work of their offices through such
assignments.

For sub-officesUNICEF accepted offers from European countries to make
available the services of a Junior ProfessionalOfficer or of a United Nations
Volunteer. They facilitatedmuch of the routine work, were able to keep their
area office abreast of the local situation, and to spend considerabletime at
the fie~d locations of UNICEF-assistedprogrammed. This successful,experience
was later extended when, as the assisted programmed involvedmuch more of an
interdisciplinaryapproach and emphasis on community involvement,the
countries requested resident project officers. Hany suitably qualified
persons from the region filled those spots.
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Further, the professionaltalent within the region provided an increasing
source of informationand counsel to UNICEF staff -- both on a formal basis,
through short-term consultanciesand at meetings, and in less formal contacts,
drawing on the wisdom and experience of individualsin discussion of matters
of mutual concern. Perhaps one of the most significantof these was the group
brought together in 1968 for a “Round Table” (page 57) to examine the most
effective role of UNICEF in the prevailing situation and in light of
development trends in the region. Then, for the national studies and
conferences (page 62) on the situation of children there were both some formal
consultant services and a large volunta:y participationfrom the public and
private sectors.

Staffing patterns were essentiallyfluid determined by a variety of factors
includingorganizationalstructure and the needs of the programmed as they
evolved. When the UNICEF regional office was located in Lima a WHO/PASB staff
member, Dr. Oswaldo Costa, was assigned to the office as medical adviser.
When it moved to New York this post was not necessary because of the proximity
to the WHO/PASB Regional Office in Washington. Later, in Santiago, this type
of assignmentwas only continued for a period as it was found that through
contact and discussionsat both regional and country levels with WHO/PASB, FAO
and UNESCO, informationand advice in their respective technical fields were
available,

Other needs became apparent later as UNICEF enriched its advocacy role, which,
it was felt, could only be met by having UNICEF staff with specialized
training and experience assigned first to the regional office and then to area
offices. These requirementswere satisfiedby recruitmentwithin the region.
The first, in the late 1950s, was Jaime Balcazar, a Bolivian engineer, to work
with the milk conservationprogramme. In the 1960s, when UNICEF started
regular contacts with national planning offices, Victor Raul Honteainos, a
Peruvian with experience in economic and social planning joined the staff.
Then, in the 1970s, when UNICEF undertook coordinatingresponsibilitiesfor a
planned series of interdisciplinaryconferenceson national policies infood
and nutrition a well qualified Colombian, Javier J. Toro, came on board.
Later, as the advent of InternationalWomen’s Year generated increased
interest in the situationof women and their families, Chilean sociologist
Harta P. Mauras joined the regional office staff to lend her experience and
expertise in this aspect of the work.

While to some extent the dollar volume of programme assistance bore a
relationshipto the workload and staffing needs this was not true of advocacy
and advisory functions. Consequently,with the expanded role in relation to
national policies affecting children and young people the level of field
office staffing was significantlyincreased. Whereas the 1954 budget had
included 12 professionalposts there were 19, 28 and 34 in the 1964, 1969 and
1974 budgets respectively.
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The various experiencesmentioned above with different types of field staff
proved useful not only for the immediateneeds and situations but also as
fertile ground for identifyinginternationalstaff. There are those who began
their life with UNICEF in the region as National Officers, as Junior
ProfessionalOfficers, as Volunteers and as Project Officers who now continue
to contribute as internationalofficers.

These and other UNICEF staff members were perhaps aided in their professional
growth by their participationin staff development activities aimed at forging
not only a technicallycompetent body of individualsbut a team of
professionalsfor whom ‘espritde corps’ was more than a fashionable foreign
phrase. A practice of meetings of regional staff was initiated in the first
years and, from 1960, became an annual event. At first only intended as a
means to share ideas and to plan regional strategy among senior staff, these
meetings were gradually expanded to include all professionalsand contributed
to increasingstaff capacity and to building team spirit. The sessions
provided opportunityfor a wide exchange of experiences and ideas as well as
for discussion of problems and examination of methodologies. Additional time
was provided in alternateyears to include, through the courtesy of prestige
institutionsand professionalsin the region, a seminar for staff training.
Subjects such as social planning, administration,communicationsand programme
evaluationwere covered in formal seminars while analysis of integratedbasic
services was undertakenby field visits with the government staff to actual
programmed.

Funding

From the very beginning, there had been consultationswith the Latin American
members of the ExecutiveBoard regarding potential contributionsto the Fund
by Governments of the region. The Dominican Republic and Uruguay were the
first to respond in 1948, followed in 1949 by Costa Rica, Cuba, Guatemala and
Venezuela. By 1951 12 Governmentshad made a contribution in funds or
commoditiesto the resources of UNICEF. The Executive Director and the Board
hoped however to achieve wide scale government interest in UNICEF, supported
by their contributionson an annual basis.

The task of securing funds for UNICEF was entrusted to a Sub-Committeeon Fund
Raising of the Executive Board. The Sub--Committee,among other things,
organized special missions by prominent figures aimed at stimulating increased
financial support. Composed of prominent personalitiesthe missions sought to
bring informationon UNICEF objectives and its activities to Governments and
influentialindividualsin order to encourage their continuous financial
support, For example, in 1953, Jose Correa visited four Central American
countries -- Costa Rica, El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua. Then, in 1954,
HerniinSanta Cruz, a Chilean diplomat who had been President of the Economic
and Social Council, undertook a similar mission to another 11.countries in the
region: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Hexico,
Panama, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. In his report to the Sub-Committeeon
Fund Raising, Santa Cruz advised that he had conferred with heads of States,
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ministers of foreign affairs, and other high government officials in most of
the countries, and in addition held press conferenceswith major media
representatives. He found generally a great appreciationof UNICEF efforts in
The Americas, though in a few cases there seemed to be insufficientknowledge
of what the Fund had done,10

During’thoseearly years the Executive Director, Maurice Pate, devoted a great
deal of his own personal attention t.opromoting government interest in
supporting UNICEF. He worked at fostering his contacts with members of the
United Nations’ delegationsand with influential,individualsfrom the region,
-.. and made several trips within the region primarily to raise funds for the
organization. Every effort was being made to enlist the higher income
countries in particular,as contributorsto UNICEF and in this, Pate’s own
visits complementedthe work of the senior field staff.

Since that time, field staff have made continuous efforts to ensure that
Governments are kept informed of UNICEF overall activities and to maintain
their interest in continuing as annual contributors. Annex VI shows that the
number of Governments contributing increasedgradually to a total of 35, some
small and less developed countriesmaking a contributionlargely symbolic of
their support. Host of these Governmentshave been steady in their support
over the years. However the level of support has not always been one which
UNICEF staff considered commensuratewil

The level of total government contribut
$7.6 million in the late 1950s, dropped
and only peaked again with $7.7 million
were listed as contributors.

h ability and economic situation.

ons from the region peaked at over
off to under $S million 10 years later
in the late 1970s when 34 Governments

Private contributionshave also supported the organization’swork in the
region, though to a limited extent. National campaigns conducted under the
1948 United Nations Appeal for Children resulted in private contributionsfrom
organizationsand individualsin countries around the globe. From these
campaigns the equivalent of $161,636 was allocated to UNICEF by 13 countries
and territoriesin the region (Annex VII), On the other hand, campaigns for
the sale of greeting cards have provided channels for private individualsto
support the aims and activitiesof UNICEF. Proceeds from the sales of
greeting cards, in 29 countries (Annex VII), have become a very significant
factor in contributionsto UNICEF from the region. By the period 1965-69 they
had reached the equivalentof more than $1.2 million, rising to $3.3 and $10.3
million during 1970-74 and 1975-79 respectively. !loreovera change in the
pattern of contributionswas most noticeable as the percentage from private
sources gradually increased (Annex VIII) until during 1975-79 it exceeded that
of those from Governments. This was due in large part to greeting card sales
in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay,
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And work geks under way in earnest. The foundation:$3.8 million in block
allocationsby 1950 and programmed in 18 countries approved. In finalizing
plans for each of these programnws the respective Governmentshad undertaken
commitmentsfor local costs at least equal in level to the value of the UNICEF
assistance. This importantprinciple in UNICEF cooperation,apart from
enabling UNICEF assistance to go further, emphasized the responsibilitiesof
the Governments from the outset.

While in later years UNICEF agreed to cover some initial programme costs --
particularly those for training, such as stipends for trainees and honoraria
for instructors -- the concept of Governmentsbearing the major responsibility
for local costs has been maintained. Consequently,throughout the years, the
investmentsmade by Governments in programmed for the welfare of their
children has been much greater than that of the assistance provided by UNICEF.

The beginning—. —.

The Board, in 1949 and 1950, approved three main progranunes:food and
nutrition -- supplementaryfeeding of children {mainly through schools, to
demonstrate the value of good nutrition and the techniquesof effective
administration),milk production and the production of high-proteinfoods;
disease control -- insect-bornediseases, diphtheria, typhus, yaws -- to—.—.
mitigate primary health problems; and the first stages in basic health
programmed.

While a deciding factor in selecting these first programmedwas that they
would be capable of developingrapidly and yielding immediatebenefits, their
pattern continued into the 1960s. However, as UNICEF’s overall mandate
changed in that period and permitted a longer-termapproach, and with the
benefit of experience these gains were reflected in UNICEF-assisted
programmed. Some of the early activities led to related programmed while
others determined changes in approaches and strategies.

Food and Nutrition—————

:Supplementaryfeeding.—

Among the earliest UNICEF-assistedprogrammedwere supplementaryfeeding
demonstrationprojects in five Central American countries. The objective:
Further examination,along with the Governments,INCAP, WHO and FAO, of the
ways in whjch the current programmedwere related to long-term objectives of
nutrition, health and education and how these could be developed as initial
phases of long-termprogrmmes. At that time UNICEF suppliedmainly dried
skim milk and some other foods from UNICEF or local sources.
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The projects were planned not only as extensions of existing programmed,
conductedmainly through schools (an available channel to many rural
communities and an obvious locale for nutrition education),but it was hoped
that programmed to reach children and mothers through health services centres
and welfare agencies would subsequentlydevelop. By 1955 reports showed that
beneficiariesin the Central American countries had increasedfrom 16,000 to
253,000,11 Host interestingof all was the fact that while 76 per cent of
those beneficiarieswere school children, the programmed had been able to
increase the number of mothers and preschool children being reached through
health centres to 24 per cent of the total programme.

The Brazilian programmewas a particularly special one, The largest single
feeding programme aimed at reaching both school age and younger children, the
programme had operations in eight of the states reaching 350,000 school
children together with 150,000 mothers and preschool children through health
centres and, an interestingfeature, mothers’ clubs. In addition to the
nutritionalbenefits of the supplementaryfoods for mothers and young
children, the clubs provided varied educational and service activities for
mothers, includinga rather ingenioususe for the shipping containers. The
plastic liners became materials for sewing demonstrations:items such as
children’sraincoats and ladies’ handbags were produced, and the drums became
infant cribs used in the clubs,

The supplementaryfeeding programmed themselveswere important in terms of the
direct benefit to the children and mothers reached. But, alas, the ones
reached were not always the children in greatest need. Perhaps more
significant in terms of benefit was the interest stimulated in nutritional
problems. Further, the programmed helped to develop and crystallizea
recognitionof the importanceof improved nutrition for mothers and children.

Teachers, community leaders, parents, medical and auxiliary personnel, were
among the many who participated in implementingthe feeding programmed. The
popular interest aroused served as an additional stimulus to the Governments
and by the end of 1952, the Executive Director of UNICEF was able to report to
the Board that at least one Governmentwas legislating to establish a
nutrition division within its public health administration. Others had
establishednutrition councils, and certainly all those then participatingin
feeding programmed had undertaken additional activities in the area of
nutrition. The Executive Director later observed, “It is gratifying now in
1954 to observe in a number of countries that government supported child
feeding programmed have become an establishedpart of public welfare
policy.”12

Strike one for UNICEF and the children!

+ + + +
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Reactions to the programmed revealed both a share of somewhat amusing moments
as too some serious controversies. On the lighter side, a situation existed
jn which the population in many villages had never seen powdered milk. Some
of the.men even thought it would be an excellent powder with which to
whitewash the walls of their village school! The problem, once acknowledged,
was readily overcome by special educationalmeasures.

In another instance drums of milk had to be moved to remote communitieswhich
were outside the network of the most rudimentary of roads. The communities
themselvesthrough generous helpings of both man and donkey power resolved
that dilemma,

In a somewhat controversialvein, the Director of the Institute of Nutrition
for Central America and Panama, Dr. Nevin Scrimshaw, expressed strong
reservationsabout the use of skim milk for supplementaryfeeding programmed.
He felt that the answer to malnutrition lay in locally grown vegetable
proteins. Strong government interest and FAO support contributed to an
eventual change in INCAP position.

Further, in the northeast of Brazil the press in Recife claimed that ‘Leche
Fise’, as the dry skim milk powder provided through UNICEF was known locally,
was fit only to be fed to pigs. A claim based on a small quantity,
inadequatelystored in the heat and humidity of the seashore climate, which
had become unfit for human consumption. The local.press charged that the milk
powder being distributedwas causing diarrhoea and xerophthalmia,leading to
blindness of babies. The accusationswere later quoted by newspapers
throughoutthe country.

As it turned out, the journalistsresponsiblewere anti-USA in their political
sympathiesand had turned their hostility to the milk powder because it was a
US product.. The UNICi?17representative,Gertrude Lutz, saved the day, and the
product for that matter, when she explained that the storage problems had been
overcome, that UNICEF also provided vitamin capsules, and then went on to
relate her experiences in Poland. She pointed out that in postwar Poland over
a million children benefited from the same type of milk powder and that the
Government had been most anxious to continue the feeding programme for as long
as possible.

Another problem was presented which could have effectivelyweakened the
benefits to be derived from the programme. It was not practical for mothers
to attend a center every day. Consequently,most programmed provided the
mothers with several days ration to feed their young children at home.
However, constant education proved necessary since the natural tendency was
for poor mothers to share the babies’ ration among members of the entire
family.

+ + + +
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Despite such problems the pace of the programmedwas not slowed. Indeed, the
number of supplementaryfeeding programmed increasedrapidly until, by the
mid-1950s, UNICEF was providing skim milk powder and vitamin capsules for 28
country programmed (Annex IX). Some 60 per cent of the 1.5 million
beneficiarieswere school-age children reached through schools, and the
balance, mothers and young children reached through maternal and child welfare
(HCW) centres and mothers’ clubs. By 1956 in three countries -- Chile, Costa
Rica and Nicaragua -- the feeding programmed were utilizing skim milk powder
produced by local plants establishedwith UNICEF assistance (see below).
While the plant at.San Fernando, Chile, was not yet operating at full output,
distribution through the National Health Service was being made to 31,000
mothers and children. The plant at San Jos6, Costa Rica was already providing
for the programnws’60,000 beneficiariesthrough health centres and schools.
Production at the Nicaragua plant had already reached 50 per cent higher than
scheduled enabling the programme to provide for 64,700 mothers and
children.13

After 1959, however, the programmed diminished because of decreased
availabilityof skim milk powder from the US Government. In 1962-63, in order
to save freight costs, UNICEF was able to turn over responsibilityfor the
programmed’continuationto bilateral and voluntary agencies which received
both milk powder and ocean freight costs from the US Government.

:Hilk conservation

While the feeding programmedwere being developed and, of necessity, relied on
imported skim milk powder, the authorities in many countrieswere even then
looking towards local foods to replace the imported supplies, UNICEF played a
part here also. Together with FAO, UNICEF helped both with studies of the
potential for increasingmilk production in some countries as well as in
exploring the possibilities“forestablishingfacilities to collect, conserve
and more widely distributemilk from local resources to the children.

The Government of Chile was first to request assistance to establish a
milk-drying plant. A programme was approved by the Board in 1950 and
subsequently,requests from other countries were submitted. By 1956,
assistancehad been approved for a total of 12 milk conservationplants in 11
countries (Annex IX). UNICEF’s financial contributionto these milk plants
was small in comparisonwith that of the Governments and when compared to the
latter’s continued support to welfare feeding projects for children. The most
successfulof these plants succeeded in bringing UNICEF-providedequipment
into operationwithin three years of Board approval of funds, In other cases
the time-lag extended up to 10 years. However, by the mid-1960s, all were in
operation.

Some of the usual difficultiesattended the plants: financial problems which
held up building construction,shortage of trained technical and managerial
personnel, inadequatelocal planning, political changes and natural calamities
such as floods and earthquakes. Another factor in delays was that some
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Governments tended to view the commissioningof their milk plants with a
certain lack of urgency so long as imported supplies of milk were available as
donations. The plants had been planned for local production of skim milk
powder”,as an insuranceagainst the possible shortage of this commodity, in
order that the supplementaryfeeding programmedwould continue. However
something of a disincentiveplagued the plans since “subsequentto the
decision to build the drying plants, large quantities of low-priced or free
skim milk powder for welfare purposes continued to be available from import
sources and, thus, the full use of these plants for the purpose intendedwas
not attained.”14

Nevertheless all was far from lost. While overall the capacity of these
plants to produce milk powder was not fully utilized for welfare purposes,
many of the Governments (Chile,Costa Rica and Nicaragua by 1956) did purchase
skim milk powder for their feeding programmed. Plants in Bolivia, Brazil and
Honduras came into operation in the late Fifties with purchasesmade for
welfare distribution. These purchases continued for many years, in
fluctuatingquantities, as Governments sought to honour their commitmentsto
purchase milk.powder to match at least the value of the UNICEF contribution.
Purchases for the feeding programme in Ecuador, where UNICEF assisted to
increase the capacity of an existing fluid milk plant in Quito, were in the
form of pasteurizedbottled milk. As a result of the use of pasteurized
rather than raw milk the Association of Pediatricians of Ecuador reported a
dramatic drop in the incidenceof intestinaldiseases among children in the
Quito area.

As everywhere else, it was clear that in The Americas the expansion of dairy
projects would have to be part of a total agriculturalpolicy which outlined
appropriatepriorities and which determined the framework for essential
legislation. It was clear also that many of the problems experienced in dairy
production in The Americas were similar to those in other tropical areas -
low average yields per animal, unproductivehusbandry practices and generally
unfavorable climatic conditions. Technical training of dairy personnel,
increasedand improved extension and demonstrationwork, better facilities for
credit and proper organizationof milk producers were shown necessary. UNICEF
assistedwith the training of personnel for the plants while FAO organized
studies and helped Governments to address the problems in the agricultural
field.

Though the level of welfare distributionmay not have continued, the milk
conservationprogramme undoubtedlyhad a beneficial influenceon local milk
production and certainly it stimulatedwider use of milk by families. Some
indications:

. Bolivia. The plant in Cochabambawent into operation in 1960. The
number of milk producers in the area, 179 when the plant opened,
increased to 1,100 by 1979. Over the same period, milk received for
processing increasedfrom 1 to 19 million litres per year. The plant
was able to handle this increase because in 1975 new equipment,
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.

increasing its capacity three-fold,had been installed. Heanwhile,
the original UNICEF-providedequipment was reconditionedand used to
set up a plant in Tarija.

The plant’s versatilitywas at first affected by the economic
situation and government difficulties in purchasing, for welfare
distribution,the full amounts foreseen. This was overcome when, in
1956, the Government changed its Social Security Code making the milk
feeding subsidy for the first year of a child’s life an in-kind
rather than cash payment. The plant then had a permanent market for
its milk powder and was able to develop markets for other products.

Colombia. A long series of administrativeand financial problems
first had to be overcome. Since then, milk production in the
Colombian ChinquinquiraValley has increased as has the number of
private milk companies in operation.

Costa Rica. One of the countrieswhich recognized both immediate and
long-term potential of the milk plants. At a 1951 meeting of the
ministries and national organizationsinvolved in the programme,
discussionsranged from production problems and economic aspects to
the health and nutritionalbenefits of a good milk supply. The Costa
Rican Minister of Health, Dr. Carlos Zaenz Herrera, noted then that,
“It is remarkablewhat a glass of milk can do; the UNICEF child
feeding programme has been responsiblenot only for starting the
milk-drinkinghabit among children, but also for bringing together,
for the first time, the many interests in the country which are bound
to be concerned in the establishmentof a permanent milk
policy.”15 That plant too has expanded in size and in range of
dairy products, which growth is clearly seen in the stocks of stores
and restaurants in the country.

Honduras. The plant in San Pedro Sula has also increased its output
since it commenced operations. Throughout its growth however, the
operators have tried to live up to a social responsibilitythrough
their endeavors to provide products to the lower income families at
reasonable prices. Moreover, the national market has expanded and
another three large dairy plants and some smaller ones have gone into
operation.

:Productionof high-proteinfoods.—

Another area in which considerableefforts were undertaken to meet nutritional
needs in The Americas was the research and development of indigenous
protein-richfoodstuffs,as another source of nutritious food. In the early
1950s the Institute of Nutrition for Central America and Panama (INCAP) and
other nutrition institutt?sin Brazil, Chile, Ecuador and Peru were already
conducting experiments in the area of indigenousfoodstuffs. UNICEF
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nutritionistsmaintained contact with these institutesand provided some
limited assistance.

Overal:l,however, the field of indigenous,high-proteinfoodstuffs suitable
for young children,while at times raising high hopes, has more been one of
frustration in The Americas. While closely following the efforts in other
parts of the world to establish production-scalefacilities to process fish
flour,a source of high-proteinfood supplements,UNICEF took additional steps
and in 1955 approved assistance to Chile to set up a processing plant. Local
acceptabilitytests using fish flour in bread and soups had been encouraging.
With the considerableefforts of the Government, the local fish plant, and
UNICEF over a 10-year period, it was still not possible to provide at an
economic production level, defatted and deodorized fish flour suitable for use
as a weaning food. Faced with technical and economic realities, and unable to
fulfill the ultimate aim of the project, it was discontinuedby mutual
agreement.

Again, in Brazil (the only other UNICEF-assistedproject in this field),
success in developing a new infant food mixture proved just beyond reach.
Perspectiveshad changed, there was less emphasis on so much high protein and
the aim was for a balanced weaning food and on that basis the project in
Brazil received UNICEF assistance. Support was provided for testing and
establishingcommercial channels to distribute a weaning mixture for infants.
In addition UNICEF provided supplementaryequipment to further develop their
work on indigenousfood mixtures suitable for young children. A mixture based
on soya beans was, after successful acceptance tests, being considered for
wide-scale distribution. Then misfortune struck. Newspapers throughout
Brazil reported the deaths of thousands of turkeys due to a toxic Brazilian
spya bean cake. Even though soya beans of good quality were available those
reports made it illusory to try, at that time, to convince mothers of the
value of a new infant food mixture.

+ t + +

Despite the problems which plagued the projects described, others have
triumphed. Two nutrition institutes in the region have successfullydeveloped
and marketed a mixture suitable for infants and young children. The first of
these, the Institute of Nutrition for Central America and Panama (INCAP),
named its mixture “Incaparina”. The other, the National Institute of
Nutrition in Colombia, called its product appropriately,“Colombiarina.”

Florerecently, high protein, weaning and other nutritious foods were again a
focus of attentionwhen in the 1970s, UNICEF joined others in responding to
the declarations issued at Inter-Americanmeetings of ministers of health and
agricultureconcerned about the nutritional situationof families (page 18).
These called attention to an urgent need for national food and nutritional
policies covering all aspects of production,distributionand consumption.
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Disease Control— ——

Insect-bornediseases were a very importantcause of illness and death among
children throughoutThe Americas. Spleen and parasite studies indicated that
75 per cent of the populationwas infected. Mortality rates per 100,000
ranged from 14 to 432.

Early consultationswith PASB pointed to the long endemic history of such
diseases in Central American countries -- the most widespread and persistent,
particularly in coastal regions, being malaria, a certain factor in their high
infant mortality rates.

:Plalaria.—

In 1949 internationalexperts assigned to Central America by PAS13helped those
countriesprepare insect control.projects. In 1950 UNICEF-assistedprojects,
using residual spraying of insecticidesin their control operations,were
under way in six countries. Assistance to similar projects in other countries
was later approved, so that by the mid-1950s, 19 countries
(Annex X) had been assisted by UNICEF.

Following a visit to three Central American countries in Hay 1954, the
Programme Committee of the UNICEF Board observed in its report16 that UNICEF
assistance “had enabled the countries to expand control to the point of
complete coverage of endemic areas” and that “this in turn is making it
possible for Governments to make the necessary budget provisions to continue
control from their own resources.” Overall reports varied, some indicating
that the incidenceof malaria had been reduced, others suggesting a need to
intensifymalaria surveys to determine the incidence of the disease, while a
few pointed to evidence that spraying was not sufficient.to control malaria in
population centres.’

The experienceswould seem then to urge a shift from malaria control to
malaria eradication. In Harch 1955, the Executive Director reported to the
Board that the experience in malaria control had pointed up the need for
faster and more thorough measures, and that WHO was urgently reexamining the
position. Several documents17presented to the Board emphasized the danger
of malaria-bearingmosquitoes developing a resistance t.oinsecticides. Those
documents set forth, for the first time, the theory of malaria eradication.

A report]8 by the World Health Organization/PanAmerican Sanitary Bureau
(WHO/PASB) included a request from WHO for UNICEF participation in efforts
aimed at an acceleratedregional approach t.omalaria eradication in The
Americas. Presented by the Director of PASR, Dr. Fred L. Soper,
a proponent of the eradication concept and well known for his work on yellow
fever, it pointed out that wherever malaria incidencewas high it was one of
the main causes of infant and child mortality and where it was chronic it
undermined the health of mothers and children and st.unt.edphysical and mental
development.
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The Board was impressedwith the evidence of the economic importanceof
malaria campaigns called to its attention by PAHO, However, members expressed
deep concerns about involvingUNICEF in the proposed large-scalecampaign.
why? Because of considerationssuch as: UNICEF’S subsequent ability to assist
other types of programmed in The Americas, as well,as the resultant
disproportion in levels of aid between the geographic regions; availabilityof
Lraineiipersonnel.;per capita cost levels; organizationand management;
epidemiologicalsurveillancesystems and inter-countrycoordinationfor a
programme on a continentalscale.

The Board endorsed the general proposition that UNICEF provide increased
assistance to enable Governments to intensify their control programme in order
to achieve eradication.19 But, in view of the seriousnessof the
obligationsproposed to be undertaken by UNICEF, it invited an early special
meeting of UNICEF/WHOJoint Committee on Health Policy (JCHP) to clarify for
UNICEF the relevant technicaland policy aspects of malaria eradication
programmed. Following the JCHP’S recommendations,20 the Board at its
September 1955 session agreed,21 in allocating assistance for malaria, to
give first priority to eradicationprogrammed. With that, insect control
changed to malaria eradication in the second half of the 1950s and became, in
the next period, the largest financial investmentby UNICEF in any single
programme field in The Americas.

Results at controllingtyphus were excellent. Exploratoryvisits made in 1948
brought to attention that, in the Andean highlands, one of the problems
affecting families and their children was that of louse-borne typhus, although
not a significantproblem elsewere. Consequently,the Governments of both
Bolivia and Peru selected typhus control as one of their first requests to
UNICEF. Equipment and insecticidewere provided for use at control stations
and after three years operations no typhus developed in the areas regularly
dusted against lice. In a related educationalcampaign the distributionof
soap stimulatedlocal interest to a point where several communities in Bolivia
built showers in their schools to enable children to use the soap. Both
countries continuedcontrol of lice foci to prevent epidemics and to effect
typhus control. This became a regular activity of all health centres in the
highland areas.

:Diphtheriaand whooping cough

Diphtheria and whooping cough were among the serious causes of child morbidity
and mortality in several countries of The Americas. Four -- Brazil, Chile,
Colombia and Peru -- included immunizationcampaigns in their priority
requests to UNICEF. In each country UNICEF began by providing equipment and
vaccines to start operations,and followed up with additionalequipment and
technical assistance so that the countrieswould eventuallybe able to produce
vaccines locally. The latter would complete the campaigns and facilitate
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continued use of vaccines in the regular programmed of the health services.
The objective of the programmedwas to immunize all children at risk within
five years, Brazilian production was to cover the needs of the north-east
States while in Chile, Colombia and Peru national vaccine requirementswere
targeted.

Later assistance to expansion of basic health services in all countries, as a
stimulus to the regular immunizationprogrammed, included supplies and
equipment for this activity by health centres.

:Yaws

Treatment of yaws, previously endemic in the Caribbean and other tropical
areas, proved a notable example of organizationand creative programming. A
highly infectiousdisease which caused great suffering to children in the
region, it was considerederadicated after several years of work and eventual
house-to-housesweeps. A 1948 United Nations Special ?fiasionto Haiti had
drawn attention to this disease as a most serious problem and recommended an
intensifiedprogramme to treat, within a short period, all infectiouscases by
penicillin injection. The campaign in Haiti, for which UNICEF assistancewas
approved in October 1949, was the first yaws campaign in the region. PASB had
promoted a regional approach to the problem in hopes of its eradication.

For its part, UNICEF provided assistance to nine countries (Annex XI) in their
campaigns (treatingsome 6.5 million) -- the largest and longest being the
yaws campaign in Haiti where successive sweeps of the country were made to
treat the infected population. Realizing that this would involve extensive
travel over difficult terrain with nearly impassableroad conditions, an
innovativeapproach proved the resolution to what might otherwise have been a
serious constraint:instead of trying to train health techniciansto drive
jeeps, experiencedjeep drivers were taught injectionprocedures -- a most
successfulexperience! However, the disease is again endemic in some parts of
a few countries, includingHaiti, where cases are being identifiedand treated.

:Tuberculosis

Widespread incidence of tuberculosisin many of the countries of The Americas,
the many enthusiasticadvocates of BCG (which had been used for a number of
years in some countries) and the fact that funds were available to UNICEF
through its link with the Joint Enterprise,were among the several factors
which moved Governments to include requests for BCG campaigns among the first
programmed in the region.

Mobile teams were used in these campaigns. In each community it was necessary
however to first get all children and young adults together for testing and,
at a later date, for vaccinations, Community and church leaders collaborated
with health staff in promoting participationwhile public-addressequipment
and film shows were used to attract the people to locations selected for team



operations, Having to maintain the vaccine under cold storage at all times
complicated the logistics of the campaigns since many operated in tropical
areas where, in addition to the temperatures,rainy seasons made roads
impassable.

UNICl?Fassistedcampaigns in 1.7countries (Annex XI) enabling protection of
18,1 million children, and with the production of vaccines in Mexico, Chile
and Uruguay. Mexico, in fact, became a source of vaccine for UNICEF shipments
throughout the region. Because of the perishabilityof the vaccine,
Governmentsexperiencedgreat difficulties in consolidatingtheir campaigns
and continuing vaccinationof new-horns. However, the introduction,in 1962,
of a freeze-driedvaccine alleviated this problem, and in some countries it
continues to be provided through basic health programmed.

FfCHProgrammed—. ——

Improved obstetricalservices was perceived as one means to achieve a major
impact on the high infant mortality rates which were recorded in the region.
Local medical personnelwere in fact of the opinion that those rates were much
higher in many rural communitiesthan were indicatedby overall national
statistics. They estimated as many as 300 per thousand live births.

In the rural communitiespregnant women were being cared for by traditional
birth attendants (’empirical’),village women whose knowledge came through
handed-downexperiencesand who functionedusing rudimentaryhygienic
standards. For this reason improved obstetricalservices were sought to
approach the problem. To this end UNICEF provided assistance to several
countries (AnnexXII) to equip maternal and childcare centers, maternity
hospitals, and for training units. In most cases the projects were organized
through the maternal and child health divisions of the health ministries.
Their form varied from aid to isolatedmaternal and childcare units over wide
areas, as in Brazil, to developmentof MCH services in particular areas of
small demonstrationprojects. One such project was establishedby El Salvador
in 1951. It was most interestingboth in its concept and in its collaborating
agencies. Set up as part of an overall rural development thrust in one area
in which there was an emphasis on community participation,UNICEF provided
equipment and supplies, technical advisers from PASB, FAO and other UN
agencies participated,and there was a resident group of international
volunteers assigned by the American Friends Service Committee.

The maternal and child welfare programmed aimed to improve both the quality of
services and to expand the services to reach those areas not then served.
Training was a key element to these ends. Courses for nurses/midwivesand for
supervisorypersonnel as well as in-servicetraining for other staff was
therefore provided, the bulk of the training being short courses for auxiliary
midwives, auxiliary nurses and for ‘empirical’. UNICEF helped to equip the
additional training activities and provided transport to students for field
practice. Later some financial support was also provided to studenta living
away from home. The first such local currency stipends to trainees went to
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the ‘empfricas’who, on completion of their courses, were supplied a simple
midwifery kit.

+ + + +

But as in the life of all good programmed, the day came for the HCH programmed
to be reviewed.22 As might well be expected that scrutiny revealed both
successes and problems.

In 1953 the UNICEF Board considered a WHO review of F?CHprogrammed including
four in The Americas -- Brazil, Colombia, Paraguay and Peru. The report noted
that continued successeswould depend to a great extent on supervision,since
hastily trained personnel could not be depended upon to maintain standards.
It recommended incentivesto attract personnel to work in rural areas and
observed that though the auxiliarymidwives had training which enabled them to
give obstetricalcare, there remained a glaring need for pre-natal care. The
programmed had not provided for the latter.

At that same Board meeting the Regional Director, Robert Davee, commented:
that “The obstacle most frequently encountered in this sector, however, is
that any improvementin maternal and child welfare services necessarilyforms
part of a more general plan to impart a cohesive structure to a country’s
entire system of public health services. A Government which takes up maternal
and child welfare must sooner or later make major budgetary provision for such
structure, and this is the main reason for the slow progress of these
programmes.”23 He also noted that “any maternal and child welfare activity
has always been regarded as the opening of a door on to the family group,
through which improvedhygiene and better understandingof public health
problems can enter” and expressed the hope that, with the cooperationof
WHO/PASB colleagues,more HCH projects would be developed in the future.

Subsequently,in the mid-1950s, countries began to look at maternal and child
health within the context of a general public health programme. The first
steps were then being taken towards what later became known as the integrated
health programmed (page 47). Simple training of auxiliaryworkers was
supplementedby higher-level training of supervisorsand instructors,model
health centres served in training and demonstrationfor all types of medical
and auxiliary.personnel, includingliCH,laboratory services began to be
included to support public health activities and more emphasis was given to
health education as an integral part of the FICHprogrammed. By 1958, the
Executive Director was able to report to the Board that “in The Americas an
emphasis toward integrationof maternal and child welfare services within the
general health services is becoming increasinglynoticeable.”24

In the early 1950s UNICEF also gave support, on a one time only basis, to
other basic health projects. Such support addressed a specific need and
included:
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Equipment provided to Uruguay for the creation of a mobile maternity,
child health and dental care unit

., Several individualchildren’s institutionshelped with equipment

., Provision of baby incubatorsfor the premature care centre of a
pediatrics hospital in Santiago, Chile

. ( Technical assistance and equipment provided to the National
BacteriologicalInstitute in Chile, thus enabling the authoritiesto
produce penicillin for use in the national health services and as a
source in the region in the event of interruptionof supplies from
outside.

Environmentalsanitationand water supply-——...—

Several countries showed interest in rural water supply programmed to
complement their lfCHprogrmes. Unhygienic conditions had been identifiedas
contributingseriously to diarrhoea and parasitic infections -- among the
major causes of illness in young children and of infant mortality throughout
The Americas. In 1954, UNICEF programme support was approved for
environmentalsanitation in Nicaragua and Panama. Over the next five years
the number of programmedhad increased to 20 (Annex XII). These were all
programmed to serve rural.communities,emphasizingcommunitywater supply,
excreta disposal and training of sanitary inspectorsand auxiliaries.

Responsibilityfor the first of these, water supply, resided in most countries
in the departmentsof public works. Host of their resourceswas put into the
cities. Through the UNICEF support for rural water supply, however, PASB was
able to propose, for considerationby Governments, that responsibilityfor
water supply in rural communitiesof under 5,000 inhabitantsbe placed in
ministries of health, a measure which was adopted by most Governments in the
region.

Growing pains and delays formed part of the early years of the water supply
programme. Crews had to be trained and experience gained with the
UNICEF-supplieddrilling rigs, Sites selected for the wells did not always
yield the anticipatedflow of water and sometimes none at all. Hoving and
maintaining heavy equipment and supplies in rural areas with few roads was a
time-consumingand trying activity, Often it was the interest and cooperation
of the villagerswhich made the difference.

Nevertheless,wells were drilled and safe water brought to remote rural
communitiesand into locationsmore accessible for mothers. These were
practical demonstrationsfor the ministries of health. In Panama UNICEF
equipmentwas assigned exclusively to the training of drilling crews. In
Peru, UNICEF cooperationwas ultimately a prime factor in the Government being
able to negotiate a loan from the Inter-AmericanDevelopmentBank for a
national programme for water supply in small.rural communities.25
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Excreta disposal was a feature of each sanitationprogramme. Health
authoritiesprovided slabs to householderswho were willing to dig their own
pits, an activity requiring strong promotion and education by the health
workers to gain acceptance, The work of the householderalso had to be
supervised. UNICEF collaborated in the training of the extra staff required
to do this. While in some parts of the world, programmed concentratedmore on
water supply, in The Americas pit privies were included even though more
difficult to promote.

A pattern of UNICEF assistancewhich was to continue through the 1960s began
as the planning of health activitieswithin the context of a general public
health programme developed and environmentalsanitation joined maternal and
child health as componentswhich UNICEF began to assist under the title
“integratedhealth services.”

Finding a place

The 1950s were formative years in the search for a UNICEF identity and role in
The Americas. Early missions revealed many problems affecting children and
stressed the variety of needs to be met. Of necessity UNICEF relied heavily on
United Nations’ technical agencies, particularlyWHO/PASB and FAO, to guide
national authorities in preparing and implementingthe programmed being
assisted.

UNICEF staff, as they travel.ledin the countries and became directly familiar
with the situations affectingmothers and children, soon developed their own
concerns regarding approaches and priorities in meeting the needs. They found
the predominantproblems and needs in rural areas, whereas most services were
concentratedin the more urban areas.

Vertical disease-controlcampaigns penetrated sporadically into remote rural
communities,but few of these had access to even the simplest of maternal and
child health services. However, while the prospects for extension of such
services were slow they were potentially the heart of an integratedhealth
service.

Supplementaryfeeding programmed in schools brought UNICEF into communities in
rural areas which were without any form of health service. There, however, in
addition to contact through the school.system, there was often some contact
with an agriculturalor social welfare agency. This led to great interest in
“applied nutrition” programmed as another entry point to reaching children in
rural areas, an approach made part of assistance policy by the Board in 1957.
Visits to villages where there were programmed of supplementaryfeeding,
maternal and child health or environmentalsanitation often provided dramatic
evidence of the local interest,of a readiness of the people to work for the
overall good of their villages, and of a valuable programme asset and a sound
approach which could be developed.
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New investmentsin the social area were not easy to obtain in The Americas of
the 1950s. Considerablegovernment investmentas well as private resources
were being applied to increasedproduction and improvementof the
infrastructure,mainly in the areas of transport and power. Negotiations for
establ~ishingmilk conservationplants, considerationof family and child
health’programmedfor unserved rural areas, all programmed requiring funding
to build infrastructureand a related permanent new budgetary commitment,
those ~nvestmentswere somewhat less readily forthcoming, However, UNICEF did
managelto have an impact during this period. Following the 1954 visit of the
UNICEF”ProgrammeCommittee to Central America, the Panamanianminister of
health joked to the Regional Director, “What you internationalorganizations
are doing is presenting us with problems and ending up by forcing us to settle
them.”26 UNICEF unwittinglywas probably first among the wicked!

t + + +
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THE SIXTIES: THE START OF SOMETHING BIG

The child and national development

The early 1960s was a time when those in the UNICEF Secretariat and on its
Board could well have carolled the refrain ‘this could be the start of
something big’. For indeed, the period presaged fundamentalchanges for the
organization. The Board had requested and been able to review a first
comprehensivesurvey of children’sneeds and rather than just considering the
specific aim of a particular programme there began to be concern at how it
fitted into national developmentplans.

As policy was liberalizedby the Board to include cooperation in education
(page 53), the last sector to be included, interest began to focus more on a
country than a sectoral approach to programmed. The 1960s had been designated
by the United Nations General Assembly as the “United Nations Development
Decade,” and the Board was now consideringhow developmentplans would address
the preparation of children so that they might be able to effectively
contribute to economic and social growth in their countries.

For The Americas the Sixties was a time when the “Alliancefor Progress,”with
its hopes for increaseddevelopment cooperation for the region, had raised in
equal measure the hopes of the man in the street for social change. The
Alliance was also stimulatingmore forceful action on the part of national
authorities.

It was in this atmosphere of challenge and rising expectations that the UNICEF
Regional Office opened discussionswith Raul Prebisch, the Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission for Latin America (ECLA) and Director-Generalof
the Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning (ILP13S),on the
possibilitiesfor a joint project on planning for children in national
development.

Under joint sponsorshipwith ECLA and ILPES, a regional conference on Children
and Youth in National Development in Latin America was held in December 1965,
in Santiago, Chile. The conference had as its objective “to study the needs
of children and youth in Latin America, to examine present approaches followed
by Governments in meeting these needs and to consider how to improve the
methods and organizationfor giving the younger generation its rightful place
in national development.”27

A senior UNICEF officer from the region, Bert Reynolds$ was assigned to assist
the organizationof the conference, to visit all Governments in the region to
bring to their attention the objectives of the conference,to encourage their
participationand to solicit a national report or case-study. At the
conference there were 20 such country papers.28 Background and working
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piqm’s28 were also submitted by ECLA, ILPES and many of the UN and regional
organizationsparticipating in the conference. Sixty-nine participants
represented 24 countries as well as major regional organizationsconcerned
with problems of national development.

The conferencewas organized to first review the problems and needs of
children and youth in The Americas and discuss ways and means for dealing with
them, then to study the experiencesof some countries in planning for the
place of children and young people in national development and to consider the
basis for a national policy in respect of young people. A consensus of
general conclusionswas achieved and some specific recommendationsoffered,
among which the following:

. Development requirementscannot be satisfied simply by speeding UP
economic growth. Social development is equally important, and the
two processes should be pursued in unison. A more systematic
examination of all the questions bearing on children and youth
therefore include an enquiry into what long-term plans would require
from children and young people, since development as a process of
change, calls for new skills and attitudes in the non-adult generation

. Economic and social developmentplans should pay due attention to the
needs of children and young people

. The policy envisaged is one of integrateddevelopment in which
economic and social aspects are not merely the sum of one another,
but should be considered in terms of their fundamental
interrelationship

If a policy of this kind is adopted, activities in the social field
will, instead of confining themselves to treating the symptoms,
strike at the root of the various anomalies

Can planners contribu~?

National planning offices generally enjoyed a high profile in each country,
some as separateministries and others as offices attached to the presidency.
Functions, capacities and strengths varied but, in general, the focus was
economic and budgetary. ECLA, with advisory services and overall direction,
and ILPES with staff training,contributedgreatly to the capacity and
competence of these agencies in economic analysis and planning.

A first UNICEF step towardsmore directly influencingplanners in the region
was taken immediatelyfollowing Board approval of a programme in 1962. For
ILPES, an institutewhere the emphasis was more on economic than social
matters, UNICEF subsidized the appointmentof a professor in social
development and provided post-graduatefellowshipsfor assistants to other
professorswho would concentrateon social issues. Fellowships also offered
sponsorship to some national officials for the ILPES course in planning.
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As the programme continued and developed, other elements were added to the
training core including investigationsof particular problems affecting
children -- such as the social consequencesof urbanization,a problem common
to most countries in the region -- and case-studies in selected countries.
Both through returning trainees and through missions of its staff ILPES was
able to provide some direct assistance to in-countryplanning.

Cooperation continued throughout the Sixties and by the 1970s planning offices
became a main contact through which all aspects of UNICEF collaborationwere
reviewed. There was collaborationin special regional studies organized
through ECLA and ILPES and implementationof national studies. They also
played a coordinatingrole in UNICEF-assistedprogrammed. This led to
considerationof how UNICEF might help to increase their capacities and
various types of assistance,tailored to individual circumstances,resulted.
Technical advice to strengthen or establish social planning sections came from
UNICEF planning officers through short-term consultants or the assignment of a
resident adviser. Subsidies for additional staff posts were also subscribed
by UNICEF for an initial period. Staff training, to complement that available
through the regular ILPES courses, included special regional seminars and
in-country training. The latter involved seminars and courses to provide
basic orientation to a maximum number of the planning office staff as well.as
more in-depth courses for those of the social planning sections.

+ + + +

The early 1960s did create a more favorable atmosphere for that balance in
the economic and social,sectors which was sought. Supported by the aims of
the United Nations DevelopmentDecade adopted at the Fifteenth Session of the
General Assembly and, more importantlywithin the region, those of the Charter
of Punta del Este, adopted at a meeting of the Inter-AmericanEconomic and
Social Council in Punta del Este, Uruguay, August 1961, it was a time when
planning was fashionable;when there was politicalwill to speak of social as
well as economic development. The eradication of illiteracy,hunger and
disease which adversely affect the productivity of developing nations and the
capacity of their youth to learn were among the issues being emphasized during
the period. It was a time which offered an opportunityfor UNICEF to present
the situation of the future generations and to suggest ways to improve their
prospects and contributionto society.

?leanwhile,UNICEF programme assistance policy was already broadening in terms
of scope and flexibility. Assistance for social welfare had been approved by
the UNICEF Executive Board in 1959. A global study of needs of children was
under way. That study was to have a major impact on Board policy in 1961 and
led to includingUNICEF aid for education. However, while changes in policy
opened exciting possibilities,commitments to the malaria eradicationcampaign
which were then absorbing a very high percentage of UNICEF resources
threatened to limit possibilitiesfor increased levels of assistance to other
programmed in The Americas.
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l?oreover,field staff were already reporting financial and political crises in
most of their host countries, Falling prices for export crops were having a
serious adverse effect on national economic situations,resulting in drastic
budget reductions for ministries with which UNICl?Fcooperated. Consequently,
Ehey were less inclined to consider new programmed and activitieswhere new
funds would be required.

With the prevailingmood, the problems presented, the approaches suggested by
the Santiago Conference and the experience of work in the region, UNICEF
sought to develop the most useful and effective cooperationwhich would
enhance the interestsof the child in The Americas and which could very well
begin a trend for cooperationbetween the various parties so concerned,

The programme

The Americas presented an image of countrieswith a high degree of
sophisticationand level of development,of countrieswith national
developmentplans and of economic progress. However, working relationshipsin
the region had revealed to UNICEF staff that such generalizationswere not
valid for large segments of the population. Indeed, statistics over the 1950s
showed declining infant mortality rates in some countries, increases in a few,
but, overall, a continuinghigh level of infant deaths. Statistics reflecting
prevalence of diseases and malnutrition,availabilityof drinking water,
levels of education, etc., confirmed that services to provide for the basic
needs of mothers and children were not available to a majority of the
population.

UNICEF entered the 1960s in The Americas with its assistance to programmed
already defined in three areas: malaria eradication,applied nutrition and
integratedhealth services. But other concerns were also developing --
including social services,education -- and to these too UNICEF determined to
apply its skills and experience.

:Halariaeradicationand the war on mosquitoes

The danger of malaria-bearingmosquitoes developing resistance to the
insecticidesbeing used in control operations,called for the development of
careful strategy. WHO malariologistsconsequentlyurged a methodology for
eradicationbefore vector resistance developed, using DDT, a relatively
inexpensiveinsecticide. This was described by PASB Director Fred Soper, when
he came before the UNICEF Executive Board in March 1955 to present the case
for UNICEF support for an eradication campaign in The Americas. After
extensive considerationof the matter at its two sessions in 1955 and even
though it had many misgivings (page 26) the Board, agreed that in allocating
assistance for malaria it would give first priority to eradicationprogrammed
and to support them for the entire period of spraying -- the attack phase.
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The theory behind the eradicationplans was to break the transmissioncycle
during the three-and-one-half-yearperiod it takes for a malaria infectionto
clear from the human bloodstream. This was to be achieved by spraying all
homes and occupied buildings in malarious areas with DDT once every six
months, Through this, the malaria mosquito, which always rests on the nearest
surface following a blood meal, would receive a lethal dose of insecticide
before being able to bite and infect another person.

The Americas was proposed as the first region for applicationof the
continent-widemalaria eradicationcampaign, and WHO/PAHO requested that
UNICEF participate. Health ministers, through the Pan American Health
Organization,had already agreed to support a regional campaign. WHO/PAHO
argued that if countries could be helped with transport and equipment to mount
the size of campaigns required and with supplies to carry out the four-year
attack phase, they would be able to complete the campaignswith their own
resources, UNICEF agreed to participateexpecting that its assistancewould
end by the early 1960s. But this turned out not to be so,

WHO/PAHO increased its malaria staff and, during 1955 and 1956, had some 50
officers assigned to assist in redirecting the programmed from control to
eradication. Control programmedwere gradually consolidatedand, by 1956, all
were being planned for eradication on a regional basis. Using a model format
prepared by WHO/PAHO, countries compiled a comprehensivedocument which in
addition to malaria incidence and distribution included data on overall health
problems and services,population distributionand migration, communications,
climate, education, agricultureand industry, The documents, referred to with
much affection as “the bibles”, served the campaigns for planning and
reference as well as providing valuable consolidatedreference material for
other services. Administrationand logistics were recognized as key elements
for these campaigns and, to this end, UNICEF staff joined with WHO/PAHO and
national staff in the final review of staffing, equipment, supplies and budget
estimates.

t + + +

Mexico was the first country for which the Board, in 1955, allocated funds to
a malaria eradicationcampaign. At $2.4 million, it was the largest that
would be made to a campaign in the region as well,as being the largest single
allocationmade by the Board up to that time. By 1956, UNICEF made
allocationsto 14 other countrieswhich had completed their eradication
plans. The Executive Director later reported2g to the Board that this move
constituted “perhaps the largest coordinatedcontinentalplanning in the
history of public health.”

Once under way, a total of 24 countries in the region (Annex X) received
assistance from UNICEF, with the campaigns initially covering over 50 million
people in affected areas. In some years allocationsneared $5 million. By
the end of the 1960s, UNICEF had allocated over $51 million for eradication of
malaria in the region; earlier in March 1955 estimates of costs to UN.ICEFhad
been projected at $14 million.30
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The costs to the Governmentswere also underestimated, Originally it had been
projected that, through the attack phase which was to have been the period of
UNICEF assistance, the costs to the Governmentswould amount to the equivalent
of $51 million. However, during the actual period of UNICEF assistance these
costs had risen to around the equivalent of $245 million, Contributionsby
other partners in the eradicationcampaigns -- for example input by WHO/PAHO,
mainl.y:inthe technical advisory services which they provided, was covered
through a malaria budget which rose to around $2 million a year, US/AID
provided assistance to the campaigns in Bolivia and Haiti as well as to Brazil
which, because of its size and cost, UNICEF did not assist.

A year of intensiveactivities characterizedthe preparatoryphase for the
campaigns, Field organizationof former insect control services had to be
upgraded to the requisite level for eradication operations,additional staff
engaged and intensive training programmed implemented. The roster of
preparatoryactivities included detailed locality mapping, operational
schedules,means to achieve maximum of understandingand cooperationwith the
communities,handling equipment and supplies in quantities not previously
utilized.

+ + + +

And so the campaignswere launched,

In Mexico, the first.of the campaigns to commence operations on an eradication
scale started with the appropriatefanfare and publicity to show the entire
population the need for this large undertaking of outright war on the
mosquito. At the ceremonial inauguration,the president of Hexico reviewed
the line-up of staff and of the vehicles provided by UNICEF. It made an
impressivesight, with 602 campaign vehicles clearly identifiedby their
distinctiveyellow colour and by the emblems of the malaria service and
UNICEF. Throughout the nation cinemas showed a special film on the campaign.
The drama unfolded to an attention-grabbingopening, set to martial music,
followed by a presentationof how a person becomes sick with malaria, of how
the campaign hoped to overcome this, and of ways in which each person could
cooperate in the campaign. Each country, in its own distinctiveway,
inauguratedits campaign and took steps to gain people’s cooperation,
Posters, audio-visuals,health education teams and, most importantly,training
of the frontlineworkers - spraymen and supervisors - in appropriate
techniquesall formed part of the strategy.

Once into the attack phase, the communitieswelcomed the spraying because
their homes were rid of many troublesomebugs. However, that experiencewas
not to be carried over into later cycles as the effect on other insects was
seen to be of short duration and householdersdid not like the inconveniences
of moving furnishingsfor the spraymen to work. Constant and renewed efforts
were required throughout the campaigns to maintain the cooperationof the
population.
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Spraying, rather than finding and verifyingmalaria cases took priority in all
campaigns both in planning and in operations. However, once spraying
operationswere effectivelyunderway, steps were taken to organize “case
finding”. A system of “voluntarycollaborators”was devised since it was
recognized to be economically impossibleto employ and equip a large staff for
this purpose. Consequently,in each community one or more persons -- village
leaders, school teachers, and health workers where they existed -- were
recruited and trained to take blood smears of any person in their community
who was having a fever. The smears were collected by evaluators of the
malaria service who made periodic visits to the communitiesand arrangements
made for the voluntary collaboratorto give malaria drugs to those found to
have malaria. This, the first large-scaleuse of lay persons with minimal
training in a health programme, proved a most important element of the
campaigns.

The immediateresult of this case-findingactivity was that the first years of
the campaigns reported generally a higher incidence of malaria than was
recorded at the start of the campaigns. The upward curve in the statistics
soon peaked, however, reflecting a truer base line. Only in later years did
the curve begin to drop, reflecting the impact of the campaigns and bringing
with it an optimistic outlook for their success.

In some islands in the Caribbean,where the problem was self-containedthere
was indeed cause for optimism but in general that optimism needed to be
tempered. As the attack phase progressed and the monthly statisticson
malaria cases were analysed in a breakdown by areas of a country and type of
infection, it became clear that progress was uneven, that the attack phase
would have to be extended beyond four years and that ultimately other measures
might be necessary in some areas if transmissionwas to be interrupted.

Independentevaluation teams periodicallyexamined the situation,particularly
in countrieswhere progress was slow or where there were special problems.
The teams, made up of staff from WHO/PAHO, UNICEF, US/AID, CDC and
malariologistsfrom other countries, spent time in a country, examining all.
records, scrutinizingfinancial and administrativeaspects, visiting
representativeareas to observe field operation and to study problems, and
reviewing their findings with the malaria service staff. The result of that
process was that in addition to being able to pinpoint specific problems and
needs for a particular campaign, several more general problems came to light.

First, the strategy for eradicationdepended upon a single tool, that of
insecticidespraying. Human frailty being what it is, the high level of
efficiency required in such situations could not be maintained for an extended
period. Second, the interest of the population began to wane once they felt
the problem no longer directly affected them or found that the burden of
cooperationoutweighed any immediate and visible benefits to their family.
Third, widespread use of insecticidesin agriculturewas affecting their value
in malaria eradication,yet it was impossible to achieve any restriction in
agriculturaluse, either through persuasion or legislation. On the other hand
airlines were persuaded to treat the interior of their craft when on flights
from any malarious area.
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The truth of the matter was perhaps contained in the very simplicity of the
plans and expectationsof early success, Engineerswere emphasized to a
greater extent than were malariologists, whereas the emerging difficulties
requirad the attention of the latter. There was a tendency to believe that
spraying was the only methodology applicable to eradication and an unfortunate
reluctance to admit a place for any others associatedwith control operations,

+ + + +

The campaigns required consummate administrationand logistics as well as an
unequaled level of cooperation among al,]involved, Within UNICEF they
required a maximum of coordinationbetween the programme staff and those of
the Supply Division who were called upon to purchase and deliver large
quantities of materials within operationaldeadlines. And it worked, The
Supply Division earned the gratitude of the national campaign staffs as they
maintained supply lines and responded to “emergencyrush rush” requirements to
meet a changing situation and need,

However, in the area of transport operations things went less well. Proper
maintenance of the vehicle fleets soon became a problem for malaria services
unaccustomedto large-scale transport operations. In Mexico, the service made
an agreementwith the army to provide staff and operate the campaign
transport, Other campaignsmaintained their own staff and facilities,which
meant more extensive training, establishinguse and maintenance regulations
and overcoming such problems as staff who felt vehicles were constantly needed
and did not believe they should ever require maintenance. So it was that
UNICEF, recognizing the’seriousnessof the problems, engaged its first
transport officer to provide advisory services to Governments on fleet
operations.

Further, in the interestsof sound and effectivemanagement of the campaigns
and because of their continental.character, coordinationbetween countries was
essential. To this end WHO/PAHO sponsored annual meetings of directors of
malaria services to present progress reports, exchange informationand discuss
particular problems. These proved to be an effective stimulus and means of
bringing to attentionmatters which required ministerial-levelattention. At
the internationallevel, too, there were regular annual coordinatingmeetings
in which the principal partners were WHO/PAHO, UNICEF, US/AID and later, the
CommunicableDisease Centre of the US Public Health Service when it became
directly involv~d and e~tablished a study and research centre in El Salvador.
At these mcaetingsconcerns of each partner regarding administrative,financial
and technical aspects of the campaigns and their progress were freely
discussed under rotating chairmanshipand host.

+ + + +

The most serious problem encounteredwas vector resistance to DDT. In areas
of countrieswhere DDT had long been used for different purposes, vector
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resistance was such that a change in insecticidewas imperative. The only
other insecticide,available at that time, with an adequate residual effect
when sprayed on house walls, was Dieldrin. It was much more expensive than
DDT however, and required protection for the workers from toxic effects while
spraying. Adjustments were made to plans to counter the situation in problem
areas, . Closer timing of spraying cycles to local transmissionseasons,
more frequent sprayings using DDT, and use of Dieldrin were all tried with
varying results, Control methodologies such as larvicides to destroy the
mosquito larvae were resorted to in some places. Using drugs provided by
WHO/PAHO, chemotherapyfor suspected cases was applied by voluntary
collaboratorsand radical treatment of confirmed cases intensified. On an
internationallevel efforts were also intensified-- to test other
insecticides,to find a vaccine, to search for other weapons which could be
used as alternativesor complements to residual spraying.

Problem areas in some countries responded but the real hardcore problem, with
more widespread vector resistance to DDT and developing resistance to
Dieldrin, was in Central America. WHO/PAHO, CDC and the InternationalStudy
and Research Centre in El Salvador directed tremendous efforts at finding a
solution. Among the more publicizedwere field studies of a long-action
injectabledrug, field trials of mass chemotherapyand the development of a
colony of sterile vectors. As areas which had been cleared became
re-infected,an increased and coordinated action was made increasingly
obvious. The countries agreed to a three-year coordinatedplan, including
spraying, larviciding,radical drug treatments and, as its major complementary
measure, mass chemotherapy. UNICEF agreed to assist and to provide the drugs
which, with little delay, it was able to obtain and ship in the large
quantities required for simultaneousoperations. However, some countries were
unable to meet the planned schedule for change-over to the revised plans. The
start of chemotherapywent more slowly than anticipated and more interestwas
shown in a newly-tested insecticide,Baygon. However its short residual
effect, which affected costs and complicatedlogistics, and the indicationof
vector resistance caused many to question the feasibility of any extensive use
of Baygon.

1969. And two years into the three-yearplans, real progress was not being
shown. A situation existed in which some national technicianswere
questioning the results of the methods in use, yet they were unable to propose
any other technical approach. It was also doubtful that Governmentswould be
willing to continue the high levels of investment. New reviews of the plans
were being called for at which time UNICEF suggested a complete change in
approach. The thrust of a new approach required activities integrated into a
general health service. Evaluators and voluntary collaboratorswith
additional training as polyvalent health workers, could provide a useful
complement to existing health services and a valuable extension to those
communities not then reached by basic health services. Malaria control
activities could be geared to the epidemiologicalsituation in a locality and
communitiesdirectly involved in their implementation. The suggestions in the
framework of a programme possible within the reasonable resources of a
Government -- as both a holding operation in malaria control against the day
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when new eradicationmethods became available and as a major addition to basic
health services -- were not then favorably received by malaria services.

However, because of interest being shown in some countries by others in the
health services, the Board in 1970 allocated resources for a regional fund to
encourage programmedwhich sought to’engage malaria workers in basic health
services.31 IiICentral America, Costa Rica was the first country to use
part of this fund to introducea programme which later was brought to
world-wide attention as an example of primary health care.

+ + + +

With the attack phase extending beyond the period foreseen, the financial
burden increasedfor all parties. For UNICEF in The Americas, it meant that
less resourceswere available to consider developmentof other types of
programmed. For the Governments,not only was it absorbing a large part of
national health budgets, but it was also becoming an increasingoverall
burden, restricting their ability to give adequate attention to other health
and social needs. Several countries curtailed or interruptedtheir campaigns
when finances were inadequateto continue both a full-scale attack and
increased case-findingand vigilance“activities.

Concerned about the slow progress encountered in most UNICEF-assistedmalaria
eradication campaigns, the UNICEF Executive Board, in 1959 and several times
during the 1960s reviewed special reports on their progress.32 It also
considered a system for grading prospects for eradication as well as for
reviewing its own assistancepolicy. As a result the Board adopted criteria
linking continuationof UNICEF cooperation to assurance of the technical,
administrativeand financial conditions for success in a campaign.33 Annual
evaluations,particularly those by the independentevaluation teams, provided
data to grade the prospects.

+- + + +

Notwithstandinga perhaps disappointingrate of progress, achievementswere
recorded. In 1955, at the start of the malaria eradicationcampaigns, over 50
million people were estimated living in the malarious areas of the 24
countries (Annex X) which UNICEF assisted. These were estimates which,
naturally,would be affected by normal population growth, an average annual
rate of 2.7 per cent in the region. However, one factor was not foreseen: a
large movement of population into many of the previously affected areas
occurred as soon as the malaria problem was brought under control.

By 1970, some 15 years later, the population of these originallymalarious
areas had reached an estimated 77 million. Of these 7 per cent lived in Cuba,
Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, St. Lucia and Trinidad and Tobago from which
malaria had been declared eradicated. A further 61 per cent were located in
areas where the risk of infection from the disease had been reduced but where
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continuing surveillancewas essential. The remaining 32 per cent lived in
areas still plagued by malaria transmissionand where continued effective
attack measures were being undermined by financial problems in one-third and
by technical problems in the other two-thirds, Equally positive for those
families and their children living in many isolated areas was the first
contact with health workers which had been provided by the malaria services.
The networks of voluntary collaboratorswhich had been organized for case
finding activities in some cases became the forerunners of primary health care.

As time passed without further progress towards eradication,authoritieswere
reminded of the Board policy. Most of the Governments understood and fully
supported UNICEF’s decision to phase out from the campaigns, Only in Central
America some directors of the malaria services could not accept this and
caused letters of protest and requests for change in policy to be sent by
ministers of health to the UNICEF Board. The Board nevertheless confirmed its
policy35 and the last allocationsto malaria eradication in The Americas
were made in 1971. For Central America the Board agreed to sponsor a
high-level interdisciplinaryconference for development of a better-adapted
strategy. However, when after initial preparatory negotiations it was found
that it was neither opportune nor possible to hold such a conference,energies
were directed to projects aimed at extending health coverage.

Thus ended, unfortunatelywithout it reaching its goal, UNICEF participation
in a regional campaign against a serious disease problem. It was a campaign
where planning had focused on a single tool and a mechanical approach,
planning which time had shown to have been inadequate in considering
biological aspects, social factors and political realities; a campaign
facilitatedby outstandingcooperation and coordination,both at national and
internationallevels, but which reached an impasse where vested interestswith
other priorities, such as the private sector in agriculture,were involved.
It was also a campaign which demonstrated government resolve, incurred very
heavy investments,involved’outstandinghuman effort, which reached into
communitiesnever previously served by health services and which showed the
feasibilityof large-scale involvementof volunteers in health activities.
And in these it was more than successful.

:Appliednutrition

Meaningful statistics notwithstanding,and even given the general availability
of food, UNICEF from its earliest days, identifiedchild malnutrition as a
serious problem in The Americas. As a result, the organizationhas placed
continued emphasis in the field of child nutrition in programme assistance in
the region.

In his 1948 report36, UNICEF representativeto the Montevideo Conference on
Nutritional Problems in Latin America, Dr. Passmore, pointed out that in rural
areas there was seldom acute pressure of people on the land and therefore, the
shortage of food which existed in many parts of densely populated Asia was not
duplicated in The Americas. He found the fundamental cause of nutritional
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deficiency diseases are due more to a lack of parental understandingof the
nutritional values of foods and their relation to health, while in the cities,
the frequent cause was poverty which resulted in the children being underfed.

Passmore, however, postulated protein deficiencywhen he noted that a grave
shorta~e of milk was seriously affecting child health. Later studies and
reports confirmed this -- particularlythat of Dr. Glen King37, a special
UNICEF/FAO consultant, in a 1957 field survey in Brazil and other countries.
King noted that:

“Although the estimated net calorie value of the food supply in 1952-53
was estimated at 2350 per day, compared with about 1600 in India, 2200 in
Japan, and 3200 in Denmark for the same period, the weakest spot in the
entire food pattern is obviously in the excessive consumptionof the
starchy root crop, manioca, by those with low incomes. Among infants,
small children and mothers, the high intake of manioca results in
widespread caloric deficiency in parallel with protein, vitamin and
mineral deficiencies. There is no doubt of the widespread incidenceof
severe malnutrition among infants and small children. The type of protein
deficiency representedby typical kwashiorkor is not uncommon, but a much
more prevalent condition is representedby the onset of combined
starvakionodehydrationand diarrhoea. Most of the official records have
not identifiedkwashiorkoror protein deficiency (or other specific forms
of malnutrition) as a specific entity, so it is difficult to arrive at
valid conclusionsregarding
Central America many of the
most importantcontributing

Hence the supplementaryfeeding
foods search of the 1950s.

Applied nutrition programmes,38

the cause of high infant death rates. As in
leading physicians regard malnutrition as the
factor.”

programmed,milk conservationand high-protein

when introduced in 19S7, won immediate
acceptance in The ~ericas. The Latin American Regional Conference on
Nutrition problems, held in Montevideo in July 1946, had foreshadowedsuch
programmed in one of its recommendationsurging “the improvementof nutrition
in selected demonstrationareas by the cooperationof experts in agriculture,
animal husbandry, sociology,education and medicine.”39 King’s visit in
1957 served as renewed stimulus. The Executive Director reported to the Board
that year that in The Americas several initiativeswere being considered,
among them: greater emphasis on milk channeled to the pre-school child;
explorationof ways to use local high-proteinfoods; nutrition training for
all types of personnel; direct nutrition education; and planning which would
directly reach the villager and help him produce and consume more nutritious
food. By 1962, the Board had approved assistance to applied nutrition
programmed in seven countries and, within a few years, programmed in 24
countries had received assistance. (Annex IX)

+ + + t
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The nutrition programmed were aimed primarily at educating families. They
would emphasize the needs of mothers and children, the value of good nutrition
and support activitieswithin the communitiesto increase family food supplies
and to improve their health and nutrition status, Field staff, trained in
interdisciplinaryapproach which drew on agriculture,education and health,
channeled their educational activities through an array of media including
health centres, nutrition centres, schools, agriculturalextension agencies,
community development centres. But they did not stop there. Education was
accompaniedby practical activities involving all members of the family and
ranged from school and community gardens, raising small animals, food
preservation and storage, to feeding and nutrition rehabilitationcentres.

Most countrieswelcomed the opportunityof the programmed to develop and
extend experiencesfrom their own feeding or nutrition programmed,while in
others it was occasion to involve different agencies and interests. In
Colombia, the National Coffee Growers Association adopted and supported the
programme as beneficial for the families of workers in the coffee-growing
regions. To encourage small-animalraising, mixing plants were set up to
provide families with feed mix. Community gardens featured in the Panama
programme. A cooperativeeffort of all, appropriate tasks were assigned to
both children and adults, Costa Rica established a network of nutrition
recuperationcentres where mothers participated in the care of the sick
child. At the same time, the mother was being taught measures to prevent
repetition of the condition in her other children. In Brazil extensive
services of the Association for Credit and Rural Assistance (ABCAR) became a
major channel for the applied nutrition programme. Here, both the association
techniciansand the community volunteers, through whom they operated in
reaching the families, participated. In Paraguay, applied nutritionwas a
major component of social.programmed for the new settlementsset up as lands
were opened and roads built in the interior,

All applied nutrition programmed shared at least one element, however, school
gardens. These depended to a large extent on the teachers for their
development:which highlighted another need, namely, a reference or textbook
on school garden operations, including the nutritional values and uses of
potential produce from the gardens. UNICEF responded through its area office
in Guatemala which enlisted the help of Wilson Popoenoe from the Zanmorroro
Agricultural School in Honduras. Popoenoe prepared a text for use in
countries of Central America which later, after inputs from WHO/PAHO and FAO,
UNICEF had printed in 5,000 copies and distributed to all applied nutrition
programmed throughout the region, “Nuestra Huerta Escolar” -- Our School
Garden, became so popular and widely used that it was subsequentlyrevised and
reprinted.

Each applied nutrition programme emphasized in-service training at various
levels. Some workers received training in a specific discipline,while others
were instructed in the technical or administrativeaspects of the coordinated
approach. All participantshowever were given a basic understandingof field
activities in each of the disciplines.
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UNICEF also supported participationin courses and seminars offered at
regional training centres. Among those who received nutrition training were
health workers at INCAP in Guatemala, agriculturalengineers at the
Agricultural University of Peru “La Molina”, programme planners at the
University of Puerto Rico, social workers at the Inter-AmericanChildren’s
Institute in Uruguay and home economists at seminars in Santiago, Chile.

However, it became clear that The Americas needed an institutionwhich could
offer training which addressed the joint needs of professionalsfrom all the
ministries participatingin the coordinatedapproach to an applied nutrition
programme. UNICEF, with the collaborationof WHO/PAHO and FAO, interested the
Agricultural University of Peru “La Molina” in sponsoring such a course, and
UNICEF participationin a regional training programmewas approved by the
Board in 1967. At the last moment, a change in location became necessary, and
the first of several annual courses took place the following year in Colombia,
sponsored by the National Institute of Nutrition. To accommodate the
participationof those occupying high-level positions in their governments,
the course was of five months’ duration. The applied nutrition programme in
Colombia cooperated in field observation and demonstrations.

The complicationsinvolved in coordinatingpersonnel of the ministries of
agriculture,health and education -- who had never before worked together --
stirred something close to dismay. Even so, in 1961, the Executive Director
was able to report that “expandednutrition activitieshave not yet”performed
any miracle but they have, for the first time, created a pattern of
administrativecoordinationinvolvingeducation, agricultureand health
services at various levels, including that of the community itself. These
activitieshave, to some extent relieved the isolation in which the villages
lived.”4° Coordinationvaried greatly between programmed, and stimulus for
their field operations and continuity came from different sources: one
ministry taking the lead and providing more resources to the progranune,a few
dedicated individualsbringing fresh ideas and leadership,or ultimately, the
interest of local organizationsovercoming apathy at other levels.

The training of so many workers from the different participatingservices was
only one of the many positive elements in the applied nutrition programme.
Training directly related to nutrition had more of an impact than that
addressed to aspects of coordinationand integrationof activities.

Overall, the applied nutrition programmed achieved only partial success. They
were not based on sound administrativestructures nor were they able to
develop an effective coordinatingmechanism. Hence, as in Peru, it was soon
realized Chat the programmed could be more effectively implementedwithin a
rural developmen~programmewith its established infrastructureand where
special emphasis could be placed on food production and nutrition education.
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But greater success was to be achieved later on when more emphasis was placed
on community responsibilityand community participationactively encouraged.
Finally, in the 1970s, applied nutrition became one of the fundamental
activities of the integratedbasic services progranuneswhich recognized the
importance of involvementof the local authoritiesand local communities.

Integrated health services

The 1950s trend towards integrationof maternal and child health within the
general health services became a pattern of the 1960s. WHO/PAHO advisory
services assisted national health staff in planning, as part of their national
health plans, of integratedhealth services with a balance between curative
and preventive. In this UNICEF found a natural place and key role in
assistingmaternal and child health services, the hard core of the peripheral
services. At the 1961 Board session, the Regional Director noted that, for
the first time since 1956, the numbers of public health projects was higher
than those of malaria eradication. In terms of UNICEF investment in funds,
however, it was still lower.

Integrated health service programmedwere established in a district of the
country, selected either because of its isolation and scarcity of health
services or as a first step in the development of an area. The pattern
generallywas a network of hospital/healthcentres, health centres and
sub-centresto provide services to the communities, and a central office to
coordinate their administrationand supervision. Usually located within the
main referral hospital, the central office would have attached a variety of
special services such as environmentalsanitation and nutrition.

Women and children were the principal clients of the centres. Equipment was a
major component of UNICEF assistance,as was transport, to enable their
adequate supervisionand regular visits by professionalsto sub-centres.
Prior joint interestsand activitieswere often reflected in the programme,
Where, for instance,maternity centres, mothers’ clubs and day-care centres
had been previously assisted, they would now generally be found in the
integratedhealth services programme. The programme also provided opportunity
for further development of other elements of the health services,
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finexample is environmentalsanitation. Where there had been UNICEF
assistance in environmentalaanitationtthe integratedhealth district became
t,hepriority locale for any UNICEF aid to rural water supply and latrine
development in that country, recognizing that there was a greater impact when
such serviceswere not provided in isolation.

In the case of tuberculosiscontrol the integratedhealth districts were
selected as the location for use of inexpensivechemotherapyand for pilot
area tuberculosiscontrol projects in 10 countries (Annex XI). The pilot
projects were based on a WHO recommended concept. The idea was to fashion a
testing ground where incidence in representativeareas could be checked, where
methodology for a potential national tuberculosiscontrol programme could be
developed and tried out, and where personnel could be trained. Unfortunately,
because of long delays in obtaining x-ray equipment that was in accordance
with the standards establishedby WHO, these pilot projects did not develop as
had been planned.

Further, the interestsof the conservativeschool of tuberculosisspecialists
predominated in most projects. These concentratedon using expensive
multi-drug treatment regimens for optimum results rather than developingmeans
to reach larger numbers using one of the cheaper vaccines. The pilot projects
did not produce, as UNICEF had hoped, an interest and capability in
tuberculosiscontrol using simple and inexpensivediagnostic and treatment
procedures for the large numbers of infectiouscases which represented the
greatest danger to children in their communities.

An objective of all integratedhealth programmedwas regular protection for
children. The experiencesshowed that protection of children against diseases
preventableby vaccineswas not so much a problem of availabilityof vaccines
but rather one of delivery systems and a lack of health services coverage,

The health services had budgets for vaccines and they had suppliers, including
production laboratories,for DPT and BCG vaccines,which had received
assistance from UNICEF in the 1950s.

Only one country received assistancewith measles vaccines when the vaccine
became available in the mid-1960s, UNICEF assistancewas only being
recommendedby WHO in special situations, Chile however, had the highest
mortality and morbidity rates from measles in the region and had already
undertaken field trials in the use of the vaccine. Generally, existing health
services organizationcould handle the vaccinationof all children eight
months to five years, within a limited time. UNICEF assisted Chile in meeting
the initial high cost of the vaccines, some 1.5 million children were
vaccinated in two years and there was an immediatereduction in the number of
deaths reported.
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Later, in the 1970s when there was more experience using the measles vaccine,
and when it became available at a more reasonable cost, UNICEF provided
vaccines to three countries to enable them to extend their immunization
programmed for national coverage to protect children against diphtheria,
whooping cough, polio and measles in Belize and Surinam, and for expanded
coverage in Colombia.

+ + + +

In the development of the integratedhealth services, a number of support
facilities and functionswere required.

. Public health laboratorieswere considered essential for all
programmed, and the developmentof a network of laboratories
extending to all health centres was included in the plans.

Outside of urban areas, access to dental services was very limited
and preventive care for children did not exist. Several programmed
included dental services at the main centres of their networks. To
increase their capacity in preventive care and oral hygiene, some of
those introduceddental auxiliaries into their clinic staffs.

Inadequate health statistics,even the vital statistics of births and
deaths, was a problem encountered throughoutThe Americas.
Consequently,understandingthe value of such statisticswas included
in staff training. As an additionalmeasure to facilitate collection
and compilationof essential health statistics,a few programmedmade
provision for statisticalassistants. An interestingapproach was
tried in the Dominican Republic, namely, training in area of health
statistics the staff in government field offices who were involved in
gathering other statistical information.

Communicationstoo was given its due share of attention in the
context of the programmed. The geographic size of health districts,
the type of terrain, roads and other communicationsfacilitieswere
factors affecting the quality of service offered, and its supervision
on the one hand, and accessibilityto it by isolated communities,on
the other. Transport -- vehicular and water -- was a major UNICEF
input in all programmed. This facilitateddistributionof supplies,
brought professionalsto locations more convenient to communitiesat
the network periphery, and enabled regular supervision of all.
activities. To maintain more frequent contact between health workers
at the periphery and central staff than would normally be possible
over land in the difficult terrain, radio communicationwas
introduced into the Peru programme. This was a first for UNICEF in
the region and probably.the first instance of a health service
maintaining its own radio communicationfacilities.

+ + + +
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But not only would tha programms roquiro strong technical Gupport in terms of
facilities such as thosa provided ~n tho area of communications,but they
would also reguir~ the support of a well-trained staff for their
effectivenqsa, The integrationconcept of the programms, foreign to those
long wcustom~d to separate and independentservices, together with the
quantitative and qualitativedevelopmentof serv~ces foreseen, dictated
therefore the need for a strong Eraining component. UNICEF had long been
assisting in ‘trainingsanitary inspectors,auxiliary nurses and ‘empirical’,
not only through equipment but with training stipends, Appropriately the
scale of training increased in these programmed,with participantsranging
from doctors to auxiliary and voluntary personnel, Courses too ranged from
in-servicefor current staff to pre-servicefor the additional auxiliary
personnel needed. All staff, professional,technical and auxiljary,were also
given in-servicecourses and seminara in the integratedapproach to health
services. Courses for the auxiliariesalso provided opportunityfor
refreshing and upgrading their skills,

‘Empirical’,who through their work in the communitieswere already becoming
more accepted by the nursing profession as an asset to the health of those
communities were also being trained. Both at training centres established
within the integratedservice districts and at other national training
centres, UNICEF provided stipends to those in training to fill positions in
the programnm as auxiliary nurses, auxiliarymidwives or sanitary inspectors,
Auxiliaries also had to be trained to develop their network of public health
laboratories,as had the new dental auxiliariesand statisticalassistants to
be trained for those programmedwhich had now decided to strengthen their
dental and health statistics. UNICEF was able to respond to their initiatives
and assist with equipment and stipends, The period saw not only an increased
scale of training but attentionwas also being given to the training of those
now classified as paramedics.

Finally in the area of training, regional level post-paediatriceducation was
developedwith joint support from WHO/PAHO and UNICEF. Under the programme,
fellowshipawere provided to faculty members in pediatrics and to health
administratorsfor specializedshort courses at medical schools in Chile and
Colombia. The courses focused on the social and preventive components of
pediatrics and infant nutrition and, in so doing, were aimed at changing the
essentiallyclinical approach of the health services and of most facilities of
pediatrics.

+ +’ + +

Undoubtedly the integratedservice programmedwere valuable undertakings. Not
only did they positively affect the quality of health services, and reach
those previously unserved, but they furnished useful.experience in programme
planning, in particular using an integratedapproach. The latter proved most
valuable to all parties when, in the 1970s, UNICEF became involved in the
coordinateddevelopmentof basic services in education, health, nutrition and
social welfare for selected areas.
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:Social services

While three main categories of programme assistancewere evident at the
beginning of the 1960s, UNICEF staff were already aware of the interests of
Governments to address other problems. Policy decisions taken by the Board
opened the door for concrete discussions of some of these problems, needs and
the appropriatepotential programmed in this regard.

In most nutritional and maternal and child health programmed, some attention
had also been given to social welfare. This direction was pursued with the
help of social welfare advisers assigned through the United Nations Bureau of
Social Affairs: Haude Barrett in Central America and Panama 1950-1955; Laura
Vergara serving the region from Santiago, Chile in 1953. However, in 1959 the
UNICEF Board adopted a policy which made it then possible to consider specific
programmed to perhaps prevent further growth of some of the social problems
which they were seeing. This followed considerationof a special study by the
United Nations Bureau of Social Affairs41 to which Alice Shaffer, a senior
UNICEF staff member from The Americas, made a major contribution. As a
result, during the 1960s though the amount of UNICEF assistancewas relatively
small, some 10 countries (Annex XIII.)received help with significantprojects.

ConcomitantlyUNICEF recognized the urgent need to train persons who might
contribute to developing effective legal and administrativemachinery for
dealing with social problems at local and national levels. Prior to such
training being made available,much of the training of social workers in the
Americas was oriented toward a caseworker treatment approach which did not
result in social workers with a preventive outlook towards the welfare and
needs of children. So, UNICEF collaborated in a study of social work schools,
their curriculum and standards, to determine where and what kinds of change
would be required.

Schools in several countries, including the University of the West Indies,
which serves the Caribbean countries,were assisted in programmed centred on
curriculum development and adequate field practice. Support went to upgrading
teaching equipment and materials as well as for transport to facilitate field
practice and student supervision. The largest such programme was that in
Brazil, which included eight schools throughout the less developed north-east
region. A school in Mexico was set up to train auxiliary social workers who
would be assigned to work with other staff in the rural health services.
Assistance was phased out when other more amenable channels for training
communityworkers in the social field were presented for UNICEF involvement.

+ + + +
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Common in the objective of all programmedwas the improvementand extension of
day-care services for children, Standards for their operation, adequate
educationaland play equipment for stimulationof the children and in-service
training to all workers in the centres were some of the means by which this
was assured. In Costa Rica, where social serviceswere somewhat more
developed, the programme sought to astablish diagnostic centres for
observationof children with problems. There parents could also consult with
the staff on the many aspects of the behaviour and attitudes of their children,

With an eye on young adults, UNICEF, in collaborationwith the Inter-American
Children’s Institute, assisted seminars for juvenile court judges in Colombia,
Ecuador, Panama and Venezuela, In each of these, participantsfrom other
countries of the region contributedto a sharing of experiences and ideas,
Participationby the Latin American Association of Jurists was also
instrumentalin disseminatinginformationfrom these seminars.

Also involvingyouth was the programme undertakenwith the National Child
Welfare Foundation (FUNABEPl)in Brazil. The programme attempted to get young
people interestedand involved in the work on social problems in an effort to
encourage their continued involvementand interest through later life, Under
the programme, centres for university students, future teachers and
educational leaders were set up and a series of courses and seminars offered
on factors affecting the developmentand welfare of children, elements of
community health and welfare, and preparing children for life in society.
Through these centres the students were encouraged,and given the necessary
guidance, to help social programmed in the community,particularlythose for
children.

Street children -- young children living off their wits and developing
anti-socialhabits -- were not left out, The focus of a 1964 programme in
Colombia, where the number of such children was increasing in the capital as
an aftermath of civil strife in the countryside,and arising from an initial
study of the background,situation and behaviour of these children, in which
UNICEF had cooperated,42the programme involved first a pilot project in a
residential institutionwhich would later serve as a training centre. This
was followed by steps to provide them some training to prepare them for
productiveparticipationin society. Continued studies of the extent of the
problem and possibilitiesfor service programmed to provide adequate care and
direction for these children also became part of the programme. A later
study, the result of shared concerns for the problems these children continued
to face, saw UNICEF assisting the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare in
1976, with a further in-depth study of the life conditions of these children.
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:Education—-

Board liberalizationof policy to include UNICEF aid to education was welcome
news to UNESCO and the many ministries of education involvedwith UNICEF for
many years in the school health and nutrition programmed, In that year, 1961,
not only were there too few primary schools, especially in the rural areas,
but existing ones were sadly lacking in teaching equipment and educational
supplies. Those concernedwith education hoped then that the change would
lead to more direct collaborationin overcoming some of the basic problems in
their education systems.

Inadequate facilities to train teachers, insufficientteachers in the existing
schools, non-certificationand a lack of formal training in the case of many
teachers were all factors contributingto a low quality of education for the
children. Hence, the hopes for UNICEF collaborationby the ministers of
education facing the problems and hampered by low budgets. Within two years
UNICEF,had programmed under way in six countries, growing rapidly to 20 by the
end of the 1960s. (Annex XIV)

The problems and the needs were so great that priorities had to be ordered to
best make use of limited support which UNICEF could give to the education
programmed in the Americas. Quality of education was seen as the priority,
The quality of training for primary school teachers had sooner then be
addressed followed by an increase in their numbers.

To this end there were many common elements in each of the countries with
UNICl?F-assistedprogranunes.To begin with, and to avoid a continuing infusion
of underskilledteachers, curriculum, standards and methods of the normal
schools and teacher-traininginstituteswere improved, their facilities and
teachingmaterials upgraded and provision made for field practice in more
adequately equipped schools. Teachers from the primary schools received
in-servicetraining, including courses to enable those who had little or no
formal training to work towards certification. This group was particularly
important since they formed a very high percentage of the teaching staff in
rural schools and, coming from these rural localities,were very much more
likely to continue in their posts.

Better preparation of the teacherswould clearly not be enough since they were
unli”kelythus to succeed in a vacuum. School.supervisionalso had to be
strengthenedand to that end in-service training courses were arranged to
upgrade the training and experience of primary school supervisors. Their
field offices were, in addition, supplied with equipment to enable the
supervisorsto prepare materials to be ‘circulatedto the teaching staffs as
needed. Transport was also provided to facilitate periodic supervisory visits
to all schools in their network.
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Again, the sheer magnitude of Ehe needs directed UNICEF assistance this time
to the primary school network of’a selected geographicalarea in the country,
UNICEF stipends enabled a wider participationin the in-servicetraining
courses by the teachers, The teaching equipment and educationalmaterials to
the sch’oolspermitted the teachers to apply their new skills for the benefit
of all their students, stimulatingthe older ones to find something of
continuing interest. WiLhout this interest only a small.percentage of the
student:scontinued for more than one or two years, a cripplingwaste of the
limited,education facilitiesavailable,

+ + + +

In addition to the teachers, UNICEF also applied its limited available
resources to special aspects in education, In the 1960s, after UNESCO drew
attention to the inadequacyof science training in the curricula of both
primary and secondary schools in the Americas, science educationwas given
more particular attention in a few UNICEF-assistedprogrammed. At primary
school level,the emphasis was placed on basic aapects, especiallywhere those
could be related to the environment in which the students lived and which
required only simple equipment or the adaptation of locally available items
for use in demonstrations. Training courses and seminars in science teaching
as well as equipment kits and teachingmanuals formed part of the UNICEF
assistance programme.

UNICEF waa also ready to consider help in pre-vocationaltraining for young
people. In The Americas only a few countries requested this type of
institutionalsupport, However, there was, related to activities in health,
social services, applied nutrition and, later, the basic services programmed
considerableassistancegiven for more community based training. These were
non~formal educationalactivities such as those which helped to prepare
children for future vocations,provided women with skills to supplement the
family income, contributedto better family life, demonstratedthe value of
good nutrition and increasedfamily food supply, or which related to the care
of the young child,

+ + + +
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Links in the human chain

Throughout the years, as UNICEF has defined and redefined its programme of
work in the Americas, one thing has not changed. That constant remains, even
today, the spirit of cooperationwhich the organizationhas sought to better
ensure its most efficient and effective operations in the region.

While UNICEF had maintained working relationswith Inter-American
organizationssuch as the Inter-AmericanChildren’s Institute (IIN), the Pan
American Health Organization (PAHO), and with organizationsin the United
Nations’ system, there were also others working in the area of social change.

Efforts were intensifiedto maintain communicationand cooperationwith these
-. other organizationsand agencies involvedwith plans and programmed for

economic and social developmentor which were able to provide assistance.
Among the first such products of cooperationwere the working relations
developedwith ECLA and ILPES (page 33) as one means of bringing the needs of
children to the attention of national planning staffs.

Continuing close relationswith the Organization of American States (OAS) and
its bodies was unquestionable,but UNICEF also recognized the need for links
to the new sub-regionalorganizationswhich represented the political decision
of a group of countries for integratedapproaches. There was the Caribbean
Free Trade Association (CARIFTA),which later became the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM),serving the English-speakingcountries. In the Central American
isthmus there had always been cooperationwith INCAP on nutrition activities.
There were also the Organization of Central American States (ODECA), a
politically constitutedbody, and the Permanent Secretariatof the General
Treaty on Central American Economic Integration (SIECA), active in the
integrationof economic development and trade within the isthmus. In South
America, there were groupings of countrieswith common interests in trade and
development such as the Andean sub-region and later the River Plate Basin.

With Governmentsrelying on external loans to finance many of their
developmentprogrammed, there was need, in the light of conclusions of the
1965 regional conference (page 34), to establish communicationwith
internationalcredit institutions,particularly the Inter-AmericanDevelopment
Bank. Then later, arrangementswere made for inputs to the review meetings of
the Inter-AmericanCommittee on the Alliance for Progress (CIAP). The report
and recommendationsof these reviews had impact upon external financing for a
country’s programmed. At country level contacts were also maintained with
bilateral agencies to share informationon assistancebeing provided and on
unmet needs in which they could be interested. A great deal of effort went
into maintaining the contacts with these various organizationsat regional and
country levels. Relations were always cordial and the dialogue interesting
with fruitful outcomes sometimes almost immediatelyvisible.43 However, as
is likely with government contacts, changes in functionariescould interrupt
continuity and sometimes result in a contact unsympatheticto social issues.
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As UNICEF assistancepolicy broadened, further links became possible with
various agencies of the United Nations’ family, including a closer
relationshipwith UNDP. However, with those in UN agencies often looking upon
UNICEF predominantlyas an additional source of funding for their special
interest projects, the desired partnershipwas not always possible.
Nevertheless, it was possible to maintain valuable relationshipsat country
and regional levels with therepresentatives of these agencies though, as
would be wont to happen in all relationships,there were times when changes in
interests and conflictingpriorities resulted in tensions and deterioration in
working relations, a situationwhich did not aid progress in activities of
interest to Governments.

+ + + +

Informationon situationsaffecting children and on possible UNICEF activities
in the region was generally directed to those in a position to influence
national policy and plans. In areas where there was a UNICEF-assisted
programme, the name UNICEF might be fairly widely known, but it was associated
more often than not with the material assistance than with the objectives of
the programme.

The Conference on Children and Youth in National Development in Latin America
in 1965 (page 33) provided opportunityto change that. Being a regional
conference,both in subject matter and location, it courted a wider audience
and, in addition, the local press demonstratedfar more interest than in any
meeting of the UNICEF Executive Board. Besides, the decision to publish, in
convenientpocketbook size, the conferencereport, provided an obvious tool
for reaching that wider audience. Field staff were able to provide copies for
distributionat working levels within ministries to local government staff and
community leaders, libraries, the media, professionaland civic organizations,
local institutions,the academic community and to any otherwise interested
parties.

This was the beginning of UNICEF sponsorshipof publications,in languages of
the region, offering additional informationand ideas which might stimulate
dialogue and interestmore people and organizations-- both the public and
private sectors -- in the situation of children and youth and means for
improvement.

Nights at the Round Table

Publicationswere not enough however. UNICEF recognized the need for action
to reinforce the recommendationsof the Conference. It sought then to attract

resources to maintain the requisite follow-up, In consequence, it was felt
that a few experiencednational planners, programme administratorsand
scholars brought together to critically analyse the structuralproblems
affecting the situation of children might be a useful starting point, and so
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in October 1968 a “Round Table” was organized,~/ Among other things, the
meeting addressed itself to questions of UNICEF’s most effective role within
the prevailing situation and development trends in Latin America. The
participants,there as individualsrather than government representatives,
brought their knowledge and experience in frank and open discussion of both
the situation of children and of UNICEF as an organizationattempting to
fulfill its mandate.

Certain principles became clear from those deliberations. First: effective
national programmed depended upon the capacity of the authoritiesto mobilize
themselvesfor coordinatedaction. Second: communitieswould need to be
stimulated to action and their capacities engaged as partners in such
programmed.

The message to UNICEF: it should embark upon realistic and active advocacy for
improvementof conditions of children in the poorest groups. This dialogue,
involvingboth administratorsand scholars -- the so-called doers and thinkers
-- was most valuable to future activities in the region.

And at the Board.—

While the normal practice of the UNICEF Executive Board had been, for economic
reasons and convenienceof delegates, to meet at United Nations Headquarters
in New York, it had accepted invitationsto meet in developing countries. The
first such invitationtook the Board to Asia (Bangkok) in 1964 and Africa
(Addis Ababa) in 1966. An invitationby the Government of Chile for 1969
resulted in the first session of the Board in The Americas (Santiago).
Situated at the extreme south of the region, its location offered delegates
the opportunityfor stopover visits to observe for themselves the situation of
children in the region. Several Governments cooperated in arranging country
tours for Board delegates able to participate. Visits were made to national
programmed,of which some were UNICEF-assisted,meetings arranged with
government heads and local authorities as well as briefings and discussions
held with community leaders.

l/ The discussions are summarized in an unnumbered document - Round table on
promotion of policies to benefit the family, children and youth in Latin
America (October 1968 Santiago, Chile)
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As with Board sessions in ot.h~rr-~gions,a Special ~e~ting, which concentrated
on matters affecting the region, proccded the regular sessions. All
Governments in the region, as well as each Inter-ilmericanorganization?were
invited to the 1969 Special Fleetingon Children and Youth in Latin America.
The “Round Table” discussionsa yvar before provided a useful background for
this new round of talks which considered among its basic documentationa
sumary of the socioeconomic situation of countries in Latin America prepared
by the Economic Comission of I.atinAmerica (l?CLA),44 shudies on both the
rural child45 and the urban chilcJ,46and a UNICEF regional report47 on
past invest.men~sin The Am@ricas with recommrrdationsfor future action. The
basic documents, contact with participantsfrom The Americas with direct
knowledge and concerns, and the personal experiencesof those Board delegates
who had just arrived from country tours all came together in the Special
Meeting to present the Board with a unique opportuni~y to betker understand
the meaning of underdevel,opnwntfor children, their future and the reality of
life in the communitieswhere thaaa children wore being brought up.

To begin with, the realiby which is The Americas is one of dualism: in
politics where power is vertical; in education with cultural elites and
illiteratemasses existing side by side; as well as that shown in rural-urban
situations. A dua].ismwhich accounted for many of the social problems.

Studies under the ECLA?ILPES cooperativeprogrmnme demonstratedthat whereas
in other regions migration was accompaniedby a mingling of dominant
characteristicsof the n~w and the old, in The Americas, migration from the
East saw those dominant cultures superimposedupon the indigenouspopulation
without ever mixing. This would perhaps explain the persistent dualism in The
Americas which results in, among other things, large sections of the
populationmaintaining their traditionalstructures and observing strict
cultural traditions;remaining in fact marginal to any effects of general and
economic development.

In 1961,,the countries of The Americas, by the Charter of Punt@ del Est@ (page
35), showed a firm desire for social change in the region. They established
targets for overall development, including social aspects which were later
reaffirmed by heads of State at Eheir meeting in 1967. However, despite their
declared intentions,at the end of the 1960s, some 50 per cent of the total
population still lived in poverty,

The aspirationstendered at Me beginning of the decade created a class of
victims, perhaps even more marginalized now by the inabilityof the massive
developmenteffort, in both economic and social areas, to have an impact on
their already “marginal”conditions. From the rural marginal population
where, through radio or cinema, segments had been given a glimpse of different
conditions and a desire for a better life, the quiet movements to the cities
in expectationof work became a thunderingmarch. Ill-equippedfor the often
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non-existentwork that had lured them, these people became part of the growing
urban poor, living under conditionsmore miserable than they had left.
Increasing social tensionswas what might be expected and what was delivered.
A principal victim: youth.

+ + + +

The Charter of Punte del Este established targets in various social sectors.
Progress

.

over the decade was uneven:

Education. The very large financial investment in education had
enabled larger scho~l en~olments at all levels. However, the
benefits of this investment in rural areas failed to keep pace with
education in the urban areas. Absenteeism and dropout statistics
showed little change over the decade, pointing to a high wastage rate
in the investment.

Health. The mortality rate in the one-to-four age group dropped
rapidly. For children under one year, the decrease in rate was much
less satisfactoryand the overall number of infant deaths remained
high, particularly in the marginal populationsgroups, both rural and
urban.

Nutrition. There was little improvementin overall levels of
nutrition as food production in the region decreased and consumption
among the low-income strata in many countries declined.

Family income. Changes in income were not uniform among different
segments of the population, and increaseswere concentrated in the
cities where average income was 10 times that of the rural population.

It was such undisguisedrealities about the structure of Latin American
society, about the poor, about the aspirationsand progress of the decade, and
about children and young people as they were being affected at that time which
the participantstook into the 1969 Special Meeting.

Asummary of the documents presented, the discussions and the conclusions
reached during the Special Meeting were presented as a report to the Board at
its regular session.48 A more complete account of the Special Fleetingwas
published later under the title “Children and youth in Latin America 1969.
Problems and perspectivesfor future acti”on,”Santiago, June 1969,

This Special Meeting, together with the discussion on The Americas which took
place during the ensuing regular session of the Board, climaxed a process
which examined the situation of children in The Americas, considered the place
of children and young people in national development, reviewed viable
activities and priorities to address problems affecting children and which
clarified the role to be played by UNICEF. The latter determined that UNICEF
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staff in The Americas would, above all else, continue as advocates for
children in representationsto the public and the authorities. They would
collaboratedirectly with Governments in the promotion of policies and the
developmentof plans to take into account the needs of the child, and would
give priority in material assistance to those programmed which involved the
communitiesand brought basic services to benefit the children in the poorest,
marginalized areas.
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THE SEVENTIES:Steppin’ Out

—— —.

The decade of the 1970s might also be described as the decade in which UNICEF
in The Americas reached maturity and was now stepping out on its own. No
longer, as in the Sixties, were its energies and resources shackled in already
defined programnms. With the dawn of the 1970s, the seemingly remote notion
of a significantchange in UNICEF’s role in The Americas was now a committed
reality. The Board and the countries of the region had issued a mandate,

Most of the countries of The Americas experienced considerablestrengthening
of their economies during the 1960s. The gross national product had continued
to grow. However, rather than that benefiting the poor, the gap between this
sector and the so-calledmodern sector had widened. Entering the 1970s, the.
growth rate of the economy was slower, inflationwas becoming a serious
problem, populationwas increasingat a high rate, and there was a high level
of unemploymentcoupled with large numbers of the population employed in low
productivityactivities. Given such a scenario, Raul Prebisch addressing the
fourteenth session of ECLA in 1971 echoed the anxieties of those concerned
about the future of the poorest and otherwisemarginalized groups in the
populationwhen he observed: “I think that it should be borne in mind that man
does not live by GNP alone, that GNP is a means of leaping towards other high
ideals, towards ideals that transcend the economic system. Any ideology of
social transformationthat does not clearly fix objectives beyond those of
economics - beyond the economic system - is an incomplete ideology and can
even bring us enormous frustrations.”

The Seventieswas also a time of a resurgence of culture in the region which
was dedicated to solving specific problems through,measures that reflected the
identitiesof the countries of The Americas. The trend was evident during
several meetings which took place prior to the 1969 session of the UNICEF
Executive Board and the Special Meeting on Latin America, namely, the
Thirteenth Session of ECLA, a special meeting of the Special Committee on
Latin American Coordination (CECLA) and two meetings of the Inter-American
Economic and Social Council (IA-ECOSOC). It was a recognition that the
dominant society in The Americas had remained dependent upon outside values
which, in spite of importantquantitativeeconomic achievementsand social
advances, had had adverse effects on economic development and on educational
and social welfare systems. The result: a society in which the lower strata
had been excluded from the developmentprocess and in which all others had
been estranged from their own national ethos. Speaking in 1970 of that
“personalitycrisis”, the president of the Inter--AmericanDevelopmentBank
referred to a great dynamic force among the peoples of The Americas which “not
only tries to consolidatea generic common destiny but is also aimed at the
more effective participationof all social groups, especially those which have
traditionallybeen most neglected.”
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Speaking to the Board in April 1970, Roberto Esquerra-Barry,UNICEF Regional
Director, described the organizations’new role as having “three features:
firstly, the formulationof specific policies in favour of children, the
family and youth; secondly,”the inter-disciplinarycombinationof the
different public and private efforts at social programming;and, thirdly, the
mobilization of the potentialitiesof youth and volunteers to encourage
community participationin the developmentprocess.”49

Promoting national poli~ies and involvingy __outh

In consequence,an even greater and concerted effort was made to promote, both
at the level of the general public and among the decision makers, an awareness
that the health, welfare and development,of children and youth was more than
an individualconcern: it was a fundamentalrequisite for progress and the
future of the countries and perforce, belonged appropriatelyin the realm of
national policy. Those with responsibilitiesto formulate or implement
policies and plans for national developmenthad always to be made aware of
this notion in an attempt to solicit their fullest attention to the needs of
future operations. Ultimately,the UNICEF objectivewas to lay a foundation
for a long-term impact on the situation of a majority of children rather than
providing aid which, given inherent limitations,would only affect the
condition of a few.

The cooperation,commenced in the 1960s (page 34), with national planning
offices to help them increase their capacities in the social aspects increased
in the 1970s. Initially UNICEF assistancewas funded through a regional
programme and later -- particularlywhere longer-termadvisory services, staff
subsidies or equipmentwere involved -- became part.of the direct country
programmed.

Studies or “situationreports” on children and youth in several countries had
resulted from the 1965 Conference on Children and Youth in National
Development in Latin America. UNICEF encouraged and assisted countries to
prepare or update such studies and suggested an overall format for the purpose
as a first step towards understandingthe problem and devising possible
solutions. Studies were, in most cases, coordinatedby the national planning
office in cooperationwith private and public sector institutions. In several
countries these studies were used in a national conference on children and
youth, bringing together individualsdrawn from the public and private
sectors, and from various disciplines to review the situation outlined in the
studies and to discuss the possibilitiesfor overcoming problems and
formulatingmore effective programmed for the welfare of children,
Commissionson specific aspects and local area meetings,with the participation
of community leaders and groups were among the activitieswhich prepared the
conferences,in an attempt to obtain the widest spectrum of input.

The countries of Central America and Panama held a joint conference,arranged
under the joint sponsorshipof the Organizationof Central American States
(ODECA), the Permanent Secretariat~f the General Treaty on Central American
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Economic Integration (SIECA),and UNICEF. The six countries involvkd
established a joint commission for overall guidance. In each of the countries
there was an extended period of preparatorywork, studies, papers, meetings,
etc., in which national planning offices, sectoral ministries, local
authorities,community leaders, NGOS and youth groups, were among those
involved. The latter was most importantby nature of the issues being
considered and were keenly encouraged to participate in all phases of the
preparatorywork in each of the countries. They were later represented in
delegations to the conference,to which they made valuable contributions.

The conferences,to their credit, stimulated public interest and opinion and
provided new insights to those in national planning who had previouslybeen
more involvedwith the economic aspects of development. The tendency;
however, was toward sectoral.arrangementsin the conclusionsand
recommendatiens. In each case, unquestionably,they left a wealth of material
potentially valuable for many years yet.

Inte~ted basic services.—— .———

Pursuing its mandate, UNICEF then set out to develop programmed to bring basic
services to neglected communitiesand to benefit the poorest children. The
approach: coordinatedaction engaging all disciplines, involvementby local
authorities and the communitiesto be served, and use of the many experiences
in sectoral progranunes.+

The approach reflected not only a practical outcome of the conclusionsof the
Special Meeting and the thinking of the 1968 Round Table, but it was one which
evolved from, and was able to take into consideration,experiences in maternal
and child health care, in integratedhealth services and the applied
nutrition, primary education and social service programmed. The first of the
“IntegratedBasic Services” programmed in Chile, Guatemala and Mexico received
Board approval in 1969. While assistance did continue for sectoral
programmed,the overall trend was towards more interdisciplinaryapproaches
and coordinatedactions. Before the end of the Seventies, 18 countries
(AnnexesIX, XII, XIII, and XIV) had received UNICEF assistance for such
programmed.

+ + + +

Many factors were considered in selecting the area in each country for an
integratedbasic.services programme. They were, at the beginning, very
experimental in nature, the only prior experience in coordinated
interdisciplinaryaction being in the applied nutrition programmed. Above
all, it was fundamental that the area be one of the poorer and least
developed,where little had”been done for its children. Other considerations
included: the locale’s part in regional or national development so that
potential for replicabilityand extension of the programnw could be
determined;accessibilityof the area to ensure systematic and efficient
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monitoring at the highest level by ministries and organizationsinvolved and
further, that it might come to the attention of a maximum number of opinion
makers and leader’sin the country.

Consequently,national planning offices were involved, from the outset, in
selecting the area and in planning the programme. Involvement of the national
planning offices varied from country to country, but most welcomed the
programmed as a means to become more familiar with local social conditions,
with activities in the different disciplinesand with the field
administration. They could also participate in the evaluation of the
programmers impact on life in the communitiesand on development of the area.

In setting up the programmed,certain common features were establishedwhile
not denying innovativefeatures peculiar to a specific programme.

The activities common to most programmedwhich were assisted by UNICEF--
included:

. Basic health services, using the primary health
applying the experience from earlier integrated
programmed

.

.

care approach and
health services

Water supply and environmentalsanitation to increase the
availabilityof potable drinking water to the communities,to
stimulate use of sanitary latrines and to promote improved appearance
and cleanlinessof the communities

Food and nutrition, bringing experience of the applied nutrition
programmed in such aspects as nutrition education, home economics and
school and community gardens

Primary education through teacher training and provision of
educational,materials

. Out-of-schooleducation for

. Mothers’ clubs and day-care

young people and women.

centres for young children.

Each progranimehad, nevertheless,its own individualfeatures and some
developed interestingspecial activities.

. In Bolivia, the programme was a part of the regional development
plans and was linked to efforts to build-up a social planning
capability in regional planning offices.

. In Chiapas, Mexico, a radio station was set up, This proved the most
publicized of the UNICEF-assistedintegratedbasic services
programmed and was one in which the communitieswere very much
involved. In its daily broadcasts in each of the local languages,
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the station featured items of local news interest and educational
messages on health, nutrition, etc., which it interspersedwith its
music programme.

In the Puno region of Peru, centres for the young child, known as
“Wawa Wasi” (house of the child), were built by the communities and
staffed with volunteersfrom that community. What made them even
more special was that these were not just passive day-care centres:
the workers had received training and made educationalplay and
stimulationfor infants and young children, reflecting the culture of
the region, a part of the centre’s activities.

+ i’ + +

In their administrationthe programmed had some form of a coordinating
committee,with one of the ministries or authoritiestaking a lead role.
However, in all.,representativesof local authoritiesand of the community
were considered essential. In fact, the most successfulprogrammedwere those
where the interests and perceived needs of the communitiesreceived priority
considerationand where communitiesand their leaders participated in the
investigation,planning and implementationstages of the programmed.
Flexibility in management and coordinationwere also keys to the success of
the programmed.

Further, it was natural that a fundamental considerationin planning basic
services programmedwould be the primary health care approach. From the first
days of assistance to maternal and child welfare services through the period
of integratedhealth services, UNICEF had been concerned about the families
and communitieswhich did not hive reasonable access to any form of health
services. UNICEF assistanceemphasized not just facilities but far more,
staffing:witness the continuedhigh investment in training programmed for
‘empiricas’, and for all,types of auxiliary health personnel and volunteer
health workers.

Accessibilityof communities to health services was considered in the initial
evaluation of the Ten-Year Health Plan for the Americas. The evaluation
submitted to the Directing Council of PAHO at its XXIV Meeting, in Mexico City
in September 1976 showed that most health facilitieswere located in larger
communitiesand that there were many countries (Annex XV) where more than half
of the population living in communitiesof under 2,000 inhabitantsdid not
have reasonable access to even minimum health services. There was clearly a
need for the primary health care approach.

During the malaria eradication campaigns, UNICEF had firmly advocated the use
of voluntary collaborators (page 39), pointing out that they, and the
‘empiricas’, were the only readily accessible health workers for numerous
rural communities. When some areas had reached the consolidationor final
stage of the campaign and, later, as a change in approach for countries not
showing progress, UNICEF suggested training and engaging the voluntary
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collaboratorsand malaria evaluators as polyva.lenthealth workers to extend
the reach of the basic health services’ infrastructure. A regional fund for
this purpose was later established (page ) and utilized in several
countries. One of the first countries to adopt this approach in its areas of
consolidationwas Costa Rica, There the programme, the brain child of the
Director of Health, Dr. Rodriguez Arabafiez,was gradually extended on a
national scale and, subsequently,promoted as an example of primary health
care,

It was this background of interest in making health services accessible to
all; fully involvingcommunity participation in all aspects; using community
health workers, volunteersand local.workers of other sectors for simple
health procedures as well as for educational and promotional activities;and
the multisectoralconsiderationof solutions to health problems which set the
pattern for UNICEF collaborationto the health component of the integrated
basic services. These concepts and approaches in primary health care long
supportedby UNICEF, did not gain warm acceptance by all the national and
internationalhealth workers in the field until after promotions at regional
level and the Alma Ata Conference in 1978.

+ t + +

With little work for the unskilled, their dreams unfulfilled, their swell in
the misery-riddenurban slum areas, were reaching proportions to warrant deep
concern, Further, the rapid expansion of these slum areas around capital.
cities was a problem increasinglyreferred to in Inter-Americanforums and
noted in UNICEF contacts with national planning offices. Late in 1969, a
Hispanic-Portuguese-LatinAmerican conference of local authoritieswas held in
Chile. UNICEF presented a paper on children and youth in poor urban areas and
on strategies for overcoming some of the problems produced by their living
conditions. With assistance from UNICEF Headquarters’specializedstaff, it
was possible to examine aspects of the problem in more depth in several
countries and to make suggestionstowards solutions.

UNICEF felt that the approach of an integratedbasic services programme should
be as viable in an urban setting as in the rural environment. For these
families, unaccustomed to life in the cramped quarters of the urban purlieus,
the basic services of health and sanitationwere absolutely essential.
Training programmed could help them to adapt to their changed conditions and
life-style as well as to improve their possibilitiesfor gainful employment.
Community organizationand facilities could enable them to develop self-help
and income-producingactivities,to provide recreation for the young people
and to set up day-care centres for the young children of working mothers,
UNICEF-assistedprogrammedwere developed for urban slums in three countries:
Colombia, Mexico, and Peru,

Colombia: the Cartagena project: Begun in 1973, the success of the Cartagena
programme prompted the government decision in 1977, to extend it to 13 small
cities. A somewhat ambitious programme the aim was not only to improve the
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situation in slum areas in those cities but also to achieve some
redistributionof population away from the densely populated cities and to
divert further growth to intermediatetowns.

Mexico: In 1961, UNICEF had approved assistance to a programme to improve
living conditions in the shantytownperiphery of Mexico City, the first
attempt by UNICEF to collaborate in a project designed for an urban area. Its
main elements were water supply, self-help improvementof homes, and
vocational training directed to the latter. Subsequent jurisdictionaland
administrativequestions resulted in UNICEF assistance being cancelled,
although the project was implementedby the local authorities. Mexico, with
perhaps the largest urban migration in The Americas, continued to develop
programmed for its fast-growingpoor urban areas, including activities in
health, nutrition, housing, sanitation and education. In these, as members of
the Board observed in 1979, the social workers evolved some interesting
approaches to create an awareness of problems, to educate members of the
community and to stimulate them towards self-help solutions. UNICEF
collaborationin an urban programme in three cities in Mexico was approved in
1979. It involved studies of the situation of children in those cities and
exploring actions directed to benefit the young child.

Peru: ‘PueblosJ6venes’..———

Lima, Peru has seen a phenomenal growth of shanty dwellings under precarious
sanitary conditions and without any access to basic services. In 1973 UNICEF
approved assistancefor a programme of ‘PueblosJ6venes’ - new towns - for
which planning drew on the experiencesfrom some small-scaleactivities in the
urban slums and from the integratedbasic services in the Puno region. A main
focus of the programme in Lima was the services for the young child in
facilitiesbuilt and operated by the community. Through these they provided
for the care and education of young children in a programme where parents were
trained to continue, at home, their attention to the health, nutrition and
early education of the”irchildren.

+ + + +

But while UNICEF focused attention on these new programme thrusts of the
Seventies, old concernswere not neglected and in fact accommodatedquite
easily into the new integratedapproach.

For example, historicallynutrition had been at the forefront of UNICEF
concerns and activities. In The Americas supplementaryfeeding programmed,
among the first of those approved,provided direct nutrition to countless
mothers and children. Then there were the milk conservationprogrammed, and
applied nutrition programmed. Throughout there were training programmed in
nutrition, reaching not only nutrition techniciansbut social workers,
teachers, auxiliaryhealth workers, project administratorsand community
leaders.
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Consequently,it was natural that, in 1970, UNICEF should respond to the calls
made at Inter-Americanmeetings of ministers of health and agriculturewhich
drew attention to the urgent need for national food and nutrition policies
covering all aspects of production,distributionand consumption,and inviting
United Nations’ organizationsto collaboratewith Governments in Chis matter.

Initially the response took the form of a series of conferencesby groups of
countries to bring together representativesfrom the economic, industrial,
agricultural,educational,health and social sectors with responsibilitiesfor
policies and plans having a bearing on food and nutrition. Sponsored by ECLA,
ILPES, WHO/PAHO, FAO and UNICEF, with participationfrom UNESCO, the World
Bank and Inter-Americanorganizations,UNICEF took the lead in this programme,
providing a full-time coordinatorand funding for secretarialand
documentationcosts, for local coordinatorsand for travel of participants.
Pre-conferencepreparationstook longer than expected. Methodologicalguides,
taking into account the various disciplines involved,were the first
priority. Then, in each of the countries of the Andean Common Market, the
guide was used to compile backgroundmaterial and to draft a proposed national
policy on food and nutrition. Thus, at their conference held in Peru in 1974,
participantswere able to discuss the problem on the basis of comprehensive
information,with practical experience in formulatingpolicy and as a resu~t,
already having some insight into the difficultieswhich might be involved in
its adoption and application.

As the programme developed, it became known as the InteragencyProgramme for
Promotion of National Policies in Food and Nutrition (PIAP/PNAN). Its focus
changed from conferencesto direct country assistance in response to growing
calls for help from countries interested in institutionalizingfood and
nutrition policy. The programme had a technical team of professionals
appointedby ECLA, WHO/PAHO, FAO, UNESCO, and UNICEF -- the latter elected as
coordinator -- a supporting staff and its office in Chile. The UNICEF-funded
team, prepared an array of technicalmaterials for training and information
purposes in the countries, organized national seminars and training courses,
provided advisory services including their own periodic country visits and
assignment of consultants,and arranged for exchange visits of national staff.

To review the work of the technical team and programme priorities, the five
sponsoring organizationsmet semi-annuallyat senior regional level. The 1968
review was assisted by a comprehensiveevaluation of the programme carried out
by an outside evaluation group, which then discussed its findings with the
technical team and representativesof the sponsoring organizations. The
evaluation group was able to point out many positive aspectsso of the
programme, including:creating increased awareness at the political level and
among high-level technical cadres; training national,multidisciplinary,
technical nuclei; contributingto specific knowledge of the situation in the
assisted countries;providing a methodologicalguide; and influencingnationa]
planning offices within which national technical groups had been formed,
particularly in the area of conception and operation of multifunctional
initiatives. The group was also critical, drawing attention to some
weaknesses, It recommended the emphasis of the programme, on preparationof
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studies and formulationof regional food and nutrition plans and policies, be
changed to one of assisting the countries in”developing specific programmed
and projects,with emphasis on a multisectoral approach.

Some countries such as Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Haiti, and Peru used the PIAP/PNAN programme to help in establishing
comprehensivepolicies of food and nutrition and for special programmed for
the most vulnerable groups. In the Caribbean, cooperationwas undertakenwith
the Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute, and in Central America, with the
Institute of Nutrition for Central America and Panama (INCAP),organizations
establishedby the two sub-regionalgroups to aid them in the food and
nutrition sphere.

+ + + +

With the advent of InternationalWomen’s Year (1975) and the major conference
scheduled in Mexico City, UNICEF joined in efforts of countries and regional
institutionsto examine more carefully the situation of women, particularly
those in greatest need and those living in the poorest rural and urban areas.
To assist in this and to compile informationon UNICEF-assistedprogrammed
benefitingwomen in The Americas, a specialist in women’s affairs was added to
the regional staff. Mothers’ clubs, out-of-schooleducation, as well as such
indirect actions as the provision of village water supply to reduce drudgery,
were just some of the cooperativeefforts undertaken by UNICEF which benefited
women directly.

Later, as a follow-up and to take advantage of interest generated through
InternationalWomen’s Year, UNICEF adopted a regional programme to promote the
role of women in the community. The programme was also aimed at their
participationin a developmentwhich would both increase the contributionof
women to the production of goods and services and encourage the mutual
involvementof men and women in activities relating to children and the home.
The creation or strengtheningof the institutionalmeans to facilitate this
would be necessary pillars in support of these objectives. The programme also
provided for training and for collaborationin national programmed to further
those aims as well.as for exchange of informationand new ideas within the
region.

+ + + +

The young child has been the centre of many programmed. Supplementaryfeeding
for mothers and children benefited the unborn, the infant and the young
child. Young children provided a focal point in nutrition education of the
family. Training in post-natal,as against only pre-natal care, for
‘empiricas’was promoted by UNICEF out of a concern that such care was
otherwise inaccessibleto many mothers. Support for training of physicians in
social pediatrics, through both a regional programme and one in Brazil,
further reflected interest in the young child. Day-care cent,resand other
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community social servicesmet some of the needs of the younger child.
National studies or conferenceson children and youth, exercises which led to
special efforts for children in the under-six age group was yet another
approach to serving the needs of the young child.

.In1967 UNICEF had sponsored a conference on the Needs of the Young Child in
the Caribbean,51held in Barbados. As a follow-up, a review of the
situation and discussionswere held with the Governments and with the
University of the West Indies (UWI), during which time ideas for an overall
approach within the Caribbean region were considered. The programme which was
subsequentlydeveloped, and which received UNICEF approval,in 1971, included
among its objectives early completion of specific policies for the pre-school
child within national,economic and social developmentplans, strengtheningand
extension of services within each country, and educationalprogrammed to
increase parental understandingof both the proper care of the young child and
how vitally important that is to their growth. The experience of the
Institute of Education at the University of the West Indies and the Van Leer
Foundation (Netherlands)to improve the informal neighborhood care of young
children by “grannymothers”, was taken into account. The programme sponsored
the creation of the UWI-based Centre for Preschool Child Development to assist
Governments in preparing national policies and to train staff. The
publication “BeautifulJunk” (Annex XVII), or the creative use of discarded
materials to make children’s toys, also came out of this programme, An update
on activitiesfor the young child in the English-speakingCaribbean was
prepared by the university as a background document for the 1979 Special
Meeting of the Board.52

The Barbados conference and its follow-up had resulttedin some exchange of
ideas and experiencesabout programmed for the young child within the
Caribbean. However, as became more apparent during Lhe preparationsfor
InternationalWomen’s Year and while examining activitieswhich would benefit
women, there was very little disseminationof informationamong countries in
the region about schemes for the care of the young child. UNICEF therefore
undertook to search out and share informationon programmedwhich went beyond
the passive ‘baby sitting’ type service. Efforts were made to identify
experiences,approaches and innovative ideas not only in government programmed
but through research institutes,private organizationsand local communities.
Consultant services, study visits and circulationof special reports
contributedmuch to that exchange. UNICEF also assisted programmed in Chile,
Colombia and Peru which were more advanced in their experienceswith early
childhood stimulation:The first a more formal institutionalapproach, the
others more community oriented and based on local conditions and customs.

Chile. Initial work in early childhood stimulationcarried out through
the health service, with cooperationof the university. The programme:

linked with breast-feedingand nutrition of the mother; well monitored
technical programme; results evident in the improved health of the
children. A 1978 publication53described the work through two
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editions. In 1979 the Ministry of Health incorporatedpsycho-social
stimulationas an element of the services to be provided at its facilities
throughout the country.

~olombia. Various approaches to caring for the young child: ‘Centrosde
Atenci6n Integral para el Preescolar’ (integratedpreschool care centers)
a national programme ... Objective -- and overall balanced care;
Cartagena.... day-care centres to assist urban working mothers ,..
sponsored by the community ... attention to local customs and includes
feeding, hygiene and play; pre-schoolers ... ‘Escuelasde banco’ (bench
schools), indigenousform of education in low income areas, usually
carried out by local person in a home ... child literally brought his/her
own seat.

Support was provided to the National Institute of Family Welfare for
non-conventionalapproaches and to improve and expand services for the
young child. UNICEF was also ready to help private groups involved in
unusual approaches. One such of interest used children’s toys: sets of
children’s toys simple and easy to duplicate locally, were so designed
that they formed a basis not only for the education of the young child at
different age levels, but also for parental guidance.

Peru. ‘WawaWasi’ (house of the child),-— experimentedwith in the
rehabilitationprogramme following 1970 earthquake ... then to the Puno
region ... families do not consider it a government programme, it is their
own and supported and defended as such ... revolutionaryin approach to
the y“oungchild and in bringing families and communities into a
participationin national development:communitiesestablishedaround
1,000 ‘WawaWasi’ caring for about 40,000 young children. Later, ministry
of education adopted early childhood education programme as model
non-formal education programme to apply nationwide not using trained
volunteersfrom the community to operate the ‘WawaWasi’ but paid workers
... non-formal community arrangementthe more successful!

There had also been similar small-scaletrials in the slums of Lima so that,
in 1977, the ‘WawaWasi’ were a feature of the integratedbasic services
planned for the ‘PueblosJ6venes’ in Lima (page 67). UNICEF assisted in
making a short film to demonstrate the activities and impact of the ‘Wawa
Wasi’. Shown to the UNICEF Board at its 1976 session, it has also been used
by the Save the Children Foundation in recommending the approach,

Interest in the ‘WawaWasi’ continued to spread. Neighboring Bolivia
introducedthe concept into its regional integratedbasic services programmed,
as did the Dominican Republic for its Division of .PreschoolEducation.
Ecuador was particularly interested in Colombia’s experiencewith community
participationin preschool childcare and brought that into their integrated
basic services,
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The countries of Central America and Panama became interested in the
experienceswith early childhood stimulation. In 1977 UNICEF approved a
programme for these countries covering the promotion of public awareness, a
wide range of training activities,studies of the young child in specific
socio-geographicareas, the establishmentof a documentationcentre for use by
the countries, as well as assistance to individualcountry projects. Some of
the publicationsprepared by this programme are included in Annex XVII.

+ + + +

Through its collaborationin primary school education, UNICEF had become
concerned about the large percentage of dropouts. Parents, it seemed did not
fully understand the value of education nor were they able, it appeared to
find alternativesto using the children as working members of the family
unit. Further, neither the content nor the quantity of the educational
curriculum stimulated the children to maintain their school attendance.
Identified as possibly at the heart of the dropout problem UNICEF accepted to
directly address these issues in the design of programmedwhich could assist a
turnaround.

Then the Inter-AmericanChildren’s Institute (IIN) drew UNICEF’s attention to
experienceswhich showed that some children were afflictedwith dyslexia, a
learning disabilitywhich could be overcome when recognized at an early
stage. While it affected only a small percentage of chjldren, UNICEF agreed
to collaborate in an effort to ensure a cadre of educatorswith the
appropriateskills to deal with the problem, as needed. The result was a
programme, administeredby IIN with the collaborationof UNICEF, UNESCO and
WHO/PAHO, during which a series of three training courses (1970, 1972, and
1974) were conducted on the methods of identifyingstudents with the
disability and how to adapt the educationalprogramme to treat their problem.
Participantswere mainly professors of teacher-traininginstitutionsand
education supervisors,as well as some psychologistsand paediatricjans.

More links in the chain

As children’s advocates,UNICEF devoted its energies equally to public
informationas to programme development. A variety of methods were employed.
Through national conferences,individualsfrom both public and private sectors
were involved in the effort,sto influencepolicies in favour of children.
They were also introducedto UNICEF as a partner with a conceptual role to
play in the efforts to improve the services to children and to encourage, in
their benefit, better utilizationof resources available at national and local,
levels. This extended network in turn promoted the concerns among others and
through their meeting, lent occasion to stimulate the interest of the national
media in the issues under discussion.
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In their efforts to stimulate interest among national media representatives,
one UNICEF office (Guatemala)organized, in 1976, a seminar for journalists to
look at the social situation and problems affecting children and youth,
bringing to attention at the same time, examples of activities in their own
countries aimed at alleviatingsome of the difficulties they faced.

UNICEF informationstaff in the region who, in the early years, had focused
their attentions on preparingmaterials to interest and inform audiences in
donor countries,were now giving equal attention to audiences in The
Americas. Assistance was provided for local production of materials dealing
with the problems of children and youth in a country,.material which was later
circulated in that country.

Further, in its continued endeavors to stimulate interest and encourage
dialogue on the needs of children, UNICEF sponsored titles such as “El Niiioy
el Joven - Hotores del Desarrollo”,aimed at opinion and policy makers
including, those in Government, in academic circles and in the private
sector, This and “Los aiiospostergados”were joint publicationswith Paidos,
a major publisher in the region, using their establisheddistributionchannels
to reach more readers, At a more popular level well known cartoonists,
Joaquin Lavado (“Quino”)featured Mafalda and her friends in “Declaraci6nde
10S derechos del niiio”and Renzo Pecchenino (LUKAS) illustrated“Para ti y
todos 10S niiios”. An indicationof the variety of publications is given in
Annex XVII.

Besides the written, audio-visualmaterials which portrayed the general
situation of children in the region and those which spotlightednational
projects with interestingapproaches and novel solutions to problems, were
prepared for adaptation and use by the countries. Materials, such as films
co-producedwith televisioncompanies and filmed on location in the region
were intended initiallyfor audiences in donor countries,but were sometimes
also issued in Spanish-languageadaptationsor dubbed into Aymaric, Quechua
and Portuguese,for use throughout the region.

UNICEF greeting cards offered another opportunityto engage the support of
wider audiences for the work of the organization. Involvement in annual
UNICEF greeting card campaigns gradually increasedover the years, and by the
1970s there were sales in 27 countries (Annex VII) of The Americas. Artwork
contributedto UNICEF by artists from the region, of which 115 were selected
between 1955 through 1979 and 99 already issued as greeting cards (Annex
XVIII), helped to stimulate interest and sales. The campaignswere carried
out by a variety of national.volunteer groups, UN Women’s Groups, and numerous
local organizations,such as national Red Cross societies,who received a
commissionwhich they used to help finance their regular activities. As
mentioned previously (page 16), not only did the campaigns result in a very
substantial income for UNICEF, but equally important the sponsoring groups
became involved in educating other audiences about the aims of UNICEF and
programmed benefiting children in that country,

+ + + +
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Finally, as the volume of projects which Governmentswere interested in
implementingbegan to exceed the available levels of UNICEF’S direct
investment,more attentionwas given to bringing these possibilitiesto the
attention of other sources. Among these were internationalbanks, private
foundations and bilateral aid agencies. Hany projects for whjch UNICEF
financial assistance could not be made availablewere able to receive
assistance from sources in Canada, Europe and the United States.

Celebrating the child

Across the region there was positive response to the designationof 1979 as
the InternationalYear of the Child (IYC). National Commissions,with
governmentaland private participation,were formed to plan special events and
activities to mark the year. UNICEF staff gave much of thejr time to assist
these commissions.

While, in each country, special interests,needs and possibilitiesdetermined
distinctiveapproaches to celebrating the year, many common concerns were
reflected. Among the most frequent:

. Care of the young child through activities ranging from improvement.
of day-care facilities,to pre-school.education, to promotion of
breast-feeding.

. Nutrition, particularly in educationaland promotionalactivities to
stimulate a better understandingand consumptionof nutritious foods,

. Examinationof legislationaffecting children, particularlythose in
special.need such as the handicappedor abandoned, and in those
specjal situations such as labour and the penal system.

. Special considerationof the young among the disadvantaged,in
recreation and sports, and for training in job skills.

. Concern for the blind and others physically disabled and learning
disabled.

. Educational activities aimed at strengtheningfamily life.

IYC became an occasion to endorse and strengthen the many ongoing programmed
for children and youth. It was a time to celebrate youth, the efforts to
assist their developmentand, with equal vigour, an occasion for additional
efforts by each country. Studies or reviews, new field projects and a wide
variety of seminars,workshops, meetings, and conferenceswere all a part of
the year’s activities.
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The media responded well as its various arms were enlisted during the many
activities. Some commissionsadopted a series of child-relatedthemes which
the media highlightedeach month. The rights of the child were also widely
featured in series. As the year progressed and the commissionswere able to
make more materials available there was good newspaper coverage, periodic
feature articles, radio shows and some TV coverage. As part of their
educationaland publicity activitiesmany countrieswere able to issue special
publications and several prepared films, pamphlets, and posters.

Special events were arranged to stimulatewider involvement in IYC. Among the
most popular were competitionsfor children to submit their artwork, photos,
essays, and poetry related to the theme of the year. Numerous exhibitions
featured activities benefiting children. Concerts, sports events, carnivals,
theatrical shows were just some of the entertainmentsarranged to promote IYC
and to raise funds in support of local childcare programmed. There were also
a number of special postage stamps issued in commemorationof IYC.

When, in October 1979, the United Nations General Assembly arranged a
three-day debate on IYC there were interventionsby representativesfrom 15
countries in the region. Among these were the first ladies of four countries
(Colombia,Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, and Mexico), each of whom had
headed the National IYC Commission in her own country. These; together with
the first lady of Panama and those of seven countries from other parts of the
world were together again at the end of November 1979 at the invitationof the
Government of Mexico. The occasion -- a conference of first ladies who chair
national IYC commissions -- was a demonstrationof the interest and sense of
responsibilitythey have to influence policies and programmed to the benefit
of children in their countries.

The success of IYC in the region was a result of cooperativeefforts by the
public and private sectors. Continuationof their cooperationwas considered
essential since, as the First Lady of Colombia, Sra. Nydia Quintero de Turbay
Ayala, had noted in the UN General Assembly debate: “However strong it may be,
the State cannot shoulder all the weight and the ende.avoursthat this great
fight entails. The private sector has unavoidable social responsibilities
unless it wishes,to widen the profound gap between the haves and the
have-nets.” Looking to the future, the First Lady of Costa Rica, Sra.
Estrella Zeled6n de Carazo, pointed out that an outcrop of the work undertaken
had been to “discovernot only our own problems but also our own potential.”
Both speaking of the success and looking to the future, the representativeof
Jamaica, Mr. Lloyd Barnett, felt that “the fundamentalreason is global
acknowledgementof the fact that our future rests in the hands of our
children.”

National IYC Commissionshad been formed to commemorate the year but the
representativeof Peru, Sr. Hugo Palma, pointed out that their continuation in
some form of permanent body “would lend continuity to the work which is still
new and which in the future may be in danger of stagnating or coming to a
halt.” This was obviously a widely shared sentiment since most countries of
the region later designated such focal points for IYC follow-up.

+ + + t
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For the “Better off” countries—-—.—

The IYC debate in the UN General Assembly highlighted the universalityof
problems affecting children in both economicallydeveloped and developing
countries. Recognizing that even in countries with greater resources there
were less developed areas with children in great need, assistancewas
requested and provided for programmed in both lower and higher income
countrieswith little differences in the type of programmed. Later UNICEF
began to take into considerationfactors such as child population and gross
national product (GNP) in an effort to establish priorities and levels of
assistancefor a more equitable use of its limited resources. More attention
was then given in the region to countrieswith lower levels of GNP.

However, GNP was not felt to be a true measure reflecting children’s needs
throughoutThe Americas and better indicatorswere sought.. In two papers
presented at the Special Meeting in 1969 other factors were used in attempts
to provide a typology-relatedto growth of social programmes54and a
typology of countries using a mixture of economic and social indicators.55
The meeting offered guidance for collaborationwith the more economically
advanced countries in the region in the efforts of their Governments t.o
promote policies and develop national plans when it suggested that plans take
into account child needs and give priority in material assistance to the
poorest children of communities in the poorest marginal areas.

There was some collaborationwith foundations and universities in the
economicallymore advanced countries in the region. The feeling was that the
resulting studies would not only be of benefit locally but that the experience
would be useful to others in the region. In intra-countryprogrammed such as
the seminars for juvenile court judges, women in development.,young child and
learning disabilities,there was mutually beneficial collaborationwith these
countries.

Brazil was the only country in the region where, in the 1970s, collaboration
was almost on par with that offered an economicallymore advanced country.
For many years Brazil waa among the countries receiving programme assistance
in supplementaryfeeding,maternal and child health, water supply and primary
education for its north--easternStates. Then there was a period when emphasis
was on assistance through national organizationssuch as the Rural Extension
Service (ABCAR) and the National Child Welfare Foundation (FUNABEM)which
enabled a more innovative type of cooperation. However, in 1977, recognizing
the changing situation, the GNP level and the relatively high level per capita
income it was felt that for UNICEF assistance to have any real impact a change
in approach was necessary.

To this end the UNICEF representativeinitiateda dialogue with the Government
covering areas of mutual concern, They undertook a comprehensivereview of
UNICEF and Government collaborationover the years and proceeded t.oformulate
a new pattern of collaborationin keeping with UNICEF policies and with the
strengths and weaknesses of the Brazil of the day. A series of papers were
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prepared to facilitate this dialogue between UNICEF and their government
colleagues. Among these: a historical background of UNICEF in Brazil;
advocacy as a UNICEF function, including suggestionsfor a plan in Brazil for
support for the improvementand extension of services for children; review of
a joint strategy for activities in nutrition. The major working paper was a
draft document “UNICEF participationin Brazilian development. A planning
perspectivefor children and youth” intended as a framework for discussions
towards preparing a programme of cooperationfor the next period. It
summarized UNICEF concerns and priorities, and reviewed possible avenues of
cooperationwhich had come up in conversationswith government officials.

The UNICEF office in Brazil was strengthened,bringing in officers with
specializedbackgrounds and prior experience in UNICEF to help in the
preparationof the working papers and to participate in the interactionwith
government officials. The result was the introductionof a high level
technical assistance approach designed to assist the Government in organizing
its own services and thereby more effectivelyemploy UNICEF’s modest financial
contributionas a catalyst. Essentially UNICEF activities fell “intothree’
main’categories;the collection and disseminationof informationregarding the
magnitude and complexitiesof problems affecting children; supportive and
experimentalactivities for improved techniques and strategy; and activities
aimed at establishinglong-term policies, perspectives and planning
development.

The Americas is a richly endowed “better off” region. Undeniably so if the
criteria relate to professionaland technical talents, rather than the more
often applied measures of income levels and GNP. Collaborationwith
foundationsand universitiesas well as inter-countryprogrammed assisted by
UNICEF, gave cause to draw on local talents. Also with collaboration,
innovative ideas and new departures for programmed benefiting children were
brought to wider attention.More use of these experiences,which have a
potential for greater development in the future, could be made not only for
the benefit of children in the countries of The Americas but for those in
other regions.

At the board once more

The year 1979, and the Board accepts an invitationfrom the Government of
Mexico to meet in regular session in that country. The Special Meeting on
Children in Latin America and the Caribbean,which preceded that, was itself
preceded by an intensiveperiod of activities to ensure that the Special
Meeting would be a stimulatingand useful experience for both the Board
members and for the other participants, including those from countries in the
region. Further that it would result in policy and programme guidelines for
countries and collaboratingorganizationsin giving emphasis to the needs of
children in national development.
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Case-studiesand reports on experiences and programme approaches relating to
the themes of the agenda of the Special,Meeting were prepared by experts from
several countries. As basic backgroundmaterial for the meeting, UNICEF
prepared a paper56 on the situation of children in Latin America and the
Caribbean while ECLA compiled a statisticalcompendium, “Indicadoressobre la
situaci6n de la infancia en Am6rica Latina y el Caribe/Indicatorson the
situation of children in Latin America and the Caribbean.” This bilingual
reference work, published under the joint sponsorshipof UNICEF and ECLA,
gives an analyticalpresentationof statistics on early childhood, the
school-age child and adolescents. The situation of the young child is
analysed on the basis of mortality rates by region within countries, relating
these to differences in situations in indigenouscommunitiesand ethnic groups
and the years of schooling of mothers. Regions of high mortality are found in
all countries and factors generally associatedwith the condition of children
- food and nutrition, health services and environmentalconditions - are shown
to be important to the life expectancy of the young child. The section on the
school-age group presents material or primary education coverage in the
countries, showing wide variations in the retention capacity and the impact of
early entry into the labour market (particularlythe agriculturaland service
sectors) on pupil dropouts. Hat.erialprovided on the adolescentgroup relates
to literacy levels, to their continuationin the higher educational system and
to a descriptionof their situation in the labour market.

The Government of Mexico also arranged field visits for Board members to
observe conditions and programme activities in both a rural and urban
environment. The rural visit, to the state of Chiapas and the UNICXIF-assisted
integratedbasic services,gave the visitors an opportunity to see examples of
most programme activitiesand to talk with programme staff and with members of
the communities. The urban visit provided an opportunityto observe
activities of the DIF (a national,organizationfor Integral Family
Development) in the poorest areas of Mexico City, The methods used by the
social workers to promote -- through the involvementof young people and
adults from the community -- an awareness of situations and practices having
adverse effects on individualsand the community,evoked particular interest
as did their demonstrationactivities to improve surroundingsand lives,

+ + + +

The Special Meeting focused on: experience gained through activities and
projects aimed at alleviating the impact of poor urban environmentson the
lives of children; innovativeapproaches in developmentefforts of direct or
indirect benefit to children in rural areas; and activitiesdirected to
benefit the young child. The report on the meeting,57 together with
reprints of some papers, were given wider circulationunder the title “The
Child in Latin America and the Caribbean - Report on the Special Meeting,
Mexico, 16-18 Hay 1979.”
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The meeting adopted a “Declarationon Attention to Children in Latin America
and the Caribbean”, (Declarationof liexico,1979)58 in which the Governments
of the region warned that the high rates of child mortality, morbidity and
malnutrition,coupled with low levels of school attendance and inadequate
housing, led to “meagre possibilitiesfor full development of the child’s
potentials”. The,Governments of the region pledged themselves to a “dynamic
exchange” of their experiences in childcare activities,with meetings to be
held every five years. They emphasized that the establishmentof the New
InternationalEconomic Order must include policies geared towards protecting
and developing the human resources of the younger generations. They
reaffirmed that the InternationalYear of the Child (IYC) must not be viewed
as an “isolatedevent” but as the basis for new and more profound action for
immediateadvances in the attention given to the needs of all children. In
this endeavour,Governments and communitiesmust be linked, with support from
internationalorganizationswhen requested.

So ended another decade of UNICEF activities in Latin America with another
opportunity,under the auspices of the Board, for countries to re-examine the
situation of children in their region, to discuss means to improve that
situation and to collectivelyreaffirm their determination in this regard
during the coming years.

+ t + +
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In addition to the numbers of programmed it has been called upon to assist
throughoutThe Americas, UNICEF has over the years 1949 to 1976, rendered
emergency assistance to 14 countries after they were struck by natural
disasters which caused extensive physical damage to facilities and services,
most with loss of lij
of numerous families
and a volcanic erupt:
region:

Earthquake
Earthquake
Hurricane
Earthquake
Hurricane

e and injuries, and all with serious effect on the lives
and their children. Seven earthquakes,four hurricanes
on were just some of the tragedieswhich visited the

1949 Ecuador
1951 El Salvador
1954 Haiti
1960 Chile
1961 Belize

Volcanic eruption 1964 Costa Rica
Hurricane 1964 Cuba

Haiti
Trinidad and Tobago

Earthquake 1969 Colombia
Earthquake 1970 Peru
Earthquake 1972 Nicaragua
Hurricane 1974 Honduras
Earthquake 1976 Guatemala

In some instancesUNICEF staff were at the si~e and had firsthand experience
of the disaster,while in all, UNICEF was among the many organizations
responding immediatelyto calls for aid and helping to assess the effects on
children. There were occasionswhen staff time was diverted to meet the
emergency needs for long periods, from the emergency through the
rehabilitationstage. Where other sources were unable to provide immediate
emergency needs, UNICEF was able to help, However, the major amount of UNICEF
assistance to these emergencieswas to help the Governments to rehabilitate
and reconstruct the destroyed basic service: indeed, to try to develop basic
services which would serve the health, education and welfare of the children
better than they had before.

There were many other situations,such as the periodic serious droughts in the
Northeastern States of Brazil or outbreaks of a serious epidemic,where
unexpected needs were responded to through an adjustment or expansion of a
current feeding or health programme.

t + + t
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Into the 1980’s

Entering the 1980’s the activities of countries during the InternationalYear
of the Child and the discussions at the 1979 Special Meeting of the Board were
fresh and in focus. It was.a time at which the overall declining economic
situationmade it more imperativeto heed the warnings about developmentof
the child’s potentials and to consider the experiences and innovative
solutions for tackling child problems which were highlightedat that meeting.
In the majority of the UNICEF assisted country programmed the basic services
strategywas fundamentaland there were possibilitiesfor some immediate
adaptation of such ideas.

After a 1960’s decade of strengtheningnational economies, during the 1970’s
the countries had increasinglyfaced inflationand slower economic growth. In
the 1980’s there have been the twin challenges of a shrinking pool of
financial resources and an entrenched economic recession.

By 1982, a critical year for the region, the external debt for Latin American
nations alone passed 300 billion dollars, nearly doubling since 1979. The GNP
for the region as a whole fell by 1.2% in 1982, and the following year brought
a major contraction in the regional economy. To confront what many regarded
as the worst economic crisis in the region’s history, most countries resorted
to strict austeritymeasures. Debt servicing and internal adjustmentpolicies
began to take their toll, particularlyon social sector resources, aggravating
poverty, malnutrition and disease.

The erosion of per capita income, the eliminationof food subsidies, the
decrease in real wages, accelerated inflation -- reaching a 1984 level of
165.3% for the region -- and growing unemploymentand underemploymenthave
brought enormous suffering,particularlyto the poorest children and their
families.

Referring to the internal adjustmentpolicies the Inter-AmericanDevelopment
Bank noted, in a recent study, that while in a technical sense they were
successful in most countries,nevertheless the social.cost in terms of reduced
living standards,high inflationand high unemploymenthas been ’tremendousand
unequally distributed. Moreover that there is little likelihood of
significant improvementin the near future.

On the political front, the 1980’s ushered in a series of democratically
elected governments,with other nations of the region reaffirmingthe strength
of the democratic process. However, there were those tormentedby civil
strife, repression, terrorism and internationaltensions and where the complex
economic and social situation resulted in considerabletensions among social
groups with rising demands for change.
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Nor has the toll of natural disastersmissed the region. Earthquakes struck
both in Chile and in Mexico. A volcanic eruption in Colombia was accompanied
by an avalanche of mud. In Argentina severe flooding was experienced. These
disasters, resulting in major loss and damage to resources and severe
suffering to countless families and their children, increased the demands on
the strained resources for the social sector of the,nationaland local
authorities.

The central question that faced national policy makers was how progress in
child health and welfare could be maintained in the absence of increased
economic resources. The search for answers to this question is one which was
given increasingemphasis in UNICEF activities.

Some changes were made in UNICEF administrativestructure in the region. In
1982 the location of the regional office was moved from Chile to Colombia, a
more geographicallycentral site facilitatingcommunications. A new regional
director, Teresa Albanez, was appointed and the technical staff of the
regional office strengthened . There was also some restructuringof the
countries served by area offices, bringing together those with common
characteristicsin terms of culture, language and history and, to some extent,
similaritiesin problems.

Among the programmed continuing from the 1970’s in several countrieswere
those of integratedbasic services,programmed aimed at bringing basic
services to neglected areas and benefiting the poorest children. Aspects of
some have been subject to adjustment and change to meet evolving situations,
opportunitiesand needs. Community involvementat the grass roots level
continues to be an important strategy. In 1982, when the Board considered an
in depth review of the Peru programme, it commented on different elements and
noted with appreciationthat the overall objective was the adoption and
implementationof the basic services approach.

Interest in the total developmentof the young child continues in the region
and projects relating to early childhood development,both as part of the
basic services approach and as separate activities in rural and poor urban
areas have progressed. A workshop on “Alternativesfor the child 1-6 years in
urban areas in Latin America” was able to analyze non-conventional
interventionsand related problems of extension and scale to achieve some
guidelines for lowering programme costs. An interestingand unique
technologicalbreakthrough in caring for underweight and premature babies
comes from Colombia. Using the “mother kangaroo” technique these babies are
wrapped closely to their mothers’ bodies and breast fed frequently,rather
than being placed in incubators. Through technical cooperationamong
developing countries (TCDC) this technique is being used in Bolivia, Haiti and
in the Africa region with UNICEF support. Ironically, in 1958 UNICEF had
helped provide infant incubatorsfor a premature care centre in Chile. Now it
is part of a growing effort to reduce their use,
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The regional programme to promote the role of women in development,adopted as
a follow up to International,Women’s Year was the subject for evaluation at a
UNICEF staff workshop in 1982. There were numerous experienceswith
income-generatingactivities,not all of which had worked out satisfactorily.
Consequently it was found necessary to unify criteria on the means for
attacking the problem and to concentrateresources and efforts on a limited
number of areas. An integrated,multisectoral approach was considered
@ssential with the family serving as the basic unit for activities. Since
that time specific activities for women have been included in the UNICEF
assisted basic services programmed and there have been other projects to
promote economic activities to generate employment and income for women. The
underlying strategy in supporting these activities has been one of
institutionalizingwomen’s projects to extend their social,impact.

The problem of abandoned and street children was first addressed by UNICEF in
Colombia with assistance to a pilot project and later, in 1976, to an in-depth
study of the life conditions of such children. The InternationalYear of the
Child drew attention to the increasingneeds of abandoned and street children
in the region and to the efforts in some countries to find effective, low-cost
community based alternativesto meet those needs. UNICEF responded in 1983
with a regional programme to help in identifyingthe most appropriateways of
dealing with this complex problem. This enabled support to community based
projects in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico exploring ways to provide
opportunitiesfor income generationwhile, at the same time, providing for
formal and informal education, for basic health care and nutrition, for
leisure activities and for the building of self esteem in the street children
of urban areas.

Supported by special funding from the Canadian UNICEF Committee and CIDA the
project in Brazil, through the Social Assistance Secretariat (SAS) and the
National Foundation for Welfare of Children (FUNA13Elf),has been the catalyst
for a national communitymovement around street children. Holding to its
principles ‘to learn with those who are doing’ and ‘responsibilitythrough
participation’it started from 22 localized activities and, through experience
sharing workshops, disseminationof ideas and training it has grown to a
national community action movement with a network of over 300 urban
communities,commissions in every state and a National Commission.

The regional programme is also providing advisory services,working with other
countries and interestedgroups to identify the most applicable alternatives
and methodologiesfor the development of community based progranunesand to
promote the formulationof national policies to apply in meeting the problem
of increasingnumbers of street children.

Two global decisions of the UNICEF Board had a significant impact on the
activities of UNICEF in the region. One was to include the infant morality
rate (IHR), togetherwith the previously used figures of GNP per capita and
child population, in the criteria used as a guide to the content and level of
UNICEF programmed. This opened additionalpossibilitiesfor UNICEF assistance
to those countrieswith higher infant mortality rates, a concern shown at the
Special ??eetingin Hexico, and provided a more useful barometer of development
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for UNICEF purposes than general economic indicators such as GNP, A special
UNICEF IMR reserve fund was established to seize special opportunitiesin
support of low cost measures for reducing infant mortality and morbidity, a
challenge to which UNICEF staff in the region quickly responded.

The other was endorsementby the Board of an objective to promote child
survival and to reduce infant and child mortality through the use of simple
and inexpensivemethods. These, through which gains in child well being could
be achieved in a short time, were:

. - Growth monitoring: use of simple inexpensivegrowth charts to
monitor child weight gain and prevent malnutrition.

.- Oral dehydrationtherapy (ORT): a simple mixture of salt, sugar and
water given to the child by parents to prevent dehydration from
dirrhoea.

.- Breastfeeding: promotion of scientific knowledge about its
advantages and the dangers of bottle feeding.

..- Expanding immunization: immunizationof children against the “big
six” communicablediseases of childhood;measles, whooping cough,
tetanus, diptheria, tuberculosisand polio.

These actions lending themselves to application at the grass roots level in
community-basedactivities and providing tools for the use by local level and
voluntaryworkers, have been promoted and widely used throughoutthe region in
the primary health care component of basic services programmed.

Among these simple low-cost measures, expanded immunizationwas selected as an
immediatepriority by some countries and in Colombia and El Salvador there
were particularityimpressiveresults. The President of Colombia, Belisario
Betancur, gave his political support to an emphasis on child survival and
development,deciding upon an intensivenational immunizationcampaign as a
first step. While such campaigns provide high visibility and can bring
dramatic results, the idea was not without its risks. In 1979, Colombia had
implementeda vaccinationcampaign that met with only partial success because
parents neglected to return with their infants three times for the full course
of injections.

The final achievementsof the Colombian campaign proved that the risks were
well worth taking. Launched in June 1984, after major departures from
traditionalcampaigns, the “NationalVaccination Crusade” culminatedwith
successful.immunizationagainst five major diseases of 800,000 young children
over three national vaccinationdays.

The key to its success hinged on massive social mobilization and outreach
techniques. The formula, which was an alliance of critical partners composed
of governmentministries, internationalorganizationsand the media, served as
a vehicle to spread the work and to spur the community and private sector
organizationsinto action. By the campaign’s end, some 200,000 teachers,
2,000 priests, 13,000 Colombian Red Cross volunteers,over 120,000 other
volunteers,plus the police and the armed forces had been mobilized into
action.
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It was an experience showing that it could be important in many instances to
concentrate initiallyon a narrow, more defined target where success could be
more readily achieved and then to build on that success towards more
comprehensiveprimary health care goals and other basic services for
children. This concept was adopted in Colombia, shortly after the
immunizationcrusade. On December 19, 1984 President Betancur announced a
five-year plan for Child Survival and Development incorporatingsix priority
areas to improve the health of his country’s children.

The success in Colombia was followed by another breakthrough in !?1Salvador.
Taking a somewhat similar approach, but tailored t.ounique circumstances,a
nation-wide intensive immunizationcampaign was undertaken in 1985 with the
co-operationof UNICEF and PAHO/WHO. During three “days of tranquility”
spread over three consecutivemonths, government and opposition forces agreed
to an informal cease-fire facilitatedby the Roman Catholic Church. During
these three days more than a quarter of a million children were inoculated
against five principal vaccine-preventablediseases.

On those extraordinarydays, the war-torn nation saw some 20,000 health
workers and volunteersman over 2,000 temporaryhealth posts across the
nation. The government, the guerillas, the Red Cross, the Church, the media
and internationalorganizationsjoined forces in the remarkable achievement.
In the words of the Executive Director of UNICEF, James Grant, El Salvador’s
vaccinationdrive marked “the first time on record a country-wideconflict
gave way to a health interventionfor saving the lives of thousands of
children”.

Other countries afforded priority to different low cost measures. ISIHaiti,
with malnutritionand diarrhoea as a leading child health problem, the focus
was on the use of ORT and the promotion of breast feeding. In Nicaragua ORT
was also singled out for widespread applicationand growth monitoring was
introduced. The Dominican Republic carried out a poliomyelitisvaccination
campaign and, to tackle a serious problem of intestinalparasite infections,
introduceda parasite control campaign in 1984, Recently the countries of the
Central America isthmus, in coordinationwith UNICEF and PAHO/WHO, have
prepared national five-yearplans for child survival and development.

Under the banner “Health, a Bridge to Peace” the goal is to halve the region’s
infant mortality rate and save the lives of approximately90,000 children each
year. Specific life-savingmeasures include a major promotionaleffort for
ORT and acceleratedprogrammed to push immunizationrates above the 80 percent
mark. In a firm show of support, over $30 million was pledged by Italy and
the European Economic Community for the program in the isthmus.

Selection of a particularmeasure - be it immunization,ORT or growth
monitoring - by a country as an initial priority for widespread application
has been beneficial in its goals towards child survival. It is providing
entry points through which a permanent infrastructureof basic services can be
developed, an infrastructureessential to bringing the long term benefits of
the PHC approach.
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Both ths church and non-governmentalorganizations (NGO) participated in the
mass immunizationcampaigns of Colombia and El Salvador. There have also been
increasinglinks with religious organizationsand NGO’S to promote wider
interest in actions aimed at child survival and development, to exchange
informationand experiencesand to foster joint par’ticipationinactivities of
mutal interest on behalf of children.

Maintaining regular contacts with the media, whose involvementwas an
important factor to the success of mobilizing cooperation in the immunization
campaigns, is seen by UNICEF offices as an essential activity. The press’and
broadcasterscan play an importantrole in influencingpublic opinion on
social problems and their solution and in conveying social messages to
encourage the assumptionby parents of more responsibilityfor their
children’swell being. The Spanish Committee for UNICEF, in 1982, helped in
promoting contacts with the main communicationnetworks of the region when it
sponsored a meeting of Latin American and Spanish speaking journalists from 17
countries. This led to the publicationof a series of articles on .UNICEF’S
work and has been a considerablebenefit to UNICEF offices in their working
relationshipswith the media. The annual ‘The State of the World’s Children’.
report is widely circulatedby UNICEF offices and now receiving good press ‘
coverage in the region. Publicationsand audio visual materials continue to
be issued by UNICEF offices in support of informationactivities. All these
contributing,on the one hand, to mobilize public opinion and interest in
child-relatedactivitieswithin the countries of the region and, on the other
hand, to draw wider attention and attract potential donors to the efforts
being made by countries to meet the needs of their children.

Looking forward in the 1980’s, priority actions for UNICEF in support of
country programes are foreseen first and foremost in child survival and
development interventions,‘combininghealth, nutrition and early childhood
stimulation. In response to careful analysis of specific opportunitiesand
available services, continued attentionwill also be devoted to activities
such as: literacy programmed for women and young children; activities
oriented to women in support of their role as mothers and as agents for
development;simplifiedservices for street children; basic service programmed
for the urban poor; and activities addressing the severe impact on the most
vulnerablegroups resulting from the increasinglyunmanageableexternal debt
problem, depressed internationalmarkets and related economic adjustment
policies.
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Taking into account the many intangibles,the individualswho have been
involved, the ideas which were clarified at the Round Table in 1968, the
,processstimulatedand continued since then, and the consensus shown by the
Declaration of Mexico in 1979 in recognizing the elements of the situation and
in affirming approaches andpriorities, the conclusion about impact is
positive.

Yes, unequivocally,it works. Cooperationworks. Caring works. Training
works. Creativity, innovationand flexibilitywork. People and ideas work
for the children of The Americas. There may be difficult times ahead --
economic problems, political changes, civil strife, tensions and stress - %s
The Americas continues its developmentprocess and determineswhat kind of
society it will have. However, with the help of at least some of these people
and their ideas, those who in the words of the poet Hachado have helped in
making the path, that process can only continue to be influenced to the
benefit of the children.

+ + + t
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Annex 11

UNICEF EXPENDITURES

BY COUNTRY

($ thousands)

Country

Antigua
Argentina
Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Br. Virgin Is.
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Fr. Guinea
Grenada
Guatemala .
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher&
Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent & the
Grenadines
Surinam
Trinidad & Tobago
Turks and Caicos
Uruguay
Venezuela

Regional support

TOTAL

1949/59

57
356
31
180
872

3 902
8

1 426
3 031
538

71
501

1 517
1 474

23
98

1 708
91

1 151
9J5
780

9 086
14
927
567
814

2 425

90
101

61
171
394
1

177
22

33 580

1960/69

78
1 778

49
333

1 717
4 917

14
2 384
7 418
1 461
827
97

1 591
3 356
2 942

87
3 579
321

2 516
2 328
6S3

9 790
68

1 988
2 135
2 340
3 918

77
:,154

73
280
359
8

320
781

1 690

62 337

1970/79

17
60
37
258

4 870
7 638

3
4 029
7 781
996

6 187
10-1

2 039
2 946
1 810

18
5 990
453

4 641
3 849
540

2 401
8

1 745
1 529
3 116
5 586

16
15

3
326
120
3

135
237

8 453

77 962

?otal

152
2 194
117
771

7 459
16 457

25
7 839
18 230
2 995
7 014
275

4 131
7 819
6 226

23
203

11 277
865

8 308
7 092
1 883
21 277

90
4 660
4 231
6 270
11 929

183
270

137
777
873
12
632

1 040

10 143

173 879

... .. _—_
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UNICEFEXPENDITURES BY
MAJOR ~ ACTIVITIES

($ thous. ) (percentages)

1949-59 1960-69 1970-79 Total 1949-59 1960-69 1970-79” Total

Child health

Health services:

Water and sanitation

Disease Control:

Malaria

Tuberculosis

Yaws/Syphilis

Leprosy

Other diseases

Penicillin/

vaccine prod.

Total health

1 138

1863

19674

1 216

712

11

311

411-—

25342

11 141

4 197

32857

1 175

351

119

50440

19535 31 814

7507 14 167

7270 59801

a 2391

712

368

a 430

411

34 312 110094

3.4 17.8 25.1 18.3

5.6 7.1 9.6 8.1

58.6 52.7 9.3 34.4

3.6 1.9 a 1.4

2.1 - 0.4

0.1 0.6 - 0.2

0.9 0.2 a 0.3

Child nutrition:

Feeding 4 714 1 347 6061 14.0 2.2 3.5

Applied nutrition 153 3878 10 141 14 172 0.5 6.2 13.0 7.1

Milk conservation 2351 416 2 761 7.0 0.7 - 1.6

Weaning food prod. 82 185 267 0.1 0.2 0.2

Other nutrition __.zl . ...__QU — -’._=--—— 838 0.0 _lJ 0.5—

Total nutrition: 1 218 5 150 n 137 24 105 21.5 9.2 14.3 13.9

Social services

for children: a 885 1 599 8484 a 1.4 9.7 4.9

-———- —.



Education:

formal 4 192 12 115 16967 .. 6.? 16.4 ?,9

non-formal 155 3635 3 790 .,..~.. ..—. - .—.— ..&? .&l - .&z

Total education: 4341 16410 20 151 7.0 21.1 11.9

-— ———. —.- .. ... ___________ ___ .-...-. -_-__ -__,____ ..__ ..----- ______
.-

,Planning: 341 6816 1 217 0.5 8.8 4.2

Other long-range aid: 527 521 0.1 0.3

-—— -.—--—— —-— —_________________________________

l%ergency relief: 1 020 915 1 101 3036 3.0 1.5 1.4 1.7

——-- -..—-- .-.-— .--——.——..-

Total: 33580 62337 71 962 113879 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

------------------ .-.._______________---------- . . . . . . . . . .,,--.,,--,.,.,,,,-,..--------- -m------,,-..,-.-~-.. ,.-,-----.--_.--.,

al— Included in health services.



Annex IV

REGIONAL DIRECT(M - THE AMERICAS
1950- 1979

----

1951/51 Albert J. Reynolds (Acting)

1952/62 Robert L. Davee

1962/67 Oscar Vargas Mendez

1967/74 Roberto Esquerra--8arry

1974/* Carlos Martinez-Sotcmayor

*/ Served in this capacity until !tay 1982 when succeeded by Teresa C.

Albahez.

—.——.——.-.——.—. -
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE
Field offices showing countries served

6ogota Guatamla City

Sub-off ice:
Quito

Antigua flelize
Barbados Costa Rica
Coltiia El Salvador
Ecuador Guatemala
Oominica Honduras
Grenada Nicaragua
Guyana Panama
Jamaica
Montserrat
St. Christopher ii

Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent &

the Grenadines
Surinam
Trinidad and

Tobago

Officeof the
Regional Director

Lima Mexico City Rio de Janerio

Sub-office:
Santiago

— .- . —. —

Argentina Cuba Brazil
Bolivia Dcminican
Chile Republic
Paraguay Haiti
Peru Flexi co
Uruguay



Annex VI

GOVERNMENTCONTRIBUTIONS 1947- 1979
(US001lar equivalent)

Country

Antigua
Argentina
Bahamas
OarbadOs
Belize
Bolivia
Brazi 1
Br. Virgin Is.
Chile
Colcmbia
Costa Rica
Cuba
00minica
Ocminican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Hex i co
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher &

Nev is
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &

the Grenadines
Surirtam
Trinidad & Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela

TOTAL

1947-49

10,000
15,000

120,000
.

10,OOO

.-

1,000,000
_ 100,000

1,255,000

1950-54

-’

45,000
701,436

137,919
142,358
40,001

170,000
29,664
20,000
..

20,624
5,000
28,000
18,300

24,000
10,000
5,000

346,408

- 20,000

1,823,770

1955-59

585
227,596

350
30,000

3,117,506

342,998
1,084,892

110,000

100,000
31,635
80,000

4,082
130,550

30,000
100,008

16,771
1,550,000

50,000
40,000
35,000

432,117

..

38,000

551000.

7,613,090

1960-64 1965-69 1970-74 1975-79 Total

701
195,197

8,400
6,576
2,449

10,000
1,577,033

823
189,919

13,200
9,633
3,300

20,000
341,697

50
528,653
651,040
105,037
320,000

882

1,349
402,918

14,435
17,100
2,983

40,500
430,712

450
567,850

1,324,312
180,000
330,333

5,130

300
5?5,000

14,810
24,500

1,986
62,880

470,000
300

809,282
1,738,670

150,000
400,521

3,758
1,590,630

50,845
57,809
11,068

208,380
6,698,384

800
2,786,762
5,562,505

745,038
1,421,513

6,247
441,000
39i,917
335,000

15,252
639,248

71,495
73,000

558,308
234,351

7,740,872
1,342

214,000
367,000
147,000

2,617,298

400,000
621,233
150,000
355,659

235
40,000
68,906
Ioo,ooo
3,508

160,000
1,875

11,000
150,150
95,000

1,500
138,074
21,154
15,000

100,000
55,969

1,280,593
533

30,000
72,000
17,000

602,831

56,640
40,000

2,412
105,000

14,654

48,982

3,750
75,000
28,812

80,000
41,958

2,580,293

100,000
55,353

1,769,986
316

60,000
85,000
20,000

356,452

100,000
64,300

560,000
493.-

50,000
60,000
50,000

379,490

100,000
20,000

500,000

292
3,431

1,834
4,310
2,297

3,750
12,894
3,798

3,510
12,911

750

9,386
33,546

6,845

13,000
49,876

5,000
_ 798.997

13,000
207,173

1,010,000
_l,326,997

35,000 31,000

1,000 -102,000

6,983,236 4,991,488

53,297
5,000

..,250,000

5$148,148 7,723,097 35,597,829

-—. —.. — .-. ————— -—._.z. .—— —.—



Annex VII

PRIVATE ~TRIBUTIOMS 1947-79
Including greeting card campaign receipts

(USdol liar equivalent)

COUNTRY

Argentina
Bahamas

Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazi 1
Chile
COltiia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Ocminican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guadalope
Guatamal a
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Martinique
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru

1947-54

4 ,32W
963

3,000
29,355*

54,017*
18,04%
13,61(W

6,212$f

ll,42&’

3,61W
2, sow

16,213*
St. Christopher&

Nev is
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &

the Grenadines 611*
Trinidad and Tobago -
Uruguay 8,05@
Venezuela 11 ,045*

GCO regional (est) -

TOTAL 189,102

1955-s9

.
,.

1,000

83,015

83,015

1%0-64

i 19

6

6
37

..

32
.

59

326

20

12

.-

1,079
648

350,946

360094

1965-69

215,116

606
317

5,115
229,620
162,139
49,117

879

302
9,602
8,082

15,119
5,480

927
1,864
6,873

104
59,210

1,548
12,603
4,423

97,420

17
648

4,994
13,528
2,290

360,094

1,268,637

1970-74

829,189
.-

458
127

24,159
1,463,496

749,343
113,256

15,804
16,514

1,691
18,849
34,026

33,824
15,787

1,239
6,669

11,110

154,030
3,469

24,650
18,112

237,849

2,926

8,200
66,720
31,958

1975-79

717,803
5

.-
66,344

7,172,960
667,837
307,327
50,293
53,506
32,434
69,016
44,367

516
110

48,216
31,322
1,236
20,853
4,011

241,469
14,247
55,592
62,531
383,591

2,463

7,230
151,342
78,233

..

3,884,175 10,345,454

TOTAL

1,822,227
5

1,064
4,764

97,181
8,869,082
1,608,674

469,706
67,013

124,097
52,469

111,077
86,475

516
710

103,403
52,589

3,402
40,814
22>053

704
455,035

22,874
96,365
85,126

735,205

17
6,037

611
20,424

240,119
130,174

794,055

16,124,733

——

NOTES: * United Nations Appeal for Children
* Includes United Nations Appeal for Children



Annex VIII

GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE CONTRIBUTIONS
AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS1947 - 79

%

100

80 ‘

60 -

40 ~,,

20 -

47154 55/59 60/64 65/69 70/74 75/79

Government contri
Private contribut

bution
ions,

s
including greeting card campaign recei

,.

pts



Annex IX

COUNTRIES ASSISTED IN PROGRAMESOF
FOOD AND NUTRITI(14

Ant i gua
Barbados
ljlelize
Bolivia
Brazil
Br. Virgin Is.
Chile
Colonbia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guat@mal a
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Flexi co
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Kitts-Nevis-

Anguilla
St. Lucia
St.Vincent
Suri nam
Trinidad& Tobago

Regional support

1949 “1950/54

FN

FN
FN MCP
FN MCP

FN FICP
FN

FN FN MCP

FN

FN FN flCP
FN FN MCP

FN
FN FN

FN

FN FN

HCP
FN

FN FN MCP
FN
FN
FN

FN

FN
FN
FN

19s5/59

FN

FN
FN MCP
FN
FN
FN
FN MCP

FN

FN MCP
FN
FN MCP
FN
FN
FN MCP
FN
FN MCP
FN

FN
FN
FN

FN
FN
FN
FN

TR

1960/64

ANP

MCP ANP
ANP
ANP

MCP ANP
ANP

ANP
ANP MCP
ANP
ANP
FN

ANf’
ANP
ANP

ANP
ANP

ANP

TR

1965/69 1970/74

ANP ANP

IBS
ANfJ ANP IBS

18s 16S
ANP lBS
ANP ANP

FN

~p 16S
IBS

IBS

ANP
ANP 16S
ANP
18s

ANP ANP 16S
ANP lBS
ANP lM
ANP 10s

1975/79

ANP

IBS

ANP 16S
IBS

16S
If3s
IBS

18s
ANP
IBS
ANP
18s

IBS
18s
m
16s

lR TR POL PVL

KEY FN - Supplementary feeding
PICP - Milk conservation
ANP -Applied nutrition progranrnes
IBS -Applied nutrition through integrated basic services
POL - Pranotion of national food and nutrition policies
TR - Training



Annex X

COUNTRIESASSISTED IN PROGRAHHESOF
HALARIACONTROL

----

Argentina

Belize

Boliva

Colombia

Costa Rica

Cuba

Dominica

Dominican Rep.

Ecuador

El Salvador

Grenada

Guatemala

Guyana

Haiti

Honduras

Jamaica

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

St. Lucia

Surinam

Trinidad and

Tobago

1949 1950/54

Con Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

Con

1955/59

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

1960/64

Erad

l?rad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

1965/69

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

1970/71

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

Erad

—.

KEY Con - !falariacontrol programmed

llrad- Malaria eradication campaigns



Annex XI

COUNTRIES ASSISTED Ihl PROGRAIWS OF
DISEASE CONTROL

---

Argentina
Barbados
Belize
,Brazi 1
‘Chile
Colanbia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Oominica
Oaninican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher&
Nevis

St. Lucia
St. Vincent &

the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad &

Tobago
Uruguay

1949

Inlll
Imn

Yaws

BCG
BCG

TB

1950/54

BCG
BCG
BCG
13CG Iinn
BCG

Yaws
BCG
BCG
BCG Yaws

BCG
Yaws

BCG
BCG

BCG
BCG Irnn

BCG Yaws

Yaws
8CG

BCG
BCG

1955/59

TB
BCG

Yaws

BCG

Yaws
BCG

Yaws
BCG

Yaws
BCG

BCG Lep
Imn

Yaws
Yaws

Yaws

Yaws

1960/64 1965/69

lB Lep

TB Lep

T13 hn-n

TB Lep
TB

BCG TB
Lep
lB

TB

TB Lep
16
TB

T%

1970/74 1975/79

hl’1

Ml

Imn

Imn

KEY BCG -BCG canpaign
TB - Tuberculosis control
Yaws - Yaws control
Lep - Leprosy control
IIINI - Vaccinations (diphtheria, whooping cough, measles)



Annex X11

COUNTRIES ASSISTED IN PROGRAMSCF
BASICHEALTH SERVICES

1949

Ant i gua
Argentina
Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazi 1
Chile
COltiia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatema 1a
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Hex i co
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St.Christopher &

Nev is
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &

the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad& Tobago
Uruguay t4CH
Venezuela

~ Regional support

MCH
Mctl

rlctl
MCH

MCH

MCH
MCH

ml

MCH

MCH

MCH

HCH

McH

MCH
MCH

MCH

MCH

1955/59

MCH
MCH San
MCH San
Ml+
MCH
MCH San
MCH San
MCH

San

San
MCH San

NCH

flCH San

San
San
MCH San
MCH San

MCH San
San

IICH San

MCH San
MCH San
MCH

1%0/64

MCH San
San
San

MCH San
MCH San
MCH San

MC}I
San
MCH San
MCH San
San
San
HCH
MCH San
IICH San
MCH San
MCH San
MCH San
San

t4CH San
MCH San

MCH

MCH San

MCHSan

1965/69

MCW
MCH

MCH MCH*

flCH San
MCtl San
#lCH
MCH San
MCH San
MCH
MCH
flCH MC}P
MCH
MCH San

MCI+ San

H(W
MC}{

MCH San
MCI+ San
flCH San
MCH
MCl#
MCH
MCH San
MCH San
MCH San

MCH*

MCH San

RCH

MCH

1970/74 1975/79

Mcw
Mffl

HCW
MCH m+
MCI+ San MCI+ San IBS
MCH San IBS
MCH IBS
MCH San MCH XBS

MCH MCH IBS

MCH MCH

tlcti MCH San

MCH M(2H 10S
MCH San MCI+ San 18S

San IBS IBS
San MCtF

MCH IBS San
MCH San HCH MCI-P

NCH San M(X San
MCH IBS IBS
MCH ma-l Ma@
IBS IBS
San HCw
IBS IBS
IBS IBS
IBS San IBS
MCH San lBS

Mclw
Mctw

Iw3-1 Mcw
San San

MCH MC*
18S

San San

MCH MCH

——-——
KEY

—.—— ________
MCH - Maternal Child Health and Integrated Health services
HCW - Through program for English speaking Caribbean
San - Enviromnental Sanitation
IBS - lhorough Integrated Basic Services



Annex )(1[1

COUNTRIESASSISTED IN PROGRAXHESOF
SOCIALSERVICES

..-

Antigua
Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
?lontserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher&
Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &
the Grenadines

Trinidad & Tobago

Regional Support

1960/64

SOC*
SOC*

Soc
Soc
Soc
Soc
SOC*

SOC*
Soc
Soc
Soc

Soc
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

1965/69

SOC*
Soc SOC*

SOC Yth

Soc
Soc
SOC*

SOC*

Soc
Soc
Soc
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

Yth

1970/74

SOC*
SOC*

SOC Yth
16S
Soc IBS

SOC*

Yth 16S
SOC*

16S
SOC Yth
16S
SOC*

IBS
IBS
16S

SOC*
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

Yth

1975/79

SOC*
Soc SOC*
IBS
Soc
IBS
Soc IBS
IBS
SOC*
I0s
Yth IBS
SOC*

IBS
Soc SOC*
IBS
SOC*
IBS
IBS
JBS
IBS

SOC*
SOC*

SOC*
SOC*

KEY Soc - Social welfare
Yth - Youth
SOC* - Through program for English speaking Caribbean
IBS - Throught Integratedbasic services



Annex XIV

COUNTRIESASSISTED IN PROGRANNES OF
EDUCATION

Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep,
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher&
Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &
the Grenadines

Trinidad & Tobago
Uruguay

Regional Support

1960/64

Prim

Prim
Voc
Prim
Voc

Prim
Prim
Prim

Prim

Prim
Prim

1965/69

Prim
Prim
Prim

Prim IBS
Voc
Prim

Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim

Prim

Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim

Prim

Prim

1970/74

Prim P*
Prim
Prim IBS
Prim IBS
IBS
Prim IBS
Prim
Prim
Voc P*
Prim
Prim IBS
IBS
Prim P*
Prim IBS

Prim
Prim IBS
Voc P*
IBS
p*

Prim
IBS
Prim IBS
Prim IBS

p*

Prim P*

Prim P*
p*

IBS

Prim

1975/79

IBS
Prim
IBS
Prim
IBS

Prim IBS

IBS
Prim
Prim
Prim
Prim
IBS

IBS

1BS
IBS
IBS
IBS

—
KEY Prim - Primary educat~~n

Voc - Pre-vocationaltraining
p* - Through programme for English speaking Caribbean
IBS - Through Integrated basic services



Annex XV

AVAILABILITY OF HINI?KJMHEALTHSERVICES

OF LESS THAT2,000 INHABITANTS,

IN LOCALITIES

1971

-- ---- -- ----------- - -... -- -- - - -- --- -- -.. . . --.-,..- ------ - - - ,- - --- ------ .. ----- .--- ---- ,. - -- - . -

Country

Bolivia

Costa Rica

Chile
gl

Ecuador

Guatemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Peru

Venezuela

Total
Localities
under 2,000
inhabitants

3,144

946

2,635

2,365

3,523

1,866

20,992

1,070

765

6,555

2,888

With
access to
health
services

1,595

804

1,976

1,134

2,385

939

6,124

321

523

3,933

2,454

Population
with no
service
(thousands)
-.

1,857

682

659

1,192

1,577

1,414

18,263

736

...

4,862

295

Percentage
population
without
service
-—————.

59.1

72.1

25.0

50.4

44.8

75.8

87.0

68.8

....

74.2

10.2

g/
Less than 3,000 inhabitants

Source: PAHO, Evaluation of the Ten-Year Health Plan for The Americas,

1971-1980. Initial evaluation, 1976. Indicators on the situation of

children in Latin America and the Caribbean.



Annex XVI

URBM1ZA710N

---

Country

——

Argentina

Barbados

Bolivia

Brazi 1

Colombia
Costa Rica

Cuba

Chile
Oaninican Rep.

Ecuador

El Salvador
Guatemala
Guyana

Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica

t4ex i co
Nicdragua

Panama

Paraguay
Peru

Trinidad

& Tobago

Uruguay
Venezuela

Total
population

(thousands)
1970

23,748
239

4,282
95,204
21,261

1,832
8,572
9,358
4,523
5,958
3,582
5,353

709
4,605
2,639
1,882

50,313
1,970
1,464
2,301

13,504

955
2,824

10,709

Percentageof Population
in localities with 20
thousand ornsm
inhabitants

1950 1960

49.9 59.0
39.7 35.3
19.4 22.9
20.3 28.1
23.0 36.6
11.1 24.4
36.1 38.9
42.6 50.6
11.2 18.7
17.8 27.9
13.0 17.7
11.2 15.5

12.5
5.1 7.5
6.8 11.5
7.5 9.I

23.6 28.9
15.2 23.1
22.4 33.1
15.3 15.9
18.1 28.5

22.1 16.2
53.1 61.4
31.0 47.0

1970

66.3
37.0
27.2
39.5
46.2
27.0
43.4
60.6
30.2
35.3
20.5
16.1
26.2
12.7
20.2
12.3
35.2
31.0
39.4
21.5
40.3

13.1
64.7
59.4

Percentageof
population in
in localities
with 100
thousandor
more inhabitants

1950

41.7

9.9
13.3
15.4
J7.7
23.5
28.5

8.5
14.1
8.1

10.2

4.3

7,5
15.2
10.4
15.9
15.3
13.8

40.4
16.6

1960 1970

50.6 56.6

15.3 20.9
18.8 27.8
27.5 35.7
18.4 19.2
24.5 30.8
32.9 41.7
12.1 20.7
19.3 23.4
10.2 9.5
13.4 13.5

23.4
6.6 10.4
7.1 15.8
7.7 6.2

18.4 23.3
15.3 20.9
25,4 30.3
15.9 16.7
19.3 30.0

44.7 44.5
25.5 40.4

Source: “Indicators on the situation of children in Latin Atnerica and the Caribbean”,
WADE Osmgraphic Bulletin, no. 19.



Annex XVII

PUBLICATIONS

Children and Youth in fiational Development in Latin America Santiago 1965

La Infancia y La Juventud en el Des,arrolo National en Latino America
Santiago 1965

Selecci6n de Documents presentadosen la ConferenciaLatino America Sobre la
Infancia y la Juvented en el Desarrollo National 1965

Children and Youth in Latin America, 1969, Problems and Prospects for Future
Action. Santiago 1969

La Infancies y La Juventud on America Latina, 1969. Problems y Posibilidades
de Actividados Santiago 1969

El Nifio y el Joven. Hotores Del Desarrollo. Coedici6n Paidos-UNICEF
1971

Los Anos Postergados. La Primeria Infancia. Coedicidn Paidos-UNICl?F

El Gamin: Su Albergue Social Y Su Famil

El Gamin: Analisis De Dates Secundarios

Your Child

1975

a. Volufqen 1 Bogotd 1978

Volumen 11 Bogoth 1978

Kingston 1976

Estimulacion Temprana: Importancia Del Ambiente Para El Desarrollo Del Niiio
Santiago 1978

Marco Conceptual De La Estimulacion Temprana Guatemala 1979

Educacion, Niiiez Y Pobreza. Luis Bravo Valdivieso y Herndn Hontenegro
Santiago 1977

Jugando Y Creciendo Guatemala 1978

Por Favor, Cuidenme Bien Guatemala 1978

Beautiful Junk Kingston 1978

Delcaracion De Los Derechos Del Niiio Bogot& 1.977



Annex XVII Cont.

Los Programas De Servicios Integrados Para La Infancia Santiago 1978

La PlanificacionSocial Y La Formation De Las Nuevas Generaciones
Santiago 1979

Las Caracteristicasde la CooperationInternational:Su relation con las
necesidadesde 10S Paises en Desarrollo Santiago 1978

IndicadoresSobre La Situation De La Infancia en America Latina y el
Caribe/Indicatorson the situation of Children in Latin America and the
Caribbean Santiago 1979

Prioridades en la Salud Infantil. David Morley. Mexico 1977

ProposicoesAlternativesPara O Atendimento Das NecessidadesBasicas de
Saude Nos Paises em Desenvol.vimento.OHS/UNICEF Brasilia 1977

Trabajando Con Las Escuelas de Banco en Los Tugurios de Cartagena
Bogota 1977

Prope.deine-ProjectoPilato Experimentalde Educacion Lima 1978
Incial no Escolarizado

LegislationSobre Politicas de Alimentacion y Nutrition en Paiaes de
America Latina y el Caribe. Piap/Pnan Santiago 1978

La Necesidad de Planificar Politicas Nacionales de Alimentacion y Nutrition
en I.OSPaises en Desarrollo y Sus Perspectives.Piap/Pnan Santiago 1977

Reformulationde la Guia Metodologica Para la PlanificacionAlimentaria
Nutritional,.Piap/Pnan Santiago 1977

Alimentaciony Nutrition: Desafio al Desarrollo de 10S Pueblos
Santiago 1977

Chile: Mujer y Sociedad. Compiladores:Covarrubias y Franco Santiago 1978

El Trabajo no Remunerado de la mujer ‘ Bogota 1978

Participationde la Mujer en el Desarrollo de America Latina y el Caribe
Santiago 1975

Servicios de Apoyo: Mecanismos Para la Incorporationde la Hujer al Desarrollo
Santiago 1975 y 1976

La Realidad de la Infancia,..Y UNICEF Santiago 1976

Para ti y Todos IOS Niiios Santiago 1976

El Niiioen la poesia de Gabriela Uistral Santiago 1978, 1979
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Nifio Ayuda al Nifio Santiago 1979

Caribbean Resource Book Women in Development Kingston 1978
,#’

$ituacion de la Inl?ancia en’”AmericaLatina y el Caribe, Juan Pablo Terra
Santiago 1979

The Child in Latin America and the Caribbean Santiago 1979

El Niilo en America Latina y el Caribe Santiago 1979

The Situation of Children in Latin America and the Caribbean. Juan Pablo Terra
Santiago 1979

Tend6ncias na Amamentac60 e Seu I,mpacto na Saiide da Crianca Brasilia 1978
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GREETINGCARDSUSING WORKSOF ARTISTSFROHTHEAHBRICAS
1955 - 1979

ARTIST COUNTRY

1955

Antonio Fransconi Uruguay

~

Rangel Hidalgo
Rangel Hidalgo

~

Ruffino Tamayo

~

Horatio Butler

~

Lucy Calenda
Beatrice Tanaka

~

Zoravia Bettiol
Circle of Cuzco

~

Hexico
Mexico

lfexico

Argentina

Brazil
Brazil

Brazil
Peru

TITLE

Members Of The United Nations

Child Bearing Gifts (Girl)
Child Bearing Gifts (Boy)

Poesie du Vol

Santa Claus

Enchanted Forest
Bumba Boi Dance

The Baloon Vender
Seeking Shelter

Folk Art Ecuador Flight Into Eygpt

~

Guioman Guerra Hozinha Brazil The Bower

——.. —— — .—
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1971

Nan Cuz Guatemala
Enrique Gandolfo Argentina
Maria H. Heins-Waltrawd Brazil
Cassio M’Boy Brazil
Cassio ?S’Boy Brazil

Colonial Altar, 18 BC Venezuela
Percy Deane Brazil
Percy Deane Brazil
Margarita Lozana Colombia

1973

Elizabeth Catlett Hexico
Maria de Posz Venezuela
Museo del Ore, Bogota Colombia
Folk Art Peru
E. Sallas Mexico

CuriaIndian (Anon)
Nayarit Culture
Graciela Redo Boulanger
Luis Fonseca

Margarita Galetar
Graziano Gasparini
Diego Rivera
Roman Ronancio
Beatrice Tanaka
Haria H, Heins-Waltraud

Huichol Yarn Painting
Inca Gold Earring
Nathalie de Etievan
Elias Luiz
Ottorino Peotta
Mimina Riveda
Roman Ronancio
Tana Sachs
Palomino Tsegkuans
Cesar G. Villela
Wilma

Panama
Mexico
Bolivia
Colombia

Argentina
Venezuela
Hexico
Columbia
Brazil
Brazil

Mexico
Peru
Venezuela
Brazil
Brazi1
Brazil
Colombia
Argentina
Peru
Brazil
Brazil

Childrens Procession
Daisy And Blue Flowers
The Rose House
Manger
Flight Into Egypt

Detail
14eapfrog
Girl In Yellow
Among the Flowers

M&c
Winter Scene
Muisca Raft
Nativity
Castillos

Cat
Untitled
Swings
Francis,TheMan,Arrives at
Hacondo
Happiness
Sunrise
Mother And Child
La Cumbia
Circle Of Friendship
Harvest

Untitled
Sun Symbol
Flame Tree
Children At The Fair
Flame Tree
Market-PlaceOf Bahia
The Circus
Tropical Garden
Honkeys
Cats
Untitled
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Antonio Grass
Ruby Hera
Rosario Nuiiezde Patrucco
Raul Rangel Filho
Carlos Salamanca
Gloria Uribe-Rocca

1977

Floral Note:Quito
Huichol Yarn Painting
Carolina Brown Susaeta

Rossana Bucheli
Gian Calvi
Cecy
Felix Chavez
Sergio Pereira da Silva
Jose Ignacio Escarriola
Jose Manuel Flores i%pinosa
Antonio Grass
Adolpho Horschfaerber
Teresita Llado
Maria Clara Pineyro Fiedina
Lilian Usai

Anon. CUZCO Artist
Anonymous
Circle of Cuzco
Silvia Haddoni
Anon. Folk Art
Anon. Folk Art
Ann June Schroads
Anon. Folk Art from Oaxaca
Eliseu Visconti
Sara Sanchez
Jose Venturelli
Kennedy
Kennedy
Samantha Ellias
Silk Wool Metal Tapestry
Mario Campello
Mario Campello
Vera Ilce 140nteirode Silva
Djanira

Colombia
Colombia
Peru
Brazil
Colombia
Colombia

Ecuador
14exico
Chile

Uruguay
Brazil
Peru
Peru
Brazil
Guatemala
Guatemala
Colombia
Chile
Argentina
Colombia
Brazil

Peru
Peru
Peru
Argentina
Argentina
Argentina
Brazil
Mexico
Brazil
Colombia
Chile
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Peru
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil

Pre-ColumbianMotifs(S)
Child From Viet Nam
Dancers
Bird And Sun
Colombia
Children And Tree

Untitled
Untitled
Greetings With A Thousand
Flowers
Tree Of Life
Peace
Joy
Nocturnal Helody
Tree Of Life
Swinging
Tree Of Life
Dotted Circle
The Holy Tree Of The Araucanos
Tree Of Life
Tree Of Life
Best Wishes To The Whole World

Adoration
Three Kings

BrazilianNativity
Candlestick
On The Way To School
Two Girls And Horses

Field of Flowers I
Field of Flowers 11
Tapestry Bahia

Brazilian Blue Paradise
Paradise with Sun

Caboclinhos
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1978 Cont.
-.

Jose Rinaldo Castro de Santi Brazil Fell ing
“:Jose Rinaldo Castro de Santi Brazil Picking Coffee Beans
Jose Rinaldo Castro de Santi Brazil Sugar Cane Harvest
Jose Rianldo Castro de Santi Brazil Picking Cotton
Elisa ?lartinede Silvers
Jose Saboia
Pennochi
Heitor dos Prazeres
Milton da Costa
Carybe
Ivan Horais
Rosins Becker do Vane
Prilidiano Paz Pueyrrecion
Jose de Paulo Inima
Manuel Castellanos-Lopez

~

Juan Scalco
Kinkas
Nan Cuz
Olga de Chica
Olga de Chica
Jose Antonio da Silva
18C Jewel Box Lid
Terasa Cuellar
Fernando Term
Fernando Term
Fernando Term
Hector Herrera Sanhueza
Angel Romano
Angel Romano
Gaspar Saldanha

Brazil Paris -
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil Samba
Brazil Girl on a Bicyle
Brazil The Queens Horses
Brazil Woman of Bahia
Brazil Boi Xamao
Argentina
Brazil
Cuba Wreath

Argentina
Brazil
Guatemala
Colombia
Colombia
Brazil
Colombia
Colombia
Chile
Chile
Chile
Chile
Argentina
Argentina
Brazil

Hessenger$ of Peace
One Magic Night 1982

Still Life

Bouquet
Iris
14ily
Pink Cryanthemum

Ronda 6
Ronda 9
Tree and Fruit
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INFANT HORTALITY RATES
(Under one year per 1000 live births)

---

Antigua
Argentina
Barbados
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti,
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Montserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher&
Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent &
the Grenadines

Surinam
Trinidad & Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela

1937

235
96

217
123

70 b

241
150
142

47
158
133
112

99
121

102
119
131
235

94
65 f
75

1?8 f

112

112
61.6

120
96

135 f

1947

79
163
120
115 b

161
150

92

99
146

96

110
87

109
92
97
98

102
50 f
52

114 f

98
110

110
71
78
66

100 f

1960

68.7
62.4
60.3
64.3

120.3
99.8
68.6
35.4

107.3
100.6
100
76.3
77.9
91.9
61.4

52
51.5
74.2
114.2
70.2
56.9
90.7
92.1

98.1
107,1

132
40.7
45.4
47.4
52.9

1971

22.1 a
62 a
29.2
50.7 a

91.2
70.6
87
56.4
36.5
45.1 a
49.1
78.5
52.5
32.8 a
87.1
40.7

130
117.6

27.1

56.3 a
46 a
37.6
97.4

103 g

48.4 a
42.7 a

58.6 a
36.9 a
34,3 a
40,4
49.8

1978

45
28.8

82.4
38.7
80 C

22.3
22.3

31.2
57.4
50.8

73.3
50.6 d

125
98.5 e

49

24.8
89.7
90.4” g

32.1 e

38.2
33.9

-.——.— _______ —— .——..
Notes: a - 1.970; b - excluding infants who die before re~istration;c -

1979; d - 1975; e - 1977; f - excluding jungle populaton;

Sources: “Evaluationof the Ten-year Health Plan for The Americas” (1980)
PAHO CD27/34.B
“Health conditions in The Americas” (1.973-76)PAHO Scientific
Publicationno. 364
PAHO Scientific Publication no,381. Condiccionesde salvo del niiio
en las Am6ricas.



Annex XX

CHILD lfORTALITT RATES
(1 to 4 years per 1,000 inhabitants)

Antigua
Argentina
Barbados
Belize
,Bolivia
‘Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Guyana
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Rexico
Hontserrat
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher & Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Surinam
Trinidad & Tobago
Uruguay
Venezuela

1960

7.9
4.3
3.5
6.7

9.7
16.3
6.9
2.0

19.9
11.8
21.3
17.5
12.8
29,0
5,8

13.9
6.5

13.1
6.5
9.1
9.6
4.4

15.0
13.9
21.7

3.2
1.8
5.9

1970

1.6
3.3
2,2
4.3

5.6 b
4.1
6.4
4.6
1.2
4,9
5.9

14.9
11.1
4.4
25.4
11.2
110.0 b
10.4
4.2
9.5
3.2

7.5
6.7
12.5
4.1
4.0
5.3
4.3
1.8
1.3
5.2

1978

1.0 a
2.2
1.4
6.4 a

3.6
1.5
5.1 c
1.1
1.1
2.1 a
3.1
10.2 c
4.3

26.0 C

97.0
14.3 c

1.9 c
4.3 d

3.7 a
2.0
5.5

3.1 a
2.3 a

1.8 C

1.3 a
1.1
3.4

NOTES: - 1976
:- 1971

- 1977
L

Sources: “Evaluationof the Ten-year Health Plan for The Americas”
(1980) PAHO CD27/34.B.

“Health Condition in The Americas, 1973-76,” PAHO
ScientificPublicationno. 364.
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Uruguay

USAID

Vaccine production

Van Leer Foundation

Vegara, Laura

Vocational training

Voluntary agencies

Voluntary collaborators

Water supply

Weaning foods

Women

Yaws

Young child

Youth

Zeledon De Carazo, Estrella
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